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ABSTRACT
Symmetry Analysis of General Rank-3 Pfaffian Systems in Five Variables
by
Francesco Strazzullo, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2009
Major Professor: Dr. Ian M. Anderson
Department: Mathematics and Statistics
In this dissertation we applied geometric methods to study underdetermined second order scalar
ordinary differential equations (called general Monge equations), nonlinear involutive systems of two
scalar partial differential equations in two independent variables and one unknown and non-Monge-
Ampe`re Goursat parabolic scalar PDE in the plane. These particular kinds of differential equations
are related to general rank-3 Pfaffian systems in five variables. Cartan studied these objects in
his 1910 paper. In this work Cartan provided normal forms only for some general rank-3 Pfaffian
systems with 14-, 7-, and 6-dimensional symmetry algebras.
In this dissertation we provided normal forms of all general rank-3 Pfaffian systems in five
variables with a freely acting transverse 3-dimensional symmetry algebra. We applied our normal
forms to
[i] sharpen Cartan’s integration method of nonlinear involutive systems,
[ii] classify all general Monge equations with a freely acting transverse 3-dimensional symmetry
algebra, of which many new examples are presented, and
[iii] provide a broad classification of non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable hyperbolic PDE
in the plane.
We developed a computer software, called FiveVariables, that classifies general rank-3 Pfaffian
systems. FiveVariables runs in the environment DifferentialGeometry of Maple, version 11 and later.
(235 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The subject of this dissertation falls within the geometric study of differential equations. The
dissertation consists of four parts. The first part (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) deals with the general theory
of rank-2 and rank-3 Pfaffian systems on a 5-dimensional manifold and its relation to the problem
of solving certain special types of partial differential equations. In the second part (Chapters 5 and
6), we carry out a detailed symmetry analysis of general rank-3 Pfaffian systems. The third part
provides an application of our results to the theory of Darboux integrable hyperbolic second-order
scalar PDE in the plane (Chapter 7). In the last part (Chapter 8), we describe how we implemented
the equivalence method of Cartan for GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with a computer algebra system.
The diagram in Figure 1.1 summarizes the structure of this dissertation.
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Fig. 1.1: Dissertation overview.
2This dissertation started from the study of E`lie Cartan’s famous five variables (or 1910) paper
[10]. In this lengthy article, Cartan considers five main topics.
[A] The analysis of rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold (§II).
[B] The application of geometric methods to the integration of involutive systems of PDE and
Goursat parabolic PDE in the plane (§III to §V).
[C] The application of the equivalence method to compute the fundamental invariant of general
rank-3 (or GR3D5) Pfaffian systems in five variables (§VI).
[D] The distribution of GR3D5 Pfaffian systems into six main classes (§VII to §XI).
[E] The analysis of some special classes of GR3D5 Pfaffian systems (§XII to §XIV).
A recent exposition of these topics can be found in Stormark [38].
In Chapters 2 and 3, we provide a detailed account of topic [A]. We formalize the definition of
a general rank-3 Pfaffian systems in five variables, as follows.
Definition 1. A rank-3 Pfaffian system I defined on a 5-manifold is said to be general and denoted
GR3D5, if and only if the derived type of I is [3, 2, 0] (see Definition 2.2.7). ¥
Our main contribution to topic [A] is the following Theorem 1, which was only cited by Cartan
as a consequence of Goursat’s work [26].
Theorem 1. A rank-3 Pfaffian system I defined on a 5-manifold is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system if
and only if I is locally realized by an underdetermined second-order ordinary differential equation
Z ′ = H(X,Y, Z, Y ′, Y ′′) for which
∂2H
∂Y ′′2
6= 0.
The equations of the type considered in Theorem 1 were called (general) second-order Monge equa-
tions by Gardner [18, page 148]. The proof of this theorem provides an algorithm, which we called
Monge Algorithm 3.5.8, that is repeatedly used in Chapter 5.
We can say that topic [B] is the goal of the 1910 paper. Every system of two PDE in the plane
gives rise to a rank-3 Pfaffian system in 6-variables, say I2. Cartan proved that such systems are
involutive if and only if they admit a unique Cauchy characteristic directional field. Consequently
I2 can be reduced to a rank-3 Pfaffian system in five variables. In Chapter 4 we summarize this
result, obtaining the following.
Theorem 2. Let z = z(x, y) be a scalar function on the plane and let
zxx = R(x, y, z, zx, zy, zyy), zxy = S(x, y, z, zx, zy, zyy), (1.1)
3be an involutive system. Assume that I2 is the Pfaffian system generated by (1.1) and that C is a
Cauchy characteristic of I2. Then I2 is reduced by C to a GR3D5 Pfaffian system if and only if
∂2S
∂zyy
2 6= 0.
In Chapter 4, combining Theorems 1 and 2, we arrive at an integration method for nonlinear
involutive systems, which was one of the goals in topic [B].
The simplest example we can use to illustrate the general theory developed in Chapters 2
through 4 is the following. In terms of the standard notation (p, q, r, s, t) = (zx, zy, zxx, zxy, zyy), the
system of scalar PDE in the plane
r =
1
3
t3, s =
1
2
t2, (1.2)
is of the kind treated in Theorem 2. The system (1.2) gives rise to the rank-3 Pfaffian system
I2 =

dz − p dx− q dy,
dp− t
3
3
dx− t
2
2
dy,
dq − t
2
2
dx− t dy,
(1.3)
on the 6-manifold M6 with local coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, t). A Cauchy characteristic of (1.2) or I2
is
C = ∂x − t ∂y + (p− qt) ∂z − t
3
6
∂p − t
2
2
∂q. (1.4)
A complete set of invariants for C is
x1 = t, x2 = y + tx, x3 = p+
t3
6
x, x4 = q +
t2
x
, x5 = z +
t3
6
x2 + txq − xp. (1.5)
Consequently, I2 is reduced to the rank-3 Pfaffian system I
I =

dx5 − x4dx2,
dx3 − x
12
2
dx2,
dx4 − x1 dx2,
(1.6)
on the quotient manifold M5 with local coordinates (x1, . . . , x5). Cartan proved that I is realized
by the Hilbert-Cartan equation
dZ
dX
=
(
d2Y
dX2
)2
. (1.7)
4Using the solutions of (1.7), we can construct the 2-dimensional integral manifold s : (X,µ) ∈ R2 →
M6 of (1.2). Indeed, in Example 4.1.14, we see that the integral manifold of (1.2) is given by
x = µ, y = Xµ+ F ′′, z = −1
6
µ2X3 +
(
F − 1
2
X2F ′′
)
µ− 1
2
(
G+XF ′′2 − 2F ′F ′′
)
, (1.8)
for every solution Y = F (X) and Z = G(X) of (1.7). For instance, from the solution
Y =
1
12
X3, Z =
1
12
X3 + k, k = const. (1.9)
of (1.7) we obtain the solution
z = − y
3
3(2x+ 1)
− k
2
(1.10)
of (1.2).
This integration method outlined by Cartan requires the realization of (1.6) as the rank-3
Pfaffian system in five variables generated by (1.7). Although such a realization always exists, its
explicit computation is quite complicated. In Chapter 4 we apply this integration method to a family
of nonlinear involutive systems for which (1.2) is particular (see Theorem 4.1.13).
It turns out a similar procedure can be applied to Goursat parabolic PDE in the plane which
are non-Monge-Ampe`re equations (or simply general Goursat equations). Indeed, following Cartan’s
topic [B] in Chapter 4, we show that there is a bijective mapping between general Goursat equations
and nonlinear involutive systems (see Section 4.3). For instance, the general Goursat equation
32s3 − 12t2s2 + 9r2 − 36rts+ 12rt3 = 0, (1.11)
is associated to (1.2) (see Example 4.3.2). We display this example in the diagram of Figure 1.2
(page 5).
While developing topic [C], Cartan proved that all GR3D5 Pfaffian systems have a finite di-
mensional symmetry algebra, namely of dimensions 14 or less than 8. Cartan then provided normal
forms for those GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with symmetry algebra of dimension 14 or 7, and some nor-
mal forms for those with 6-dimensional symmetry algebra. No normal forms were given for GR3D5
Pfaffian systems whose symmetry algebra is 5-dimensional or smaller. In Chapter 5 we provide nor-
mal forms for all the GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with a transverse free-acting 3-dimensional symmetry
algebra. We summarize the results of Chapters 5 in the following theorems and tables, where a
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Fig. 1.2: Example of the theory in Chapters 3 and 4.
reference to the proof of each entry is provided.
Theorem 3 (GR3D5 symmetry normal forms). Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold
M . Assume that I admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on
M and denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Then about each point
of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that I and Γ can be expressed in one of the normal
forms of Table 1.1 (page 8). There, [g] denotes the algebraic type of Γ according to [36], F = F (u, v)
is a differentiable function and K = K(u, v, F ) is subject to the constraint Dvv [K] 6= 0.
The Monge Algorithm 3.5.8 that we elaborated together with Theorem 3 provide the following.
Theorem 4 (General Monge normal forms). Let
Z1 = H (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) ,
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0, (1.12)
6be a general second order Monge equation on the 5-manifold N , with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2).
Assume that (1.12) admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on
N and denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on N . Then (1.12) and Γ
can be expressed as in Table 1.2 (page 9). There, [g] is the algebraic type of Γ according to [36] and
h is a differentiable function depending only on two arguments, which is non-zero for the algebraic
type A3,9 while for all the other algebraic types h is such that D2[2]h 6= 0.
As we already mentioned, obtaining the general Monge normal form of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system
is not easy task. The assumptions about the symmetry algebra in Theorem 4 make this task more
accessible. These results combined with that of Chapter 4 sharpen Cartan’s integration method for
nonlinear involutive systems. To illustrate this point, we give the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let I be the reduction by the Cauchy characteristic of the Pfaffian system generated
by a nonlinear involutive system
r = R (x, y, z, p, q, t) , s = S (x, y, z, p, q, t) . (1.13)
Assume that the Heisenberg algebra is a symmetry algebra of I, acting transversely and freely. Then
the integral manifolds of (1.13) are expressed in terms of two independent variables, xˆ and X,
one generic function Y = f(X), its derivatives Y ′ and Y ′′, and a function Z = G(X) such that
Z ′ = Y + h(Y ′, Y ′′).
One future work is the implementation in a computer algebra system of this theory and our
algorithm, in order to create a solver for involutive systems.
Another conclusion obtained in topic [C] is the construction of the Cartan 2-tensor FI associated
to every GR3D5 Pfaffian system I. This is a homogeneous fourth degree polynomial in 2-variables.
GR3D5 Pfaffian systems can be classified according to the root type of FI , as Cartan did in topic
[D]. In Chapter 6 we provide many examples of inequivalent GR3D5 Pfaffian systems for each root
type, which are new to the literature.
In Chapter 7, Theorem 7.2.2, we provide another application of our symmetry analysis of
GR3D5 Pfaffian systems (Theorem 3). This is based upon the recent work of Anderson, Fels,
and Vassiliou [3], which allows a broad classification of all non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable
hyperbolic PDE in the plane. For instance, we derive the following
7Theorem 6 (Heisenberg Darboux integrability). Let
F (x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t) = 0 (1.14)
be a non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable hyperbolic PDE in the plane with Vessiot algebra the
Heisenberg algebra. Then (1.14) is the quotient of two copies of
Z ′ = Y + h(Y ′, Y ′′)
by the diagonal action of
Γ = 〈∂Z , ∂X , ∂Y +X ∂Z〉.
Conversely, every such quotient gives rise to a non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable hyperbolic
PDE (1.14) with Heisenberg Vessiot algebra.
In topic [C] Cartan actually constructed two invariants of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I. One
is FI(x1, x2), and the other is a homogeneous fourth degree polynomial in 3-variables GI such that
GI(x1, x2, 0) = FI . The computation of the Cartan tensors is very complicated; Cartan himself
could provide only few explicit expressions. In Chapter 8 we summarize the basic steps of topic [C].
With an important contribution of Hsiao [29], we implemented the equivalence method for GR3D5
Pfaffian systems and nonlinear involutive systems. We briefly describe the program FiveVariables
that we developed in order to compute the Cartan tensors and the root type of FI . This program
works under the DifferentialGeometry package of Maple (version 11 and later).
8Table 1.1: Symmetry normal forms. Dvv [K] 6= 0.
[g] Γ I; K. Prop.
3A1 −∂a, −∂b, −∂c.
db− u da, dc− v da− F du,
da+ Fv du; K = F.
5.3.2
A1 ⊕A2 −ec ∂a, −∂c, −∂b.
da− a dc+ F du+ dv, db− u dc,
dc+ Fv du; K = F.
5.4.2
A3,1 −∂b, −∂a − c ∂b, −∂c.
db− a dc+ F du, dc− u da− dv,
da+ Fv du; K = F.
5.5.2
A3,2
− ec ∂b, −ec ∂a − cec ∂b,
− ∂c.
db− (a+ b) dc+ F du+ dv,
da− a dc+ du, dc+ Fv du; K = F.
5.6.2
A²3,5
² 6= 0 −e
c ∂a, −e²c ∂b, −∂c.
da− a dc+ du, db− ²b dc+ F du+ dv,
² dc+ Fv du; K = F.
5.7.2
A²3,7
² ≥ 0
A∂a +B ∂b, A ∂b −B ∂a,
− ∂c.
A =
e²c (² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
,
B =
e²c (² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
.
da− ² db+ (²2b− b− 2²a) dc+ F du+ dv,
² da+ db+
(
a− ²2a− 2²b) dc+ du,
dc− Fv
²2 + 1
((F − ²) du+ dv) ;
Kv = (F − ²)Fv − Fu.
5.8.2
A3,8,1
− ∂a − 2b ∂b + 2c ∂c,
c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c,
∂c.
da− b dc+ F du+ dv,
e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ du,
e2a dc−
(
1
2
− FFv
)
du− Fv dv;
Kv = FFv − v − Fu.
5.9.2
A3,8,2
− ∂a − 2b ∂b + 2c ∂c,
c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c,
∂c.
e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ F du+ dv,
e2a dc+ du, da− b dc− 1
2
Fv du;
K = F + v2.
5.9.5
A3,9
Ac ∂a +Bc ∂b + Cc ∂c,
A ∂a +B ∂b + C ∂c, −∂c.
A =
− sin c
cos b
, B = − cos c,
C = A sin b.
da− sin b dc+ du,
cos a db+ cos b sin a dc+ F du+ dv,
cos b cos a dc− sin a db+ FFv du+ Fv dv;
Kv = FFv + v − Fu.
5.10.2
9Table 1.2: General Monge normal forms. Z1 = H and HY2Y2 6= 0.
[g] Γ H Prop.
3A1 ∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z . h(Y1, Y2) 5.3.3
A1 ⊕A2 ∂Z , Z ∂Z −X ∂X , ∂Y . X−2 h
(
XY1, X
2Y2
)
5.4.3
A3,1 ∂Z , ∂X , ∂Y +X ∂Z . Y + h(Y1, Y2) 5.5.3
A3,2
∂Z , lnX ∂Z +X ∂Y ,
Z ∂Z −X ∂X .
X−2Y +X−2 h
(
Y −XY1, X2Y2
)
5.6.3
A²3,5
² 6= 0
X1/² ∂Y , ∂Z ,
² (Z ∂Z −X ∂X) .
1
²X
−2 h
(
²XY1 − Y, ²2X2Y2 + ²2XY1 − Y
)
5.7.3
A²3,7
² ≥ 0
e²X sinX ∂Y ,
− e²X cosX ∂Y ,
− ∂X .
h
(
Z, Y2 − 2²Y1 + ²2Y + Y
)
5.8.3
A3,8,1
2X ∂X − 2∂Y ,
2X ∂Y −X2 ∂X ,
∂X .
eY h
(
Z, Y2e
−2Y − 12Y12e−2Y
)
5.9.3
A3,8,2
2X ∂X − 2Z ∂Z ,
(1 + 2XZ) ∂Z −X2 ∂X ,
∂X .
Z2 + Y12 h
(
Y,
Y2 − 2Y1Z
Y1
2
)
5.9.6
A3,9
cosX√
1− Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ) ,
− sinX√
1− Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ) ,
∂X .
√
1− Y12 + Y2
2
1− Y12
h
(
Z, Y + arctan
Y2
1− Y12
)
5.10.3
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CHAPTER 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this Chapter we report the basic notations and definitions used throughout this dissertation.
We will assume familiar to the reader some basic concepts of differential geometry, like those
treated in the first chapters of [40], [6], and [37, v. I]. The first two chapters of [7] are our guiding
light and [30] has been a useful source.
2.1 Preliminary definitions and properties
For the most part of this section we will refer to Gardner [16], [17], and [18], for definitions
and proofs. Our goal is to share with the reader our notation and those properties that we give for
granted.
We will be consistent with the following notation. M or Mm denote a differentiable m-
dimensional manifold (or m-manifold); C∞(M) is the ring of real smooth functions on M ; X(M)
is the C∞(M)-module of vector fields on M ; Ω(M) is the algebra of differential forms on M , with
Ωk(M) denoting the module of k-forms on M ; TM is the tangent bundle; T ∗M is the cotangent
bundle and Λk(M) = Λk(T ∗M) is the bundle of k-covectors.
Definition 2.1.1. The hook operator (or interior product or contraction) is the map
: X(M)× Ωk+1(M)→ Ωk(M)
defined by
[X ω] (X1, . . . , Xk) = ω (X,X1, . . . , Xk) .
In particular, if ω is a 1-form on M then X ω = ω(X) ∈ Ω0(M) = C∞(M).
The annihilator of a vector field X is defined as X⊥ = {ω ∈ Ω1(M) | X ω = 0}. ¥
Proposition 2.1.2. Let M be a manifold.
[i] If ω ∈ Ω(M) and Xi ∈ X(M), then X1 (X2 ω) = −X2 (X1 ω).
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[ii] The hook operator is an antiderivation, that is, if ω ∈ Ωk(M), η ∈ Ωj(M) and X ∈ X(M),
then
X (ω ∧ η) = (X ω) ∧ η + (−1)kω ∧ (X η)
Remark 2.1.3. Let X ∈ X(M) and consider the (local) flow FlX = {FlXt }t∈(−²,²) of X. Then
around every point p ∈ M the function FlXt is a local diffeomorphism (see [37, v. I, pages 238-
318], [6, page 27, 130], and [40, page 70]).
Definition 2.1.4. The Lie derivative is the map
L : X(M)× Ωk(M)→ Ωk(M)
defined by
L(X,ω)p = [LXω]p = lim
h→0
FlXh
∗
(ωFlX−h(p))− ωp
h
.
¥
Proposition 2.1.5. The following are some properties of the Lie derivative.
[i] LfXω = f LXω + df ∧ (X ω).
[ii] LX(ω ∧ η) = (LXω) ∧ η + ω ∧ (LXη).
[iii] LX(Y ω) = Y LXω + (LXY ) ω.
[iv] L[X,Y ]ω = LX(LY ω)− LY (LXω).
Here X,Y ∈ X(M), ω, η ∈ Ω(M) and f, g ∈ C∞(M).
Definition 2.1.6. The exterior derivative on M is the operator d : Ωk(M)→ Ωk+1(M) defined by
dω (X1, . . . , Xk+1) =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1Xi
(
ω
(
X1, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xk+1
))
+
∑
1≤i<j≤k+1
(−1)i+jω
(
[Xi, Xj ] , X1, . . . , Xˆi, . . . , Xˆj , . . . , Xk+1
)
,
(2.1)
where ω ∈ Ωk(M) and X1, . . . , Xk+1 ∈ X(M). In particular, if ω is a 1-form, then (2.1) becomes
dω(X,Y ) = X(ω(Y ))− Y (ω(X))− ω([X,Y ]). ¥
Proposition 2.1.7. The following are some properties of the exterior derivative on M .
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[i] If f :M → N is smooth and ω ∈ Ω(N) then dM (f∗ω) = f∗dNω.
[ii] Let ω ∈ Ω(M) and X ∈ X(M) then the following Cartan’s formula holds
LXω = d(X ω) +X dω. (2.2)
2.2 Pfaffian systems, their numerical invariants and basic properties
In this section we define Pfaffian systems, their numerical invariants and some of their basic
properties.
Definition 2.2.1. Let M be an m-manifold. I ⊂ Ω(M) is an exterior differential systems
(EDS) on M if
[i] I is an algebraic ideal of Ω(M), that is,
[i.a] f ∈ C∞(M), α ∈ I ⇒ f α ∈ I,
[i.b] α1, . . . , αs ∈ I ⇒∑si=1 αi ∈ I,
[i.c] α ∈ I, β ∈ Ω(M)⇒ α ∧ β ∈ I (and thus by [i.a] we have β ∧ α ∈ I);
[ii] I is differentially closed, dI ⊂ I, that is, if α ∈ I then dα ∈ I.
We denote the set of (homogeneous) k-forms in I by Ik = I ∩ Ωk(M). We assume that I0 = 0.
A solution (or integral manifold) of I is an immersion φ : N →M such that φ∗I = 0. ¥
We will deal with the following special kind of EDS.
Definition 2.2.2. A Pfaffian system of rank-s on an m-manifold M is an EDS I on M alge-
braically generated, in a neighborhood of each point ofM , by a set of s linearly independent 1-forms
I = {θ1, . . . , θs} and the set of their exterior derivatives dI = {dθ1, . . . , dθs}. A minimal set of
(1-forms) generators I is called a basis of the Pfaffian system I. We shall often identify a Pfaffian
system I with one of its bases I ⊂ Ω1(M). The rank of a Pfaffian system I is denoted by dim I,
while the integer p = m − s = codim I is called the corank of I. A Pfaffian system K such that
K ⊂ I is called a subsystem of I. ¥
Given a rank-s Pfaffian system I =
{
θ1, . . . , θs
}
on Mm, we can complete the basis I to a local
coframe θ1, . . . , θs, θs+1, . . . , θm on M . For each θi ∈ I, the exterior derivative dθi is a 2-form on
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M and therefore dθi is uniquely expressed as a linear combination of 2-fold wedge products of the
1-forms θ1, . . . , θm, that is,
dθi = Aijkθ
j ∧ θk, j, k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. (2.3)
Here we have Aijk ∈ C∞(M) and we use the Einstein’s notation for summation. The expressions
(2.3) for i = 1, . . . , s are called the structure equations of I with respect to the local coframe
θ1, . . . , θm.
Definition 2.2.3. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system onM , I = {θ1, . . . , θs} a basis of I, θ1, . . . , θs,
θs+1, . . . , θm a local coframe on M , and ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω(M). We define ω1 ≡ ω2 modI if and only if
ω1 − ω2 is in the algebraic ideal generated by I.
One can prove that ω1 ≡ ω2 mod{θ1, . . . , θs} if and only if θ1 ∧ . . . ∧ θs ∧ (ω1 − ω2) = 0. We
suggest [7, Chapters 1 and 2] and [30, Chapter 1 and Appendix B] for more details.
Remark 2.2.4. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on M , I = {θ1, . . . , θs} a basis of I, and
θ1, . . . , θs, θs+1, . . . , θm a local coframe onM . With the previous definition we can write the structure
equations (2.3) as
dθi ≡ Aijkθj ∧ θk modI, j, k ∈ {s+ 1, . . . ,m}, i = 1, . . . , s.
Consider θ = λiθi ∈ I, then dθ ≡ 0 modI if and only if θ1 ∧ . . .∧ θs ∧ dθ = 0. Consequently dθ ≡ 0
modI if and only if about every point of M we have λiAijk = 0. We assume that this linear system
in the variables λi has constant rank on M .
Definition 2.2.5. Let I be a Pfaffian system.
[i] The derived system of I is the Pfaffian system (with basis) I ′ = {θ ∈ I | dθ ≡ 0 modI}
(see Remark 2.2.4).
[ii] The derived series of I is the flag of Pfaffian systems I(0) ⊇ . . . ⊇ I(m) recursively defined
by I(0) = I, I(i+1) =
(
I(i)
)′
=
{
θ ∈ I(i) | dθ ≡ 0 modI(i)} for i ≥ 0.
[iii] The derived length of I is the smallest integer N such that I(N+1) = I(N). ¥
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Definition 2.2.6. Let I be a Pfaffian system on a manifold M .
[i] The space of Cauchy characteristics of I is the distribution
Cau(I) = {X ∈ X(M) | X θ = 0, X dθ ∈ I, ∀θ ∈ I} .
[ii] The Cartan system of I is the Pfaffian system CS(I) with basis
(Cau(I))⊥ =
{
α ∈ Ω1(M) | Cau(I) α = 0} .
[iii] The class of I is the integer class(I) = dim CS(I) = codimCau(I).
[iv] The Engel-rank of I is the smallest integer Eng(I) = r ≥ 0 such that (dθ)[r+1] ≡ 0 modI
for all θ ∈ I. Here we use the power notation for the wedge product, that is, for any form α we
define α[1] = α and α[r+1] = α[r] ∧ α.
[v] The Cartan-rank of I is the smallest number Car(I) = v of linearly independent 1-forms
pi1, . . . , piv ∈ Ω1(M)/I such that dθ ∧ pi1 ∧ . . . ∧ piv ≡ 0 modI for all θ ∈ I. ¥
We can now list the fundamental numerical invariants of a Pfaffian system.
Definition 2.2.7. Let I be a Pfaffian system with derived length N . The following numerical
sequences of length N + 1 are the fundamental invariants of I.
[i] The derived type is DT(I) = [dim I, dim I(1), . . . , dim I(N)].
[ii] The Cauchy type is Cau(I) = [dimCau(I), dimCau
(
I(1)
)
, . . . , dimCau
(
I(N)
)
].
[iii] The Engel type is Eng(I) =
[
Eng(I),Eng
(
I(1)
)
, . . . ,Eng
(
I(N)
)]
.
[iv] The Cartan type is Car(I) =
[
Car(I),Car
(
I(1)
)
, . . . ,Car
(
I(N)
)]
. ¥
We will consider only Pfaffian systems whose numerical invariants are constant on M .
Now we turn to the properties of these invariants. First let’s notice that the Cauchy charac-
teristics, the Engel-rank and the Cartan-rank of a Pfaffian system I can be determined simply in a
basis.
Proposition 2.2.8. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system with I = {θ1, . . . , θs} and I ′ = {θ1, . . . , θs1}
(s1 ≤ s). Then the following properties hold.
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[i] Cau(I) = {X ∈ X(M) | X θi = 0, X dθj ∈ I, i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , s1}. In particular
Cau(I) ⊆ Cau(I ′).
[ii] Eng(I) = r if and only if r is the smallest integer such that
(
dθi
)[r+1] ≡ 0 modI for
i = s1 + 1, . . . , s.
[iii] Car(I) = v if and only if there are v linearly independent 1-forms pi1, . . . , piv ∈ Ω1(M)/I
such that dθj ∧ pi1 ∧ . . . ∧ piv ≡ 0 modI for j = 1, . . . , s1.
A rank-s Pfaffian system I on an m-manifold M such that I ′ = I is called Frobenius or
completely integrable. Trivially, if s ≥ m− 1 then I is completely integrable. A Frobenius system
I has derived length N = 0, and hence all the numerical invariants of I have only one entry, namely,
DT(I) = [s], Cau(I) = [m− s], Eng(I) = Car(I) = [0]. (2.4)
We shall encounter many normal forms of Pfaffian systems in this dissertation. The first is that
of a completely integrable Pfaffian system, given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.9 (Frobenius). Let I be a rank-s Frobenius Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M .
Then about every point of M there exists a coordinate system
(
x1, . . . , xs, . . . , xm
)
such that
I =
{
dx1, . . . , dxs
}
. (2.5)
In particular, all rank-s Frobenius systems are locally equivalent.
From [16, page 515] we recall the following.
Remark 2.2.10. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M such that dimCau(I) =
m−c. The Cartan system CS(I) is the smallest completely integrable Pfaffian system {dx1, . . . , dxc}
containing I such that locally the forms in I can be expressed in terms of functions of x1, . . . , xc
and the 1-forms dx1, . . . , dxc. ¥
Example 2.2.11. Consider the rank-2 Pfaffian system H = {du−u′ dt, dv−v′ dt} on a 5-manifold.
The smallest completely integrable Pfaffian system containing H is the rank-3 Pfaffian system L =
{du, dv, dt}. But L has two Cauchy characteristics, namely ∂u′ and ∂v′ . Thus L can not be the
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Cartan system of H, which is CS(H) = {du′, dv′, du, dv, dt} (see also Example 3.1.2 and Remark
3.1.6). ¥
Before proceeding to specific examples, let’s cite from [16, pages 516-518] and [7, page 46] some
of the relations between the numerical invariants of a Pfaffian system.
Proposition 2.2.12. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on a m-manifold. Assume that [i] the
derived length of I is N , [ii] dimCau(I) = m− c and [iii] p = c− s. Then the following inequalities
hold.
Eng(I) ≤ Car(I) ≤ 2Eng(I). (2.6)
Car
(
I(i+1)
)
≤ Car
(
I(i)
)
, i = 0, . . . , N − 1. (2.7)
2Eng(I) ≤ p ≤ Eng(I) (1 + dim I − dim I ′) . (2.8)
dim I ′ ≥ s− p (p− 1)
2
. (2.9)
We will be concerned with rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold. Therefore we give
here the following application of (2.9).
Example 2.2.13. Let’s consider a rank-s Pfaffian system I on 5-manifold M , with s < 5− 1 = 4.
Assume dimCau(I) = 0, that is I has no Cauchy characteristics. Therefore, with the notation of
Proposition 2.2.12, we have c = m = 5 and thus p = 5− s.
[Rank-1] We have s = 1 and p = 4. From (2.9) one obtains dim I ′ ≥ 1 − 6 = −5, so that there is
no constraint on dim I ′. There are two derived types, namely,
[1], [1, 0]. (2.10)
[Rank-2] Here s = 2 and p = 3. From (2.9) one obtains dim I ′ ≥ 2− 3 = −1 and, as before, there
is no constraint for dim I ′. In this case there are four derived types, namely,
[2], [2, 1], [2, 1, 0], [2, 0]. (2.11)
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[Rank-3] We have s = 3 and p = 2. This time (2.9) gives dim I ′ ≥ 3− 1 = 2. Consequently, there
exist two linearly independent 1-forms ω1, ω2 in I such that
{
ω1, ω2
} ⊂ I ′. We can conclude saying
that in this case there are five derived types, namely,
[3], [3, 2], [3, 2, 1], [3, 2, 1, 0], [3, 2, 0]. (2.12)
In particular, such Pfaffian systems can not have derived type [3, 1, . . .] nor [3, 0]. ¥
We conclude this section with a tool that will be frequently used in the next chapters, that is,
the quotient by a vector field.
Definition 2.2.14. Let M be an m-manifold. Assume X ∈ X(M) to be non-singular and denote
by FlXt the local flow of X (see Remark 2.1.3). The relation ∼X on M defined by
p1 ∼X p2 if and only if there exists t ∈ (−², ²) such that p2 = FlXt (p1),
is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes [p]∼X of ∼X are called orbits of the flow of X
and their set is denoted by N = M/∼X . Then on N there is a uniquely defined (m − 1)-manifold
structure such that the natural projection q : p ∈M → [p]∼X ∈ N is a submersion (see [34, Theorem
3.18]). With this structure, N is called the quotient manifold of M by (the orbits of) X. ¥
Theorem 2.2.15. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M and C ∈ Cau(I). Then
there is a unique rank-s Pfaffian system I¯ on the quotient manifold N such that q∗I¯ = I (see [7,
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3]).
The Pfaffian system I¯ of Theorem 2.2.15 is called the reduction of I by a Cauchy characteristic.
Some arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.2.15 are reported in the following remark (see [7, page
31]).
Remark 2.2.16. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M and C ∈ Cau(I). Then
on M there exists a local coframe θ1, . . . , θs, pi1 . . .,pim−s−1, η such that I = {θ1, . . . , θs}, C θi =
C pij = 0, and C η = 1. Moreover, this local coframe can be chosen so that the structure
equations of I are
dθi ≡ 1
2
aijkpi
j ∧ pik modI, i = 1, . . . , s, (2.13)
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where the functions aijk are invariants of the quotient q by C.
By the rectifying Theorem [40, Proposition 1.53], there are local coordinates (X1, . . . , Xm−1, Xm)
on M such that C = ∂Xm . Take local coordinates (x1, . . . , xm−1) on the quotient manifold N , then
the projection by C, q :M → N , is locally defined by
xi = Xi, i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
In these terms, we can say that there is a local coframe on M satisfying the structure equations
(2.13), for which the functions aijk do not depend upon X
m and the 1-form dXm does not appear
in any of the 1-forms θ1, . . . , θs, pi1 . . .,pim−s−1. Consequently, writing q∗ω¯ = ω, one easily checks
that the reduction I¯ = {θ¯1, . . . , θ¯s} of I by C satisfies the structure equations
dθ¯i ≡ 1
2
a¯ijk p¯i
j ∧ p¯ik modI, i = 1, . . . , s. (2.14)
Here a¯ijk = a¯
i
jk(x
1, . . . , xm−1) = aijk(X
1, . . . , Xm−1).
This construction can be carried on for each Ci ∈ Cau(I) (which we assume non-singular).
Assume dimCau(I) = m − n to be constant on M . Then the rank-s Pfaffian system I on the
m-manifold M reduces to a uniquely defined rank-s Pfaffian system I¯ on the n-manifold N . ¥
Corollary 2.2.17. Let I be a Pfaffian system and I¯ the reduction of I by some Cauchy character-
istics of I. Then DT
(
I¯
)
= DT(I).
Finally, combining Remark 2.2.10 and Corollary 2.2.17, we can state the following.
Corollary 2.2.18. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M such that dimCau(I) =
m − n < m. Then there exists a submanifold s : N → M such that dimN = n and s∗CS(I) is a
coframe on N . Moreover, I¯ = s∗I is the reduction of I by Cau(I) and Cau
(
I¯
)
= 0.
It is customary to identify I and I¯, or in other words to consider Pfaffian systems without Cauchy
characteristics.
We can now move on to more generic examples, always providing specific examples concerning
5-dimensional manifold.
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2.3 Rank-1 Pfaffian systems
In this section we want to show how the problem of finding the normal form of a rank-1 Pfaffian
system is solved. This is known as the Pfaff problem. If I = {α} is a rank-1 Pfaffian system, then, in
view of Proposition 2.2.8, the definitions of Engel and Cartan ranks of I can be expressed as follows.
[Engel-rank] Eng(α) = Eng(I) = r if and only if (dα)[r+1] ∧ α = 0 and (dα)[r] ∧ α 6= 0.
[Cartan-rank] Car(α) = Car(I) = v if and only if v is the smallest number of linearly independent
1-forms pi1, . . . , piv such that pi1 ∧ . . . ∧ piv ∧ α 6= 0 and dα ∧ pi1 ∧ . . . ∧ piv ∧ α = 0.
Remember that the numerical invariants are assumed constant.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Pfaff normal form). Let α be a 1-form on an m-manifold M such that Eng(α) = r.
Then there are local coordinates
(
x1, . . . , xr, z, p1, . . . , pr, w
1, ..wm−(2r+1)
)
on M and a non-zero
smooth function a ∈ C∞(M) such that
aα = dz −
r∑
i=1
pi dx
i (2.15)
When the local expression of α is (2.15), then α is said to be in Pfaff normal form (see [7, page
38]).
Corollary 2.3.2. Let I be a rank-1 Pfaffian system such that Eng(I) = r. Then I admits the Pfaff
normal form I = {dz −∑ri=1 pi dxi}.
A contact form is a 1-form α on an odd dimensional m-manifold M , with m = 2r + 1 ≥ 3,
such that α has maximal Engel-rank, that is, Eng(α) = r. A manifold with a contact form is said
to have a contact structure. Here we list some lower dimensional examples of contact structures.
[dimM = 3] r = 1, then dα ∧ α 6= 0 and there are coordinates (x, u, u1) such that aα =
du− u1 dx.
[dimM = 5] r = 2, then dα ∧ dα ∧ α 6= 0 and there are coordinates (x, y, z, p, q) such that
aα = dz − p dx− q dy.
[dimM = 7] n = 3, then dα∧dα∧α 6= 0 and there are coordinates (x1, x2, x3, z, p1, p2, p3) such
that aα = dz − p1 dx1 − p2 dx2 − p3 dx3.
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2.4 Jet spaces, PDE, and Pfaffian systems
For this section, we cite the nice and short introduction given by Gardner [18, §3] and the one
by Ivey [30], to which we refer for details.
Let m, k > 0 be integers, we say that a k-tuple J = (j1, . . . , jk) such that 1 ≤ j1 < . . . < jk ≤ m
is a multi-index of order at most k on m-indexes. We denote by Amk the set of such multi-indexes.
One can compute |Amk | =
(
m
k
)
=
m!
k! (m− k)! .
Definition 2.4.1. The space of k-jets with m-dimensional source and n-dimensional target
over the real numbers is the differential manifold Jk(Rm,Rn) with the following properties:
[i] dim Jk(Rm,Rn) = m+ n
(
m+k
k
)
.
[ii] There exist natural coordinates (x, z,p) on Jk(Rm,Rn), such that x = (x1, . . . , xm), z =
(z1, . . . , zn), and p = (p11, . . . , p
1
m, . . . , p
n
1 , . . . , p
n
m, p
1
11, . . . , p
1
1m, . . . , p
n
m. . .m︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−times
).
[iii] Let F : Rm → Rn be a smooth function with zi = F i(x). Let J = (j1, . . . , js) ∈ Amk be any
multi-index of order at most k on m-indices, so that 1 ≤ s ≤ k and 1 ≤ j1 ≤ js ≤ m. Then the
mapping pij1...js =
∂sF i
∂xj1 . . . ∂xjs
defines a smooth function js(F ) : Rm → Js(Rm,Rn) called the s-th
jet of F . ¥
In particular, J0(Rm,Rn) = Rm × Rn and a change of coordinates in the first m + n-natural
coordinates of Jk(Rm,Rn) induces a canonical change in p.
Definition 2.4.2. The contact system on Jk(Rm,Rn) is the Pfaffian system Ckm,n generated by
{α ∈ Ω1(Jk(Rm,Rn)) | jk(F )∗α = 0, ∀F ∈ C∞(Rm,Rn)}.
By definition all k-jets are integral manifolds of the contact system Ckm,n. A basis for C
k
m,n is
θj = dzj −
m∑
i=1
pji dx
i, j = 1, . . . , n
θjJ = dp
j
J −
m∑
i=1
pji]J dx
i,

j = 1, . . . , n,
1 ≤ s < k,
J = (j1, . . . , js) ∈ Amk ,
i]J = (j1, . . . , i, . . . , js) ∈ Amk .
(2.16)
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Therefore dimCkm,n = n
(
1 +
k−1∑
s=1
(
m
s
))
= n
(
1 +m!
k−1∑
s=1
1
s! (m− s)!
)
. Several examples of contact
systems will be provided in the next sections.
We can now rephrase Corollary 2.3.2 in the context of contact systems.
Theorem 2.4.3 (Pfaff normal form, Jet). Let I be a rank-1 Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M .
Assume DT(I) = [1, 0] and Car(I) = Eng(I) = [r, 0]. Then Cau(I) = [m− (2r + 1),m] and about
every point of M there is a coordinate neighborhood U and a submersion φ : U → J1(Rr,R) such
that I = φ∗C1r,1.
Following [1], let ∆ = 0 be a system of k-th order partial differential equations (PDE) in m-
variables and n-unknown functions. We assume that this system is of maximal rank p, that is,
∆ = 0 consists of p functionally independent equations. Therefore we think of such a system as a
submersion ∆ : Jk(Rm,Rn) → Rp. The equation manifold of the PDE system is M∆ = ∆−1(0),
which is an embedded submanifold ι :M∆ → Jk(Rm,Rn) (by inclusion). The PDE system ∆ = 0
is canonically associated to the Pfaffian system I = ι∗Ckm,n defined on M∆. Usually one
refers to I as to the contact system restricted to M∆. A solution of ∆ = 0 is a smooth map
F : N →M∆ such that F ∗I = 0 and F ∗(dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxm) 6= 0. It is therefore crucial to find a way
of characterizing the contact systems so to be able to identify which jet space (if any) describes the
solutions of a given system.
2.5 The jet space J1(Rm,Rn)
With respect to natural coordinates (x1, . . . , xm, z, p1, . . . , pm) on J1(Rm,R), the expressions
(2.16) give the contact system
C1m,1 = {dz − p1 dx1 − . . .− pm dxm}. (2.17)
Therefore C1m,1 is the Pfaff normal form of rank-1 Pfaffian system I with Eng(I) = m. This was
treated in Corollary 2.3.2.
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Example 2.5.1. We are going to show the importance of obtaining a normal form for a Pfaffian
system associated to a given PDE. Consider the single first order PDE in the plane
ux + uy = 0. (2.18)
With natural coordinates (x, y, z, p, q) on J1(R2,R), we have C12,1 = {dz − p dx − q dy}. On the
equation manifold M we take coordinates (x, y, u, ux) and C12,1 restricts to I = {θ}, where θ =
du − ux dx + ux dy = du − ux (dx − dy). Since dθ = (dx − dy) ∧ dux, we have dθ ∧ θ 6= 0 (thus
I ′ = 0) and for dimensional reasons it is (dθ)[1+1] ∧ θ = 0. Applying Proposition 2.2.8 we conclude
that DT(I) = [1, 0] and Eng(I) = [1, 0]. Notice that X = ∂x + ∂y is the only Cauchy characteristic
of I on M , thus dimCau(I) = 1 and Cau(I) = [1, 4]. Consequently we can apply Theorem 2.4.3.
Take natural coordinates (t, s, v) on J1(R,R) and define φ :M → J1(R,R) by
t = x− y, s = u, v = ux.
Then C11,1 = {ds− v dt} and I = φ∗C11,1. Therefore the solutions of (2.18) are parameterized by a
smooth map g : t ∈ R→ s ∈ R, that is, u = F (x− y). ¥
On J1(Rm,Rn) use the natural coordinates (x1, . . . , xm, z1, . . . , zn, p11, . . . , pnm), then (2.16) gives
the contact system
C1m,n = {dzj −
n∑
i=1
pji dx
i, j = 1, . . . ,m}. (2.19)
For instance, on J1(R,R2) with natural coordinates (t, u, v, u′, v′) the contact system (2.19) is
C11,2 = {du− u′ dt, dv − v′ dv}.
The following result is due to Robert Bryant [7, Theorem 4.4].
Theorem 2.5.2 (Bryant normal form). Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on an m-manifold M . If
DT(I) = [s, 0], Car(I) = Eng(I) = [r, 0], Cau(I) = [m− (s+ rs+ r),m], s ≥ 3, (2.20)
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then about every point of M there is a coordinate neighborhood U and a submersion φ : U →
J1(Rr,Rs) such that I = φ∗C1r,s.
When s = 1, actually Theorem 2.5.2 is equivalent to the Pfaff Theorem (2.17). In the case
s = 2 and m = 5 we will show a counter example for which the numerical invariants of C11,2 are not
enough to characterize C11,2, see Section 3.3.
2.6 The jet space Jk(R,R)
This case has been classically treated for k = 1 (Pfaff), k = 2 (Engel), and k ≥ 3 (Gour-
sat). We already considered the Pfaff case, in the previous section. Let’s take natural coordinates
(x, y0, y1, . . . , yk) on Jk(R,R). From (2.16) the contact system is
Ck1,1 = {θi = dyi−1 − yi dx, i = 1, . . . , k}. (2.21)
For instance when k = 2 we have
C21,1 = {θ1 = dy0 − y1 dx, θ2 = dy1 − y2 dx}.
In general (Ck1,1)
(k) = 0 and (Ck1,1)
(k−i) = {θ1, . . . , θi} for i = 1, . . . , k. Thus DT(Ck1,1) = [k, k −
1, . . . , 2, 1, 0].
A famous example due to Giaro, Kumpera, and Ruiz [22], shows that the derived type alone
does not characterize Ck1,1. We work it out here.
Example 2.6.1. The jet space J3(R,R) has dimension 1 + 1
(
1+3
3
)
= 1 + 4 = 5. The natural
coordinates (x, y, y1, y2, y3) in (2.21) give
C31,1 = {θ1 = dy − y1 dx, θ2 = dy1 − y2 dx, θ3 = dy2 − y3 dx}.
Now, on J3(R,R) consider the Pfaffian system
I = {η1 = θ1, η2 = θ2, η3 = y3 dy2 − dx}.
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There is not any neighborhood of y3 = 0 on which C31,1 pullbacks to I. The structure equations of
C31,1 with respect to the local coframe θ
1, θ2, θ3, θ4 = dy3, pi1 = −dx are
dθ1 = θ2 ∧ pi1,
dθ2 = θ3 ∧ pi1,
dθ3 = θ4 ∧ pi1.
The structure equations of I with respect to the local coframe η1, η2, η3, η4 = −dy3, pi2 = −dy2
are
dη1 = η2 ∧ (y3 pi2 + η3),
dη2 = η3 ∧ pi2,
dη3 = η4 ∧ pi2.
Then I(1) = {η1, η2}, I(2) = {η1}, and I(3) = 0, and thus DT(I) = [3, 2, 1, 0] = DT(C31,1).
Let’s compute the other numerical invariants, using Proposition 2.2.8. It is not too hard to
compute Cau(I) = [0, 1, 2, 5] = Cau
(
C31,1
)
. From the structure equations of C31,1 we notice that for
i = 0, 1, 2 one can write
dθ3−i 6≡ 0 mod(C31,1)(i),
dθh ∧ pi1 ≡ 0 mod(C31,1)(i), h = 1, . . . , 3− i.
(2.22)
Therefore Car
(
C31,1
)
= [1, 1, 1, 0]. For I we have a similar situation, that is, for i = 0, 1, 2
dθ3−i 6≡ 0 modI(i),
dθh ∧ τ i ≡ 0 modI(i), h = 1, . . . , 3− i, τ0 = τ1 = pi2, τ2 = y3 pi2 + η3,
(2.23)
and thus we have Car(I) = [1, 1, 1, 0] = Car
(
C31,1
)
.
Finally, for i = 1, 2, 3 we have dθi ∧ dθi = 0 and dη3 ∧ dη3 = 0, thus Eng(I) = Eng(C31,1) =
[1, 1, 1, 0].
Therefore we can not distinguish I and C31,1 by means only of their numerical invariants. To solve
this problem Giaro et al. introduced the notion of weak derived systems. Alternatively, following
Tilbury and Sastry [39], we point out a visible difference between (2.22) and (2.23). Equations (2.22)
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show that at every step of the derived flag of C31,1, the same 1-form pi
1 can be used to compute the
Cartan-rank. In (2.23), I does not admit such a unique 1-form. ¥
Definition 2.6.2. Let I be a rank-s Pfaffian system on Mm. Assume that DT(I) = [s =
s0, s1, . . . , sN ]. An adapted basis of I is a basis {θ1, . . . , θs} of I such that I(i) = {θ1, . . . , θsi}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ N . Obviously one has I(N) = {0} when sN = 0. A local coframe θ1, . . . , θs, . . . , θm is
said an adapted coframe of I if {θ1, . . . , θs} is an adapted basis of I. ¥
The characterization of the contact system Ck1,1 is given in the following two theorems (see [7,
Theorems 5.1 and 5.3]).
Theorem 2.6.3 (Engel normal form). Let I be a rank-2 Pfaffian system on a 4-manifold M .
Suppose DT(I) = [2, 1, 0]. Then about every point of M there is a coordinate neighborhood U and a
submersion φ : U → J2(R,R) such that I = φ∗C21,1.
It is instructive to remark that the Engel normal form is obtained by first writing the derived
system I ′ = {θ1} in Pfaff normal form.
Theorem 2.6.4 (Special Goursat normal form). Let k ≥ 2 and I be a rank-k Pfaffian system on a
(k + 2)-manifold M . Assume that
DT(I) = [k, k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 2, 1, 0], (2.24)
and that {θ1, . . . , θk} is an adapted basis of I. Furthermore, assume that there exist two linearly
independent 1-forms θk+1, pi ∈ Ω1(M)/I such that
dθi ≡ θi+1 ∧ pi modI(k−i), i = 1, . . . , k. (2.25)
Then we have
Car(I) = Eng(I) = [1, 1, . . . , 1, 0], Cau(I) = [0, 1, . . . , k − 3, k]. (2.26)
Moreover, about every point of M there is a coordinate neighborhood U and a submersion φ : U →
Jk(R,R) such that I = φ∗Ck1,1.
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The denomination of “special” is in Goursat [26]. For completeness, we just notice that for the
basis of induction of Theorem 2.6.4, which is the Engel normal form, condition (2.24) implies the so
called Goursat congruences (2.25).
We end this section by simply recalling a generalization of Theorem 2.6.4, which does not need
the codimension-2 requirement. Gardner and Shadwick in [21] studied Pfaffian systems which admit
a Brunovsky normal form, that is, which are locally a partial prolongation of C11,n. In Murray [33]
these systems were called Pfaffian system with special extended Goursat normal form. The Goursat
congruences (2.25) in this “extended” case consist of more than one congruence at each step, since
the derived type is not assumed to be a step-1 sequence.
The special extended Goursat normal form and the characterization of the contact system on
the general jet space Jk(Rm,Rn) are beyond our subject of studies, 5-dimensional manifolds. We
refer to [41] for further studies on the general jet space.
2.7 Frobenius, Bryant, and special Goursat normal forms on a 5-manifold
Let’s now summarize the results so far presented for Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold. We
already noticed that rank-4 and -5 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold are Frobenius. If I is a rank-s
Frobenius Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold, then I admits the normal form I = {dx1, . . . , dxs}, with
DT(I) = [s] and Cau(I) = [5− s].
Now, we apply the results exposed in this chapter to the remaining derived types listed in
Example 2.2.13, and thus we obtain Table 2.1 (page 27), where we provide an adapted basis for the
Pfaffian systems I.
For the derived type [3, 2, 1, 0] we assume the special Goursat normal form can be obtained,
according to Theorem 2.6.4.
We can not consider yet the derived types [2, 0] and [3, 2, 0], to which none of the previous
theorems apply. In particular, the tools developed in this chapter do not provide a characterization
of C11,2 = {dx2 − x4 dx1, dx3 − x5 dx1} = {du− u′ dt, dv− v′ dt}. We will treat both derived types
in the next chapter.
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Table 2.1: Jet-related normal forms on a 5-manifold. Fs is a rank-s Frobenius Pfaffian system.
DT(I) Cau(I) Ckm,n I Reference
[1, 0] [2, 5] C1(R2,R) + F1 dx2 − x3 dx1 2.2.18 and 2.4.3
[1, 0] [0, 5] C1(R2,R) dx5 − x3 dx1 − x4 dx2 2.4.3 (Pfaff)
[2, 1] [1, 4] C1(R,R) + F1 dx4, dx2 − x3 dx1 2.2.18 and 2.4.3
[2, 1, 0] [1, 2, 5] C2(R,R) dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1 2.6.3 (Engel)
[3, 2] [0, 3] C1(R,R) + F2 dx5, dx4, dx3 − x2 dx1 2.2.18 and 2.4.3
[3, 2, 1] [0, 1, 4] C2(R,R) + F1 dx5, dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1 2.2.18 and 2.6.3
[3, 2, 1, 0] [0, 1, 4, 5] C3(R,R)
dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1,
dx4 − x5 dx1 2.6.4 (Goursat)
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CHAPTER 3
RANK-2 AND -3 PFAFFIAN SYSTEMS ON A 5-MANIFOLD
In this chapter we define the main object of our study, general rank-3 (or GR3D5) Pfaffian
systems in five variables. We will provide new proofs of some results obtained by Cartan [10] and
Goursat [26]. An algorithm will be described to write any GR3D5 Pfaffian system in general Goursat
normal form and in general Monge normal form. This algorithm will be widely used in Chapter 5.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are devoted to the characterization of those rank-2 Pfaffian systems on a
5-manifold to which one can not apply the Bryant normal form Theorem 2.5.2.
In Sections 3.4 through 3.6 we define and characterize GR3D5 Pfaffian systems.
Section 3.7 is a summary of all the normal forms of rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian systems in five
variables obtained in Chapters 2 and 3.
3.1 Antiderived systems
We begin by providing an example of two inequivalent rank-2 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold
with identical numerical invariants (see also Example 2.6.1). This will motivate the introduction of
a new notion, that of an antiderived system of a Pfaffian system.
Remark 3.1.1. To construct the desired example, we first consider the Hilbert-Cartan equation,
which is the underdetermined ODE
z′ = y′′2. (3.1)
With respect to the coordinates (x, y, z, y′, y′′) on the equation manifold M , (3.1) generates the
rank-3 Pfaffian system
I =

θ1 = dy − y′ dx,
θ2 = dy′ − y′′ dx,
θ3 = dz − y′′2 dx.
(3.2)
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We shall compute the numerical invariants of I. Another basis for I, more suitable for our
calculation, is given by
ω1 = −θ1 = y′ dx− dy,
ω2 =
1
2
θ3 − y′′ θ2 = 1
2
dz − y′′ dy′ + 1
2
y′′2 dx,
ω3 = θ2 = dy′ − y′′ dx.
(3.3)
We complete (3.3) to a coframe ω1, ω2, ω3, pi1, pi2 on M by setting pi1 = dx and pi2 = dy′′. The
structure equations of I are then
dω1 = dy′ ∧ dx = (dy′ − y′′ dx) ∧ dx = ω3 ∧ pi1,
dω2 = −dy′′ ∧ dy′ + y′′ dy′′ ∧ dx = (dy′ − y′′ dx) ∧ dy′′ = ω3 ∧ pi2,
dω3 = −dy′′ ∧ dx = pi1 ∧ pi2.
(3.4)
Therefore the derived systems are I(1) = {ω1, ω2} and I(2) = 0, so that {ω1, ω2, ω3} is an adapted
basis for I (see Definition 2.6.2) and DT(I) = [3, 2, 0].
Now we prove that Cau(I) = [0, 0, 5], by using Proposition 2.2.8. Let the local basis of vector
fields dual to our coframe be ∂ω1 , ∂ω2 , ∂ω3 , ∂pi1 , ∂pi2 . From the first equation in (3.4), we see that
Cau
(
I(1)
) ⊆ 〈∂ω2 , ∂pi2〉 but, by definition, ∂ω2 ω2 = 1 6= 0, and thus we have Cau(I(1)) ⊆ 〈∂pi2〉.
From the second equation in (3.4), we see that ∂pi2 dω2 = −ω3 /∈ I(1). Therefore we have
Cau
(
I(1)
)
= 0. Similarly, from the first and second equations in (3.4), we see that Cau(I) ⊆
〈∂pi1 , ∂pi2〉. But we have (∂pi1 + k ∂pi2) dω3 = pi2 − k pi1 /∈ I and therefore Cau(I) = 0. We have
thus proved that
DT(I) = [3, 2, 0], Cau(I) = [0, 0, 5]. (3.5)
Next, we calculate the Cartan and Engel ranks of I and I(1). Because I 6= I(1), the Pfaffian
system I is not Frobenius and, by (2.4), we have both Car(I) > 0 and Eng(I) > 0. On the other
hand, applying Proposition 2.2.8, the conditions dI ∧ pi1 ≡ 0 modI imply Car(I) ≤ 1 and thus
Car(I) = 1. Consequently Eng(I) = 1, since, by (2.6), we have Eng(I) ≤ Car(I).
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In the same way, because I(1) 6= I(2) and dI(1) ∧ ω3 = 0, one has Car(I(1)) = 1 and thus
Eng
(
I(1)
)
= 1. Then we can conclude
Car(I) = Eng(I) = [1, 1, 0]. (3.6)
¥
At this point we can turn to our example.
Example 3.1.2. From Remark 3.1.1 let’s consider the first derived system of I. Set K = I ′ ={
ω1, ω2
}
. From equations (3.5) and (3.6) we get
DT(K) = [2, 0], Cau(K) = [0, 5], Car(K) = Eng(K) = [1, 0]. (3.7)
We show that equations (3.7) do not characterize the rank-2 Pfaffian system K.
On J1(R,R2) with natural coordinates (t, u, v, u′, v′), the (rank-2) contact system is
H = C11,2 =

η1 = du− u′ dt,
η2 = dv − v′ dt.
(3.8)
Setting η3 = dt, τ1 = du′ and τ2 = dv′, we have the coframe η1, η2, η3, τ1, τ2 on J1(R,R2). The
structure equations of H are
dη1 = η3 ∧ τ1,
dη2 = η3 ∧ τ2.
(3.9)
The arguments leading to (3.7) from (3.4) apply to (3.9) as well. Therefore the numerical invariants
of H are the same as those of K, that is
DT(H) = [2, 0], Cau(H) = [0, 5], Car(H) = Eng(H) = [1, 0]. (3.10)
Nevertheless we can distinguish K and H in the following way. In accordance with Car(K) =
Car(H) = [1, 0], there exist 1-forms ω3 ∈ Ω(M)/K and η3 ∈ Ω(J1(R,R2))/H such that dK∧ω3 ≡ 0
modK and dH ∧ η3 ≡ 0 modH. Consider the Pfaffian systems obtained by adjoining each of
these 1-forms to their respective rank-2 Pfaffian systems. In the case of K we obtain the rank-3
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Pfaffian system I, which is not Frobenius. In the case of H we obtain the rank-3 Pfaffian system
L = {η1, η2, η3}, which is completely integrable since dη3 = 0. These constructions are invariant
under diffeomorphism and thus H and K can not be equivalent. ¥
The example we just worked out motivates the construction of another invariant structure for
Pfaffian systems. The following definition formalizes that given by Stormark [38, pages 35, 454].
Definition 3.1.3. An antiderived system of a Pfaffian system K is a Pfaffian system J such
that
[i] K ⊆ J ;
[ii] dK ≡ 0 modJ ;
[iii] if I is a Pfaffian system such that K ⊆ I ⊆ J and dK ≡ 0 modI, then I = J ;
[iv] if J˜ is a Pfaffian system satisfying conditions [i] to [iii] then dim J˜ = dim J .
When K has a unique antiderived system, we denote it by K(−1). ¥
Example 3.1.4. On the 5-dimensional jet space J1(R2,R) with natural coordinates (x, y, z, p, q)
consider the Pfaffian systems
K = {dz − p dx− q dy},
J1 = {dz − p dx− q dy, dx, dy} = {dz, dy, dx},
J2 = {dz − p dx− q dy, dq, dp},
J3 = {dz − p dx− q dy, dx, dq},
J4 = {dz − p dx− q dy, dy, dp}.
It is easy to check that Car(K) = 2 and that every Ji is an antiderived systems of K. For every i,
Ji is Frobenius and K 6= Ji′. ¥
Returning to Example 3.1.2, we see that K and H have respectively antiderived systems I and
L. It is the goal of this section to prove that these are indeed the uniquely defined antiderived
systems K(−1) = I and H(−1) = L.
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Proposition 3.1.5. Let K be a rank-s Pfaffian system on M and Car(K) = r. Assume K =
{θ1, . . . , θs} and let pi1, . . . , pir ∈ Ω1(M)/K be such that dθi∧pi1∧. . .∧pir ≡ 0 modK, for i = 1, . . . , s.
Then the following hold.
[i] J˜ = {θ1, . . . , θs, pi1, . . . , pir} is an antiderived system of K.
[ii] If J is an antiderived system of K, then dim J = dimK +Car(K) and K ⊆ J ′.
Proof. [i] By hypothesis and the Proposition 2.2.8, {pi1, . . . , pir} is a minimal set of linearly in-
dependent 1-forms such that J˜ = {θ1, . . . , θs, pi1, . . . , pir} is a rank-(s + r) Pfaffian system and
dθi ∧ pi1 ∧ . . . ∧ pir ≡ 0 modK, for i = 1, . . . , s.
Clearly K ⊆ J˜ and dK ≡ 0 mod J˜ . Moreover, if K ⊆ I ⊆ J˜ and dK ≡ 0 modI, then I has
to be generated by a basis of K together with some of the pii. By the minimality of r = Car(K) it
follows I = J˜ . Therefore J˜ is an antiderived system of K.
[ii] By the last defining condition of antiderived systems we have dimJ = dim J˜ = s + r =
dimK + Car(K). By definition of antiderived system we have K ⊆ J and dK ≡ 0 modJ and thus
K ⊆ J ′.
Remark 3.1.6. Example 3.1.2 shows that an antiderived system of H = {du − u′ dt, dv − v′ dt}
is the Frobenius system L = {du, dv, dt}, while H 6= L′ = L, that is, the derived system of an
antiderived system is not necessarily the original Pfaffian system. We considered H, L, and CS(H)
in Example 2.2.11 as well. ¥
Theorem 3.1.7. Let K be a Pfaffian system with numerical invariants
DT(K) = [2, 0], Cau(K) = [0, 5]. (3.11)
Then K has the following properties.
[i] K is a rank-2 Pfaffian system defined on a 5-manifold.
[ii] Car(K) = Eng(K) = [1, 0].
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[iii] There exist a local coframe ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5 on M and a function a ∈ C∞(M) such that
K = {ω1, ω2}, I = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is an antiderived system of K, and
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 modK,
dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 modK,
dω3 ≡ aω4 ∧ ω5 modI.
(3.12)
[iv] There is a unique rank-3 antiderived system K(−1).
[v] K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if about every point of M there is a coframe as in [iii] for which
a = 0. This is equivalent to the condition K 6= (K(−1))′.
[vi] K(−1) is not Frobenius if and only if about every point of M there is a coframe as in [iii] for
which a = 1, that is, if and only if there exists a local coframe ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5 on M such that
K = {ω1, ω2}, K(−1) = {ω1, ω2, ω3} and
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 mod(ω1, ω2),
dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 mod(ω1, ω2),
dω3 ≡ ω4 ∧ ω5 mod(ω1, ω2, ω3).
(3.13)
This is equivalent to the condition K = (K(−1))′.
Proof. [i] Trivially, the Cauchy type and the derived type dictate K to be a rank-2 Pfaffian system
defined on a 5-manifold M . Let K =
{
ω1, ω2
}
.
[ii] Let’s prove that Car(K) = Eng(K) = [1, 0]. First, since K ′ = 0, then Eng(K ′) =
Car(K ′) = 0. Now, let’s use Proposition 2.2.12. We have that s = 2 and Cau(K) = 0; more-
over, we just proved that m = 5. Therefore c = codimCau(K) = 5 and p = c−s = 5−2 = 3. Hence
(2.8) becomes
2Eng(K) ≤ 3 ≤ 3Eng(K), (3.14)
thus Eng(K) = 1 and we therefore proved Eng(K) = [1, 0].
We want to prove that Car(K) = 1. The inequality (2.6) becomes
1 ≤ Car(K) ≤ 2. (3.15)
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On account of (3.15) and Proposition 2.2.8, we only need to show that there exists ω3 ∈ Ω1(M)/K
such that dωi ∧ ω3 ≡ 0 modK for i = 1, 2.
Let’s take three 1-forms pi1, pi2, pi3, so that ω1, ω2, pi1, pi2, pi3 is a local coframe on M . Then one
has
dω1 ≡ 1
2
3∑
i,j=1
aij pi
i ∧ pij modK, (3.16)
where A = [aij ] is a skew-symmetric 3× 3 matrix. If A = 0 then
dω1 ≡ 0 modK, (3.17)
which implies ω1 ∈ K ′. But K ′ = 0, thus (3.17) is not possible and A 6= 0. By our regularity
assumption, one must have r = rankA 6= 0 on M . A well known theorem of linear algebra states
that r is even, thus r = 2 on M . This means that A is conjugate to the matrix

0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0
,
therefore there is a change of local coframe on M which is the identity on K and which turns (3.16)
to
dω1 ≡ pi11 ∧ pi21 modK, (3.18)
where pi11 and pi
2
1 are independent 1-forms in {pi1, pi2, pi3}. By similar arguments, there are indepen-
dent 1-forms pi12 , pi
2
2 ∈ {pi1, pi2, pi3} such that
dω2 ≡ pi12 ∧ pi22 modK. (3.19)
Clearly, the set of 1-forms {pi11 , pi21 , pi12 , pi22} is dependent. Without loss of generality we can assume
pi11 = pi
1, pi21 = pi
2, pi22 = pi
3 to be independent, and set pi12 = b1 pi
1 + b2 pi2 + b3 pi3, so that we can
rewrite (3.18) and (3.19) as
dω1 ≡ pi1 ∧ pi2 modK,
dω2 ≡ (b1 pi1 + b2 pi2 + b3 pi3) ∧ pi3 = (b1 pi1 + b2 pi2) ∧ pi3 modK.
(3.20)
Again, since K ′ = 0, it follows that b12 + b22 6= 0. By means of scaling pi3 and/or interchanging pi1
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and pi2, we can assume b1 = 1 and thus dω2 ≡ (pi1 + b2 pi2)∧ pi3 modK. Let’s set ω3 = pi1 + b2 pi2,
so that ω1, ω2, ω3, pi2, pi3 is a local coframe on M . Equations (3.20) become
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ pi2 modK,
dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ pi3 modK.
(3.21)
As we claimed, there is ω3 ∈ Ω1(M)/K such that dωi ∧ ω3 ≡ 0 modK for i = 1, 2 and therefore
Car(K) ≤ 1. By (3.15) we can conclude that Car(K) = 1 and the proof of [ii] is completed.
[iii] We have established in [ii] that there exists ω3 ∈ Ω1(M)/K such that
dω ∧ ω3 ≡ 0 modK, for all ω ∈ K.
By Proposition 3.1.5, the rank-3 Pfaffian system I = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is an antiderived system of K.
From (3.21) it follows that there is a coframe ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5 on M such that
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 modK,
dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 modK.
(3.22)
For dimensional reasons we have
dω3 ≡ aω4 ∧ ω5 modI (3.23)
for some a ∈ C∞(M). Thus [iii] is proved.
[iv] We must prove that I = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is the unique antiderived system of K, which we
denote by K(−1). Using Proposition 3.1.5, let’s suppose that J = {ω1, ω2, pi} is another antiderived
system of K, so that
dω1 ∧ pi ≡ 0 modK,
dω2 ∧ pi ≡ 0 modK.
(3.24)
We want to show that pi ≡ b ω3 modK.
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With respect to the local coframe ω1, . . . , ω5 we must have pi ≡ b3 ω3 + b4 ω4 + b5 ω5 modK, so
that (3.22) and (3.24) give
0 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 ∧ (b3 ω3 + b4 ω4 + b5 ω5) = b5 ω3 ∧ ω4 ∧ ω5 modK,
0 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 ∧ (b3 ω3 + b4 ω4 + b5 ω5) = b4 ω3 ∧ ω5 ∧ ω4 modK.
(3.25)
Since ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 and ω5 are independent, (3.25) implies b4 = b5 = 0. Therefore we have pi ≡ b3 ω3
modK, as claimed. Thus K(−1) = I = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is uniquely defined.
[v] K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if K(−1) = (K(−1))′. From (3.12) we see that K(−1) = (K(−1))′
if and only if dω3 ≡ 0 modK(−1), that is, if and only if a = 0 on M .
[vi] Let’s assume that K(−1) is not Frobenius, which implies a 6= 0. Starting from the local coframe
of [iii], we can therefore define a new local coframe by replacing ω2 with ω˜2 = aω2 and ω5 with
ω˜5 = aω5. Consequently K = {ω1, ω˜2}, K(−1) = {ω1, ω˜2, ω3} and the congruences (3.12) become
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 modK,
dω˜2 = d(aω2) = da ∧ ω2 + a dω2
≡ a dω2 ≡ aω3 ∧ ω5
≡ ω3 ∧ ω˜5 modK,
dω3 ≡ ω4 ∧ ω˜5 modK(−1).
(3.26)
We obtain the desired result dropping the tildes.
3.2 Characterization of the contact system C11,2
As noticed in Section 2.7, the Bryant normal form Theorem 2.5.2 does not characterize the
contact system C11,2 = {du− u′ dt, dv − v′ dt} on J1(R,R2). The results proved in Section 3.1 will
enable us to resolve this case.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Characterization of C11,2). Let K be a Pfaffian system on M such that DT(K) =
[2, 0] and Cau(K) = [0, 5]. Then the antiderived system K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if there are
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local coordinates (T,U, V, U ′, V ′) on M such that
K = {dU − U ′ dT, dV − V ′ dT} . (3.27)
Equivalently, K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if about every point of M there exist a coordinate
neighborhood W and a local diffeomorphism Φ :W → J1(R,R2) such that Φ∗C11,2 = K.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1.5 the antiderived system K(−1) is uniquely defined.
[⇐] If K = {dU − U ′ dT, dV − V ′ dT} = Φ∗C11,2, then by Example 3.1.2 the Pfaffian system
K(−1) = Φ∗(C11,2
(−1)) is Frobenius.
[⇒] By the Frobenius Theorem 2.2.9, K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if there are local coordinates
(X1, . . . , X5) on M such that K(−1) = {dX1, dX2, dX3}.
First, we prove that K = {dX2 +H2 dX1, dX3 +H3 dX1} for some H2,H3 ∈ C∞(M). Since
K ⊂ {dX1, dX2, dX3}, then K = {η2 = F 21 dX1 + F 22 dX2 + F 23 dX3, η3 = F 31 dX1 + F 32 dX2 +
F 33 dX
3} for F ij ∈ C∞(M). Since η2 and η3 are independent, then we must have
η2 ∧ η3 = (F 21F 32 − F 22F 31 )dX1 ∧ dX2 + (F 21F 33 − F 23F 31 )dX1 ∧ dX3
+ (F 22F
3
3 − F 23F 32 )dX2 ∧ dX3 6= 0,
(3.28)
so that the 2 × 3 matrix [F ij ] has maximal rank 2. By means of a change of coordinates which
fixes X4 and X5, we may assume F 22 = 1 and F
3
3 = 1. Thus η
2 = dX2 + F 21 dX
1 + F 23 dX
3 and
η3 = dX3 + F 31 dX
1 + F 32 dX
2.
Define
θ¯2 = η2 − F 23 η3 = (1− F 23 ) dX2 + (F 21 − F 23F 31 ) dX1 = G22 dX2 +G21 dX1,
θ¯3 = η3 − F 32 η2 = (1− F 32 ) dX3 + (F 31 − F 32F 21 ) dX1 = G33 dX3 +G31 dX1,
so that K = {θ¯2, θ¯3}. With the same computations as in (3.28), we have
θ¯2 ∧ θ¯3 = −G22G31 dX1 ∧ dX2 +G21G33 dX1 ∧ dX3 +G22G33 dX2 ∧ dX3. (3.29)
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By (3.29), the hypothesis K ′ = 0 implies that
0 6= dθ¯2 ∧ θ¯2 ∧ θ¯3 = G33(G22 dG21 −G21 dG22) ∧ dX1 ∧ dX2 ∧ dX3,
0 6= dθ¯3 ∧ θ¯2 ∧ θ¯3 = G22(G33 dG31 −G31 dG33) ∧ dX1 ∧ dX2 ∧ dX3,
(3.30)
therefore G22G
3
3 6= 0 and, as claimed, there are H2,H3 ∈ C∞(M) such that
K = {θ2 = dX2 +H2 dX1, θ3 = dX3 +H3 dX1}. (3.31)
We now prove that H2 and H3 complete X1, X2, X3 to a coordinate system. Let’s rewrite
(3.30) as
0 6= dθ2 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 = dH2 ∧ dX1 ∧ dX2 ∧ dX3,
0 6= dθ3 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 = dH3 ∧ dX1 ∧ dX2 ∧ dX3,
(3.32)
from which we infer that H2 and H3 are not constants and each of them is functionally independent
from X1, X2 and X3. Suppose H2 and H3 are functionally dependent. Without loss in generality,
we can assume that there exists h ∈ C∞(M) such that dH2 = h dH3. Because H2 and H3 are not
constants, h 6= 0 and θ = θ2 − h θ3 is a non-zero 1-form in K. Using (3.31) we compute
dθ = dH2 ∧ dX1 − dh ∧ θ3 − h dH3 ∧ dX1 ≡ (dH2 − h dH3) ∧ dX1 ≡ 0 modK,
which implies that θ ∈ K ′, contrary to our hypothesis K ′ = 0.
This proves thatH2 andH3 completeX1, X2, X3 to a coordinate system. Define the coordinate
change φ :M →M by
T = X1, U = X2, V = X3, U ′ = −H2, V ′ = −H3,
according to which
φ∗K = {dU − U ′ dT, dV − V ′ dT}. (3.33)
This proves (3.27).
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3.3 GR2D5 Pfaffian systems
In this section we obtain a local normal form for rank-2 Pfaffian systems K in five variables for
which K ′ = 0. From this normal form we calculate and characterize the antiderived system K(−1).
Then we define the notion of general rank-2 Pfaffian systems in five variables.
We start from the following lemma, see [26, §76].
Lemma 3.3.1. Let K be a Pfaffian system on M such that DT(K) = [2, 0] and Cau(K) = [0, 5].
Then there are local coordinates
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
on M such that
dy2 − y3 dy1 ∈ K. (3.34)
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.7 we know that Eng(K) = 1 and therefore (Definition 2.2.6) there exists
a 1-form θ ∈ K such that Eng(θ) = 1, that is, θ ∧ dθ ∧ dθ = 0 and θ ∧ dθ 6= 0. By the Pfaff
Theorem 2.3.1, there exist coordinates
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
on M such that the Pfaffian system {θ} has
basis {dy2 − y3 dy1}, which implies dy2 − y3 dy1 ∈ K.
Remark 3.3.2. Let’s recall how to obtain {θ} = {dy2−y3 dy1} in a coordinate system (y1, . . . , y5),
as described in [11, page 261] or [7, page 38]. This will be the first step of the Goursat Algorithm
3.4.5.
[1.1] Let K = {ω1, ω2} as in Theorem 3.1.7 and suppose θ = f1 ω1+ f2 ω2 ∈ K to be such that
Eng(θ) = 1, then 
θ ∧ dθ ∧ dθ = 0,
θ ∧ dθ 6= 0,
(3.35)
and the functions f1, f2 ∈ C∞(M) can not both be zero.
By interchanging ω1 and ω2 (and thus ω4 and ω5) in (3.12) if needed, we can assume that
f1 6= 0. Normalizing, we may as well assume that θ = ω1+k ω2 ∈ K for some function k ∈ C∞(M).
Write θ = ω1 + k ω2 in a coordinate system
(
z1, . . . , z5
)
and let g = g
(
z1, . . . , z5
)
. Equation
(3.35) assures that the system
θ ∧ dθ ∧ dg = 0 (3.36)
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admits three functionally independent solutions (see [7, page 38] for details). Call one of these
solutions y1.
[1.2] Consider the PDE system in g given by
θ ∧ dy1 ∧ dg = 0. (3.37)
The system (3.37) admits two functionally independent solutions, one of which is the function y1;
call the other solution y2, so that the functions y1 and y2 are independent solutions of (3.36).
[1.3] The algebraic equation for g given by
θ ∧ (dy2 − g dy1) = 0
admits a unique solution y3. Now we have three independent solutions of (3.36), namely the functions
y1, y2, and y3.
[1.4] Complete y1, y2, and y3 to a coordinate system
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
on M . Writing K in these
coordinates we have K =
{
dy2 − y3 dy1, ω2}. ¥
Proposition 3.3.3. Let K be a Pfaffian system on M such that DT(K) = [2, 0] and Cau(K) =
[0, 5]. Then there are local coordinates
(
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5
)
on M and f ∈ C∞(M) such that
K =
{
dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1} . (3.38)
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.1 there are local coordinates
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
on M such that
K =
{
θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1, ω2} .
Let’s proceed as follows.
[2.1] In the
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
coordinate system we can write
ω2 = Y 10 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5. (3.39)
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Define θ20 = ω
2 − Y 20 θ1, so that K =
{
θ1, θ20
}
with
θ20 = Y
1 dy1 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5. (3.40)
[2.2] Let’s prove that Y 42 + Y 52 6= 0.
Assume Y 4 = Y 5 = 0. Then θ20 = Y
1 dy1 + Y 3 dy3 and K =
{
dy2 − y3 dy1, Y 1 dy1 + Y 3 dy3}. If
Y 3 = 0, then dy1 ∈ K ′. But K ′ = 0, therefore Y 3 6= 0 and K = {dy2 − y3 dy1, θ20 = dy3 − Y dy1 }.
Then
dθ1 = dy1 ∧ dy3 = dy1 ∧ θ20 ≡ 0 modK,
which is again contrary to our hypothesis that K ′ = 0. Hence Y 42 + Y 52 6= 0.
We can thus define α = Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5 6= 0 so that
θ20 = Y
1 dy1 + Y 3 dy3 + α.
[2.3] Let’s prove that there exists dU−V 1 dy1−V 3 dy3 ∈ K. Consider a non trivial integrating
factor A of α, that is, a function A = A
(
y1, . . . , y5
) 6= 0 such that

∂U
∂y4
= AY 4,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5,
(3.41)
for some function U = U
(
y1, . . . , y5
)
. Such an integrating factor A always exists. Using the notation
Ui =
∂U
∂yi
, we have
Aα = U4 dy4 + U5 dy5 = dU − U1 dy1 − U2 dy2 − U3 dy3. (3.42)
From (3.40) and (3.42) one obtains
Aθ20 = dU − (U1 −AY1) dy1 − U2 dy2 − (U3 −AY3) dy3
= dU − (U1 −AY1 + U2y3) dy1 − (U3 −AY3) dy3 − U2 θ1
= dU − V 1 dy1 − V 3 dy3 − U2 θ1,
(3.43)
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where we have set V 1 = U1 −AY1 + U2y3 and V 3 = U3 −AY3. Then
θ2 = Aθ20 + U2 θ
1 = dU − V 1 dy1 − V 3 dy3, (3.44)
and K =
{
θ1, θ2
}
.
[2.4] Here we will prove that U together with either one of V 1 or V 3 complete y1, y2, y3 to a
coordinate system.
By construction A 6= 0, thus, looking back at (3.41), we must have U4 = ∂U
∂y4
6= 0 or U5 =
∂U
∂y5
6= 0. In either case we have
dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dU 6= 0.
In particular, the vector field C = U5 ∂y4−U4 ∂y5 is non singular. We clearly have C θ1 = C θ2 = 0.
Moreover, from dθ1 = dy1 ∧ dy3, we can conclude that C dθ1 is the zero 1-form. Finally, let’s
compute
dθ2 = −dV 1 ∧ dy1 − dV 3 ∧ dy3
= −dy2 ∧ (V 12 dy1 + V 32 dy3)− (V 31 − V 13 ) dy1 ∧ dy3
− dy4 ∧ (V 14 dy1 + V 34 dy3)− dy5 ∧ (V 15 dy1 + V 35 dy3),
(3.45)
so that
C dθ2 = (U4V 15 − U5V 14 ) dy1 + (U4V 35 − U5V 34 ) dy3. (3.46)
By hypothesis dimCau(K) = 0, consequently (3.46) implies that we have U4V 15 − U5V 14 6= 0 or
U4V
3
5 − U5V 34 6= 0. By means of interchanging y1 and y3, and consequently y4 and y5, we may
assume that U4V 35 − U5V 34 6= 0, which implies
dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dU ∧ dV 3 6= 0.
We can thus define a new coordinate system by
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U, x5 = V 3.
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In these new coordinates we have
θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
where f is the expression for −V 1 in terms of (x1, . . . , x5).
Remark 3.3.4. Let’s provide explicit equations for the functions U , V 1 and V 3 appearing in (3.44).
[2.3bis] Given the expression (3.39), a solution of (3.41)
U4 = AY 4,
U5 = AY 5,
(3.47)
will provide the function U . From the equation
W θ1 +Aω2 = dU − V 1 dy1 − V 3 dy3,
we obtain the relations
W = U2 −AY 20 ,
V 3 = U3 −AY 3,
V 1 = U1 + y3(U2 −AY 20 )−AY 10 ,
(3.48)
which provide the required V 1 and V 3. ¥
We can now obtain a normal form crucial to Section 3.4 and Chapter 5.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let K be a Pfaffian system on M such that DT(K) = [2, 0] and Cau(K) = [0, 5].
Then there are local coordinates
(
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5
)
on M and a function f ∈ C∞(M) such that
K = {ω1, ω2}, we have a uniquely defined antiderived system K(−1) = {ω1, ω2, ω3}, and
ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
(3.49)
Moreover, K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if f is linear in x5.
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Proof. We recall from Theorem 3.1.7 that DT(K) = [2, 0] and Cau(K) = [0, 5] implies that K(−1)
is unique.
By Proposition 3.3.3 there are local coordinates
(
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5
)
on M and f ∈ C∞(M) such
that
K =

ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1.
The 1-form ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1 is not in the Pfaffian system K, since
ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3 = dx2 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx3 + ∗ 6= 0.
We can define a local coframe ω1, . . . , ω5 on M by setting
ω4 = −dx1,
ω5 = dx5 + fx3 dx1.
The structure equations of K with respect to this coframe are
dω1 = dx1 ∧ dx3 = dx1 ∧ ω3
= ω3 ∧ ω4,
dω2 = −dx5 ∧ dx3 + (fx1 dx1 + fx2 dx2 + fx3 dx3 + fx4 dx4 + fx5 dx5) ∧ dx1
= −dx5 ∧ ω3 + (fx2 dx2 + fx3 dx3 + fx4 dx4) ∧ dx1
= − (dx5 + fx3 dx1) ∧ ω3 + fx2 ω1 ∧ dx1 + fx4 ω2 ∧ dx1
= ω3 ∧ ω5 − (fx2 ω1 + fx4 ω2) ∧ ω4
≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 modK.
(3.50)
These prove that K(−1) = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is the antiderived system of K.
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Let’s compute
dω3 = dx1 ∧ (fx1x5 dx1 + fx2x5 dx2 + fx3x5 dx3 + fx4x5 dx4 + fx5x5 dx5)
= fx2x5 dx1 ∧ dx2 + fx3x5 dx1 ∧ dx3 + fx4x5 dx1 ∧ dx4 + fx5x5 dx1 ∧ dx5
= fx2x5 dx1 ∧ ω2 + fx3x5 dx1 ∧ ω3 + fx4x5 dx1 ∧ (ω2 + x5 ω3) + fx5x5 dx1 ∧ dx5
≡ −fx5x5 ω4 ∧ ω5 modK(−1).
(3.51)
Equations (3.50) and (3.51) show that K(−1) is Frobenius if and only if fx5x5 = 0, that is, f is linear
in x5.
This last theorem justifies the following.
Definition 3.3.6. A general rank-2 Pfaffian system in five variables, or simply a GR2D5
Pfaffian system, is a Pfaffian system K with numerical invariants DT(K) = [2, 0] and Cau(K) =
[0, 5], and whose antiderived system is not completely integrable. ¥
As a consequence of the results proved in this section and Section 3.1 we obtain the following
characterization of GR2D5 Pfaffian systems.
Remark 3.3.7. Let K be a rank-2 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . The following conditions
are equivalent.
[i] K is a GR2D5 Pfaffian system.
[ii] There exists a coframe ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5 on M such that
[a] K = {ω1, ω2},
[b] the antiderived system K(−1) = {ω1, ω2, ω3} is not Frobenius,
[c] dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 and dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 modK.
[iii] There are local coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) on M and f ∈ C∞(M) such that
[a] K =
{
dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1},
[b] fx5x5 6= 0. ¥
3.4 GR3D5 Pfaffian systems and their general Goursat normal form
In this section we first consider an application of the results obtained in the Section 3.3. Then
we define the main object of our study, that is, the notion of general rank-3 Pfaffian systems in five
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variables. Finally, we obtain the (local) general Goursat normal form of such systems and, at the
same time, we describe an algorithm for obtaining this normal form.
Proposition 3.4.1. Let K be a GR2D5 Pfaffian system on M . Then the antiderived system K(−1)
has the following properties.
[i] K(−1) is a rank-3 Pfaffian system defined on a 5-manifold.
[ii] (K(−1))′ = K.
[iii] DT
(
K(−1)
)
= [3, 2, 0] and Cau
(
K(−1)
)
= [0, 0, 5].
[iv] Car
(
K(−1)
)
= Eng
(
K(−1)
)
= [1, 1, 0].
Proof. [i] This is a trivial consequence of Theorem 3.1.7.
[ii] According to Definition 3.3.6 K(−1) is not Frobenius, consequently, as shown in Example
2.2.13, we must have dim (K(−1))′ = 2. By Proposition 3.1.5, one has K ⊆ (K(−1))′. However
dimK = 2 and thus (K(−1))′ = K.
[iii] From [ii] and the hypothesis K ′ = 0 we have DT
(
K(−1)
)
= [3, 2, 0]. Because K ⊆ K(−1)
and Cau(K) = 0, we have Cau
(
K(−1)
)
= 0. Thus, again from the definition of K, we have
Cau
(
K(−1)
)
= [0, 0, 5].
[iv] This is an easy consequence of (3.13).
Definition 3.4.2. A general rank-3 Pfaffian system in five variables, or simply a GR3D5
Pfaffian system, is a system I defined on a 5-manifoldM with numerical invariants DT(I) = [3, 2, 0]
and Cau(I ′) = 0. Note that Cau(I ′) = 0 is equivalent to Ω(M) = CS(I ′) = CS(I). ¥
The following will clarify the relation between GR2D5 and GR3D5 Pfaffian systems.
Proposition 3.4.3. I is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system if and only if I ′ is a GR2D5 Pfaffian system.
Equivalently, K is a GR2D5 Pfaffian system if and only if K(−1) is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system.
Proof. Let’s prove the first form of our statement.
[⇒] By Definition 3.4.2, we have DT(I) = [3, 2, 0] and thus DT(I ′) = [2, 0]. Moreover, by the
same definition, Cau(I ′) = 0 and because I is defined on a 5-manifold and I ′′ = 0, then Cau(I ′′) = 5.
Thus Cau(I ′) = [0, 5]. Finally, because dim I ′ < dim I, I is not Frobenius and therefore I ′ is a
GR2D5 Pfaffian system.
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[⇐] This is a consequence of Remark 3.3.7.
Theorem 3.4.4 (General Goursat normal form of GR3D5). Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on
M . Then there are local coordinates
(
x1, . . . , x5
)
on M and a function f ∈ C∞(M) with fx5 x5 6= 0
such that
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
(3.52)
An adapted coframe of I (see Definition 2.6.2) is given by

ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = −fx5 x5 (dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1),
ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1,
ω4 = −dx1,
ω5 = −fx5 x5 (dx5 + fx3 dx1),
(3.53)
for which the structure equations of I (see (3.13)) are
dω1 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω4 mod(ω1, ω2),
dω2 ≡ ω3 ∧ ω5 mod(ω1, ω2),
dω3 ≡ ω4 ∧ ω5 mod(ω1, ω2, ω3).
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.3.5 and Proposition 3.4.1.
The adapted coframe (3.53) is said to be a normalized adapted coframe of the GR3D5
Pfaffian system I.
I is said to be in general Goursat normal form when written as in (3.52). The general
Goursat normal form of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system is of great relevance to Chapter 5. By collecting
the results and proofs of Sections 3.1 and 3.3, we arrive at the following algorithm, which will be
used in the next chapters.
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Algorithm 3.4.5 (Goursat). To obtain the general Goursat normal form
I = {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1, dx3 − fx5 dx1}
of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I we can proceed as follows.
[0] Write I in an adapted basis {η1, η2, η3}, that is, a set of 1-forms such that I = {η1, η2, η3} and
I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Compute dy2 − y3 dy1 ∈ I ′ in a coordinate system (y1, . . . , y5) (Lemma 3.3.1).
[2] Obtain a coordinate system
(
x1, . . . , x5
)
in which the two generators of I ′ are θ1 = dx2−x3 dx1
and θ2 = dx4−x5 dx3+f dx1 for some function f = f (x1, . . . , x5) such that fx5x5 6= 0 (Proposition
3.3.3).
[3] Set θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1 to obtain I =
{
θ1, θ2, θ3
}
(Theorem 3.3.5).
Example 3.4.6. As a consequence of Example 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.4.3, the Hilbert-Cartan
equation z′ = y′′2 considered in Remark 3.1.1 gives rise to a GR3D5 Pfaffian system, namely
I =

η1 = dy − y′ dx,
η2 = dy′ − y′′ dx,
η3 = dz − y′′2 dx.
(3.54)
Now we can start the Goursat algorithm.
[0] It was proved in Remark 3.1.1 that I ′ = {θ1, θ2}, where here we set
θ1 = η1 = dy − y′ dx,
θ2 = η3 − 2y′′ η2 = dz − 2y′′ dy′ + y′′2 dx.
(3.55)
[1] Consider the change of coordinates
y1 = x, y2 = y, y3 = y′, y4 = z, y5 = y′′,
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according to which we have
θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
θ2 = dy4 − 2y5 dy3 + y52 dy1.
(3.56)
[2] Here the change of coordinates described in the proof Proposition 3.3.3 is quite simple, since we
only have to set
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = y4, x5 = 2y5.
In view of these new coordinates, we can define the function f =
x5
2
4
, whose expression in the
previous coordinates was f =
(2y5)2
4
= y52. Therefore
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1.
(3.57)
[3] Because fx5 =
x5
2
, we set
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Thus we obtain I =
{
θ1, θ2, θ3
}
in general Goursat normal form. ¥
3.5 Monge equations and GR3D5 Pfaffian systems
In this section we will consider second order Monge equations which give rise to GR3D5 Pfaffian
systems. We shall show, conversely, that any GR3D5 Pfaffian system is locally the realization of a
general Monge equation. Some terminology introduced here is taken from control theory. Motivated
by [18, page 148], we give the following.
Definition 3.5.1. An n-th-order Monge equation is an underdetermined n-th-order ordinary
differential equation in one independent variable x and two unknown functions y = f(x) and z = g(x)
of the form
z′ = H
(
x, y, z, y′, . . . , y(n)
)
. (3.58)
An equation (3.58) is said to be a n-th-order general Monge equation if
∂2H
∂y(n)
2 6= 0, that is, H
is an expression nonlinear in y(n). ¥
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A well known example of an autonomous second order general Monge equation is the Hilbert-
Cartan equation (see for instance [13, p. 13] and [7, p. 57])
z′ = y′′2. (HC)
We considered this equation in Remark 3.1.1 and in Example 3.4.6. The “prime” or “dot” notations
in equations like (HC) are cumbersome. Henceforth we shall use jet notation. On the split jet space
Jn,1(R,R2), with natural coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Z1, Y2, Y3, . . . , Yn), the equation (3.58)
Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, . . . , Yn),
defines an hypersurface Nn+3, of dimension (n+ 3). Restricting the contact ideal of Jn,1(R,R2) to
Nn+3, we obtain the rank-(n+ 1) Pfaffian system
J =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
...
µn = dYn−1 − Yn dX,
µn+1 = dZ −H dX.
(3.59)
Example 3.5.2. Consider the linear second order Monge equation z′ = y′′. In terms of the above
notation, this Monge equation can be written as
Z1 = Y2. (3.60)
This gives rise to the rank-3 Pfaffian system
J =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ − Y2 dX,
(3.61)
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on the 5-manifold N = N5. Another basis for J , more suitable for our calculation, is given by
θ1 = µ3 − µ2 = d(Z − Y1),
θ2 = µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
θ3 = µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX.
(3.62)
Because
dθ1 = 0,
dθ2 = dX ∧ θ3,
dθ3 = dX ∧ dY2,
(3.63)
the numerical invariants of J are DT(J) = [3, 2, 1] and Cau(J) = [0, 1, 4]. Consider the change of
variables
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Y2, x5 = Z − Y1. (3.64)
With respect to these new variables, we have
J = {dx5, dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1}, (3.65)
in accordance with Table 2.1. Now, using (3.64) and (3.65), we can express the closed form general
solution of (3.60) by
Y = f(X), Z = f ′(X) + k, (3.66)
where f is any differentiable function and k any constant. ¥
Example 3.5.3. Consider the second order Monge equation
Z1 = Y2 + Y12. (3.67)
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The rank-3 Pfaffian system associated to this equation is
J =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ − (Y2 + Y12) dX,
(3.68)
In this case, the structure equations of J are
dµ1 = dX ∧ µ2,
dµ2 = dX ∧ dY2,
dµ3 = dX ∧ dY2 + 2Y1 dX ∧ µ2.
(3.69)
As usual, we define an adapted basis of J by
θ1 = µ3 − µ2 + 2Y1 µ1,
θ2 = −2µ1,
θ3 = − 2
Y2
µ2,
(3.70)
with structure equations
dθ1 ≡ dY1 ∧ θ2 modθ1,
dθ2 ≡ dY1 ∧ θ3 mod(θ1, θ2),
dθ3 ≡ dY1 ∧ d
(
2
Y2
)
modJ.
(3.71)
It is clear from (3.71) that we have DT(J) = [3, 2, 1, 0]. Moreover, on account of (3.71), we can
apply Theorem 2.6.4 to conclude that J admits the special Goursat normal form of a rank-3 Pfaffian
system, that is, J is locally the contact ideal on J3(R,R). The following local expression of (3.70)
unveils this geometric structure:
θ1 = d(Z − Y1) + 2Y1 dY − Y12 dX
= d(Z − Y1 + 2Y1Y − Y12X)− 2(Y − Y1X) dY1,
θ2 = −2 dY + 2Y1 dX = d(2(Y − Y1X))− 2X dY1,
θ3 = d(2X)− 2
Y2
dY1.
(3.72)
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With respect to the new variables
x1 = Y1, x2 = Z − Y1 + 2Y1Y − Y12X, x3 = 2(Y − Y1X), x4 = 2X, x5 = 2
Y2
, (3.73)
we have
J = {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx1}, (3.74)
as expected. As we described in Section 2.4, we can write down the solutions of (3.67) using the
normal form (3.74) and the change of variables (3.73). Indeed, using the inverse of (3.73), namely
X = −1
2
x4, Y =
1
2
(x3 − x1x4), Z = −x2 + x1(−12x1x4 + x3), Y1 = x1, Y2 = −
2
x5
,
we can write the solutions of (3.67) in the parametric form
X = f ′′, Y = x¯f ′′ − f ′, Z = x¯2f ′′ − 2x¯f ′ + 2f,
where x¯ is a parameter and f = f(x¯) is a generic function. ¥
We consider the second order Monge equation
Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). (3.75)
On the 5-manifold N = N5, with natural coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), (3.75) determines the rank-3
Pfaffian system
J =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ −H dX.
(3.76)
We are particularly concerned with Monge equations for which (3.76) is a GR3D5 Pfaffian
system. To this end, our next goal is the computation of the structure equations of J .
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Since we want (3.75) to be of the second order, we assume HY2 6= 0, where we start using the
subscript notation for the partial derivation. Then we can define a new basis for J and write
J =

θ1 = −µ1 = Y1 dX − dY,
θ2 = µ3 −HY2 µ2 = dZ − (H − Y2HY2) dX −HY2 dY1,
θ3 = µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX.
(3.77)
It is easy to see that θ1, θ2, θ3, dX, and dY2 constitute a local coframe on N . Let’s compute
dθ2 = − [(HY − Y2HY2Y ) dY + (HZ − Y2HY2Z) dZ + (HY1 − Y2HY2Y1) dY1
−Y2HY2Y2 dY2] ∧ dX
− (HY2X dX +HY2Y dY +HY2Z dZ +HY2Y1 dY1 +HY2Y2 dY2) ∧ (θ3 + Y2 dX)
= −(HY dY +HZ dZ +HY1 dY1) ∧ dX
− (HY2X dX +HY2Y dY +HY2Z dZ +HY2Y1 dY1 +HY2Y2 dY2) ∧ θ3
= − [−HY θ1 +HZ (θ2 +HY2dY1) +HY1 dY1 −HY2X θ3] ∧ dX
− {HY2Y (Y1 dX − θ1) +HY2Z [(H − Y2HY2) dX +HY2 dY1]
+HY2Y1 dY1 +HY2Y2 dY2} ∧ θ3
= (HY θ1 −HZ θ2) ∧ dX
− [HZ HY2 +HY1 −HY2X − Y1HY2Y −HY2Z (H − Y2HY2)] θ3 ∧ dX
− [−HY2Y θ1 + (HY2ZHY2 +HY2Y1)Y2 dX +HY2Y2 dY2] ∧ θ3
= HY2Y θ
1 ∧ θ3 + (HY θ1 −HZ θ2) ∧ dX +HY2Y2 θ3 ∧ dY2
− (HZHY2 +HY1 −HY2X − Y1HY2Y −HHY2Z − Y2HY2Y1) θ3 ∧ dX
= HY2Y θ
1 ∧ θ3 + (HY θ1 −HZ θ2) ∧ dX +HY2Y2 θ3 ∧ dY2 − Lθ3 ∧ dX,
where we set
L = HZHY2 +HY1 −HY2X − Y1HY2Y −HHY2Z − Y2HY2Y1 .
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Finally, the structure equations of J are
dθ1 = θ3 ∧ dX,
dθ2 = HY2Y θ
1 ∧ θ3 + (HY θ1 −HZ θ2) ∧ dX +HY2Y2 θ3 ∧ dY2 − Lθ3 ∧ dX,
dθ3 = dX ∧ dY2.
(3.78)
From these we see that θ3 /∈ J (1) and that J (1) = {θ1, θ2}.
Concerning the second derived system J (2), we prove the following.
Proposition 3.5.4. Let J be the rank-3 Pfaffian system defined at (3.77). Then J (2) = 0 if and
only if HY2Y2 6= 0.
Proof. First we notice that since J (1) =
{
θ1, θ2
}
, one has J (2) 6= 0 if and only if there is a pair of
smooth functions k1 and k2 on N such that k12 + k22 6= 0 and k1 θ1 + k2 θ2 ∈ J (2). Using (3.78) we
can compute
d(k1 θ1 + k2 θ2) ≡ k1 dθ1 + k2 dθ2
≡ (k1 − k2L) θ3 ∧ dX + k2HY2Y2 θ3 ∧ dY2 modJ (1).
By definition k1 θ1 + k2 θ2 ∈ J (2) if and only if d(k1 θ1 + k2 θ2) ≡ 0 modJ (1) and hence
k1 θ
1 + k2 θ2 ∈ J (2) ⇔ k1 = k2L and k2HY2Y2 = 0. (3.79)
Let’s consider each case.
[⇐] If HY2Y2 6= 0 and k1 θ1 + k2 θ2 ∈ J (2), then from (3.79) it follows that k2 = 0 and thus k1 = 0.
Consequently we have J (2) = 0.
[⇒] If HY2Y2 = 0, plugging k2 = 1 in (3.79) we would have a non zero 1-form in J (2), that is to say
J (2) 6= 0.
Remark 3.5.5. Definition 3.5.1 and Proposition 3.5.4 combine to show that a second order Monge
equation Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) gives rise to a GR3D5 Pfaffian system if and only if it is general,
that is, HY2Y2 6= 0. ¥
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Remark 3.5.6. According to equations (3.78) and as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1.7.[vi],
the GR3D5 Pfaffian system J associated to a general second order Monge equation admits the
normalized adapted coframe
ω1 = Y1 dX − dY,
ω2 =
1
HY2Y2
(dZ − (H − Y2HY2) dX −HY2 dY1) ,
ω3 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
ω4 = dX,
ω5 = dY2 +
1
HY2Y2
(HY2X + Y1HY2Y + Y2HY2Y1 +HHY2Z −HZHY2 −HY1) dX,
(3.80)
which satisfies the structure equations (3.13). ¥
The relation between Monge equations and general rank-3 Pfaffian systems in 5-dimensions is
described by the following consequence of Theorem 3.4.4.
Theorem 3.5.7. Every GR3D5 Pfaffian system I on a 5-manifold M is locally the realization of
a general second order Monge equation Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). In other words, there exist local
coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) on M and a function H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) ∈ C∞(M) such that
I =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ −H dX.
(3.81)
and HY2Y2 6= 0.
We will call (3.81) the Monge normal form of the GR3D5 Pfaffian system I.
Proof. According to Theorem 3.4.4, we can write I in its general Goursat normal form, that is, there
are local coordinates
(
x1, . . . , x5
)
on M such that
I =

ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1,
(3.82)
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for some f ∈ C∞(M) with fx5 x5 6= 0. Another basis of I is
µ1 = ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
µ2 = ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1,
µ3 = ω2 + x5 ω3 = dx4 − (x5fx5 − f) dx1.
(3.83)
Define the mapping φ :M →M by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
Since the Jacobian determinant of φ is fx5x5 6= 0, φ is a local diffeomorphism. Set
H˜ = x5fx5 − f, H = H˜ ◦ φ−1, (3.84)
where the function H is just the expression of H˜ in the (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) coordinates. At this point,
from (3.83) we see that the local expression of I is (3.81), that is, I is the realization of a second order
Monge equation Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). Consequently, by Remark 3.5.5 one must have HY2Y2 6= 0.
This last property can also be checked by direct computation.
Motivated by Theorem 3.5.7, we can add another step to the Goursat Algorithm 3.4.5, so as to
arrive at an algorithm which can be used to obtain the Monge normal form of I.
Algorithm 3.5.8 (Monge). To obtain the Monge normal form
I = {dY − Y1 dX, dY1 − Y2 dX, dZ −H dX},
of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I we can proceed as follows.
[0] Write I in an adapted basis {η1, η2, η3}, that is, a set of 1-forms such that I = {η1, η2, η3} and
I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Compute dy2 − y3 dy1 ∈ I ′ in a coordinate system (y1, . . . , y5) (Lemma 3.3.1).
[2] Obtain a coordinate system
(
x1, . . . , x5
)
in which two generators of I ′ are θ1 = dx2−x3 dx1 and
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1 for some function f = f (x1, . . . , x5) such that fx5x5 6= 0 (Proposition
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3.3.3).
[3] Set θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1 to obtain I =
{
θ1, θ2, θ3
}
(Theorem 3.3.5).
[4] Write I in the new basis
µ1 = ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
µ2 = ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1,
µ3 = ω2 + x5 ω3 = dx4 − (x5fx5 − f) dx1.
Then define the local coordinates
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
Finally, the desired Monge equation is Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), where H is the expression of the
function
H˜
(
x1, x2, x3, x4, x5
)
= x5fx5 − f
in the (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) coordinates (Theorem 3.5.7).
Example 3.5.9. On a 5-manifoldM with local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v), consider the Pfaffian system
locally defined by
I =

η1 = db− u da,
η2 = dc− v da− 2√v du,
η3 = da+
1√
v
du,
(3.85)
on a neighborhood where v > 0. Now we start the Monge algorithm.
[0] Let’s complete the basis of I to a coframe by adjoining du and dv. With respect to this coframe,
the structure equations of I are
I =

dη1 = da ∧ du = η3 ∧ du,
dη2 = da ∧ dv + 1√
v
du ∧ dv
= η3 ∧ dv,
dη3 =
v
2
√
v
du ∧ dv.
(3.86)
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From (3.85) we see immediately that I ′ = {η1, η2}, hence I is already expressed in an adapted basis.
[1] Consider the change of coordinates
y1 = a, y2 = b, y3 = u, y4 = c, y5 = v,
according to which we have
I =

η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η2 = dy4 + 2
√
y5 dy3 − y5 dy1,
η3 = dy1 +
1√
y5
dy3.
(3.87)
[2] Here we only have to perform the change of coordinates
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = y4, x5 = 2
√
y5.
In these new coordinates, we can define the function f = −x
52
4
, whose expression in the previous
coordinates is f = − (2
√
y5)
2
4
= −y5. Therefore
I =

θ1 = η1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = η2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 − x
52
4
dx1,
η3 = dx1 +
2
x5
dx3.
(3.88)
[3] Because fx5 = −x
5
2
, we set θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1 = dx3 + x
5
2
dx1. Then we have I =
{
θ1, θ2, θ3
}
in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 − x
52
4
dx1,
θ3 = dx3 +
x5
2
dx1,
(3.89)
where f = −x
52
4
and fx5x5 = −12 6= 0.
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[4] Consider the function
H˜(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = x5fx5 − f = x5(−x
5
2
) +
x5
2
4
= −x
52
4
,
Write I in the new basis
µ1 = ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
µ2 = ω3 = dx3 +
x5
2
dx1,
µ3 = ω2 + x5 ω3 = dx4 − H˜ dx1 = dx4 + x
52
4
dx1.
Define the local coordinates
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 = −x
5
2
.
The expression of H˜ = −x
52
4
in the (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) coordinates is H˜ = −Y22. Since
I =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ − Y22 dX,
(3.90)
we conclude that I is locally the realization of the Monge equation Z1 = Y22, which is the Hilbert-
Cartan equation. We can express the initial local form (3.85) of I in the form (3.90) by the change
of coordinates
X = a, Y = b, Z = c, Y1 = u, Y2 = −
√
v. (3.91)
¥
3.6 Cartan tensors and particular normal forms obtained by Cartan
In this section we briefly review an invariant of GR3D5 Pfaffian systems which is used to
partially distinguish them. Then we provide some of the few general Monge normal forms obtained
by Cartan in his 1910 paper.
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The equivalence method applied in [10] was first introduced by Cartan in [12]. Many works
have been dedicated to its foundations and applications, among which we mention Gardner [19],
Hsiao [29], and Stormark [38]. We shall provide a few details about the equivalence method in
Chapter 8. Using this method, Cartan [10] proved that any GR3D5 Pfaffian system I has two
fundamental invariants. The first one is a fourth degree homogeneous polynomial in two variables
FI(x1, x2), expressed by
FI = A1x14 + 4A2x13x2 + 6A3x12x22 + 4A4x1x23 +A5x24.
With an abuse of language, we call FI the Cartan 2-tensor of I. The other invariant is a homoge-
neous polynomial GI(x1, x2, x3) of the fourth degree in three variables such that GI(x1, x2, 0) = FI
and whose expression is
GI = FI + 4
(
B1x1
3 + 3B2x12x2 + 3B3x1x22 +B4x23
)
x3
+ 6
(
C1x1
2 + 2C2x1x2 + C3x22
)
x3
2 + 4 (D1x1 +D2x2)x33 + Ex34.
We call GI the Cartan 3-tensor of I.
Explicit formulas for FI and GI are apparently impossible to provide, except for very special
cases. Starting from Hsiao’s paper, we were able to implement a Maple package, called FiveVariables,
that computes both Cartan tensors (see Chapter 8).
If two general rank-3 Pfaffian systems I and J are equivalent, then their Cartan 2-tensors FI
and FJ have the same types of roots, that is, the root type of FI is an invariant of I. However,
we must remark that if FI and FJ have the same root type, then I and J need not be equivalent
(unless FI ≡ 0).
A GR3D5 Pfaffian system I must have one of the following root types:
[∞] FI has infinitely many roots, that is, FI ≡ 0;
[4] FI has a root of multiplicity four;
[3,1] FI has one triple root and one simple root;
[2,2] FI has two double roots;
[2,1,1] FI has one double root and two simple roots;
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[1,1,1,1] FI has four simple roots.
We note that the root types [3,1] and [2,1,1] were treated simultaneously by Cartan [10, §VII]
(Stormark did not mention the type [2,1,1]). In Chapter 6 we will provide many examples of Pfaffian
systems for all the root types.
In [10] upper bounds for the dimensions of the symmetry algebra Sym of a general rank-3
Pfaffian system I are given. In particular, every GR3D5 Pfaffian system has a finite dimensional
symmetry algebra and the dimension is either 14, or less than or equal to 7. In Table 3.1 (page 63)
we report the general Monge normal forms and the data about Sym that Cartan obtained using the
root type of I.
Cartan treated the root type [2, 2] in [10, §XI, page 172]. In this case I is determined, up to
equivalences, by a constant β and Sym is either of dimension 5 or 6. If dimSym = 6, then, for
special values of β, Cartan proves that Sym is the direct sum of two 3-dimensional algebras, one of
which is semisimple, or Sym = SE(3) = SO(3)nR3.
3.7 Summary of non-Frobenius rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian systems in five variables
Here, Table 3.2 (page 63) summarizes the normal forms for non-Frobenius rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian
systems I on a 5-manifold, for which Cau(I) = 0. An adapted basis of I is provided.
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Table 3.1: General Monge normal forms in Cartan 1910 [10].
Type Sym Monge normal form Z1 = H
[∞] dimSym = 14
and Sym ' g2
Y2
2.
[4]
Sym is solvable and either
dimSym = 7
or dimSym = 6
− 1
2
(
Y2
2 +
10
3
kY1
2 +
(
1 + k2 − k′′)Y 2) ,
where k = k(X).
[2, 2]
Sym is not solvable.
dimSym = 6 or dimSym = 5 only two for special cases when dimSym = 6.
[3, 1]
[2, 1, 1]
[1, 1, 1, 1]
dimSym ≤ 5 none provided.
Table 3.2: Normal forms of non-Frobenius rank-2 and -3 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold.
f = f(x1, . . . , x5) and fx5x5 6= 0.
DT(I) I
[2, 0], C11,2 {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx1}
[2, 0], GR2D5 {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1}
[3, 2] {dx5, dx4, dx3 − x2 dx1}
[3, 2, 1] {dx5, dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1}
[3, 2, 1, 0] {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx3 − x4 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx1}
[3, 2, 0], GR3D5 {dx2 − x3 dx1, dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1, dx3 − fx5 dx1}
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CHAPTER 4
CARTAN INTEGRATION METHOD FOR NONLINEAR INVOLUTIVE SYSTEMS OF PDE
AND GENERAL GOURSAT EQUATIONS
In this chapter we shall show how the geometric study of general Monge equations is closely
related to that of two different kinds of partial differential equations.
The first kind we deal with is given by the nonlinear involutive systems of two PDE in two
variables and one unknown, considered in Section 4.1. An integration method of these nonlinear
involutive systems will be discussed. The core of this method is the proof that the reduction by
the Cauchy characteristic of the Pfaffian system I2, generated by a nonlinear involutive system, is
indeed a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I. Therefore the general Monge normal form of I will relate an
underdetermined ordinary differential equation to the initial pair of PDE. This integration method,
implicitly described by Cartan in [10], is quite effective when the PDE at hand has a 3-dimensional
symmetry algebra, not containing the Cauchy characteristic, in which case we can use the general
Monge normal forms that we will compute in Chapter 5. The general solution of a particular family
of nonlinear involutive systems of PDE in the plane will be computed using this integration method,
and some examples will be provided.
The second kind of PDE considered consists of a class of non-Monge-Ampe`re parabolic PDE in
the plane, referred to by Cartan as Goursat equations. This kind is studied in Section 4.2.
In Section 4.3 we will analyze a bijective mapping between these two types of PDE, which is
defined by means of a particular parametric representation of them.
Section 4.4 is devoted to the elaboration of a canonical procedure to associate a nonlinear
involutive system to a given GR3D5 Pfaffian system.
4.1 Involutive systems and GR3D5 Pfaffian systems
In this section we describe how, in his five-variables paper [10], Cartan resolves a problem
considered by Goursat in [25, Chapter VI] and [23], namely, the integration of an involutive system
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S2 of two scalar partial differential equations of the second order in the plane.
We will provide a convenient parametric realization of nonlinear involutive systems S2. The
general solution of nonlinear involutive systems for which this parametrization is especially simple
will be given, together with some examples.
A system of two scalar second order PDE in the plane has two independent variables x and y,
and one dependent variable z. Using the standard notation (zx, zy, zxx, zxy, zyy) = (p, q, r, s, t), such
a system can always be written as
S2 ≡

r = R(x, y, z, p, q, t),
s = S(x, y, z, p, q, t).
(4.1)
This system defines the rank-3 Pfaffian system
I2 =

dz − p dx− q dy,
dp−Rdx− S dy,
dq − S dx− t dy,
(4.2)
on the 6-manifold M6 with local coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, t).
The general definition of involutive Pfaffian systems (with independence condition) is beyond
the purpose of this section. We refer, for instance, to Griffiths and Jensen [27, page 43] or to
Ivey [30, page 176]. Given for granted this general definition, we can give the following.
Definition 4.1.1. An involutive system of two PDE in the plane S2 is a system (4.1) which
gives rise to an involutive Pfaffian system I2 (4.2). Such a system of PDE is said to be linear if it
is linear in t, that is, Rtt = 0 and Stt = 0. ¥
We content ourselves with the following characterization of involutive systems of two PDE in
the plane, which is proved by Cartan [10, §III]. Here and in the following pages we will use the
differential operators
D¯x = ∂x + p ∂z +R∂p + S ∂q, D¯y = ∂y + q ∂z + S ∂p + t ∂q. (4.3)
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defined on M6.
Theorem 4.1.2. Let S2 be a system of two PDE in the plane (4.1). Let I2 be the rank-3 Pfaffian
system (4.2) defined by S2 on M6. Then the following properties are equivalent.
[i] S2 is involutive.
[ii] I2 admits a (Frobenius) rank-5 antiderived system, that is, the Cartan-rank of I is Car(I2) = 2
(see [10, equation (4) at page 123]).
[iii] dimCau(I2) = 1.
[iv] The functions R and S satisfy the conditions
Rt = S2t , and D¯x(S) = D¯y(R)− St D¯y(S). (4.4)
[v] I2 is reduced by its Cauchy characteristic
C2 = ∂x − St ∂y + (p− qSt) ∂z + (R− SSt) ∂p + (S − tSt) ∂q + D¯y(S) ∂t (4.5)
to a rank-3 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold.
Proposition 4.1.3. Let S2 be an involutive system of two PDE in the plane given by (4.1). Then
S2 is linear if and only if Stt = 0.
Proof. The first of conditions (4.4) implies Rtt = 2StStt. Consequently, if Stt = 0, then Rtt = 0 and
S2 is linear.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let S2 be a system of two PDE in the plane
r = R(t), s = S(t). (4.6)
Then S2 is involutive if and only if Rt = St2.
Proof. This is just a trivial application of Theorem 4.1.2, because (4.6) reduces (4.4) to Rt = St2.
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Henceforth, we will consider an involutive system of PDE in the plane (4.1). Let’s examine
closely the structure equations of I2 and the consequences of Theorem 4.1.2. First, let’s consider
another basis for I2, writing
I2 =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp−Rdx− S dy − St (dq − S dx− t dy)
= dp− St dq − (R− SSt) dx− (S − tSt) dy,
α2 = dq − S dx− t dy.
(4.7)
Let’s complete this basis of I2 to a local coframe α, α1, α2, pi, σ, η on M6 by setting
pi = dy + St dx, σ = dt− D¯y(S) dx, η = dx.
We readily see that the Cauchy characteristic considered in (4.5) is actually C2 = ∂η. Next, define
the operator
Vy =
[
∂t, D¯y
]− D¯y ◦ ∂t = ∂tD¯y − 2 D¯y∂t.
As shown in [10, pages 122-124], condition (4.4) implies that the structure equations of I2 are
dα ≡ α2 ∧ pi mod(α, α1),
dα1 ≡ α2 ∧ (Vy(S)pi − Stt σ) mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ pi ∧ σ mod(α, α1, α2).
(4.8)
From (4.8) we see that I2′ = {α, α1} and that Ξ = {α, α1, α2, pi, σ} = ∂η⊥ = CS(I2). In
particular, ∂η is also a Cauchy characteristic of Ξ. Consequently, as we discussed in Corollary
2.2.17, I2 is reduced by ∂η to a rank-3 Pfaffian system I, on the quotient manifold M5, such that
DT(I2) = DT(I), and thus DT
(
I2
′) = DT(I ′).
Moreover, because of (4.8), we know that both I ′ and I are non-Frobenius Pfaffian systems on
M5. Applying the results of Example 2.2.13 concerning rank-3 Pfaffian systems on a 5-manifold, we
conclude that
DT(I2) ∈ {[3, 2, 1], [3, 2, 1, 0], [3, 2, 0]}. (4.9)
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In order to further characterize involutive systems, we now consider I2′′.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let I2 be the rank-3 Pfaffian system (4.7) associated to an involutive system (4.1).
Assume k α+ k1 α1 ∈ I2′ is a 1-form. Then we have
k α+ k1 α1 ∈ I2′′ − {0} ⇔

k + k1Vy(S) = 0,
k1Stt = 0,
k2 + k12 6= 0.
(4.10)
Proof. Because α and α1 are independent, θ = k α+ k1 α1 is non-zero if and only if k2 + k12 6= 0.
According to (4.8), we have
dθ ≡ k dα+ k1 dα1
≡ α2 ∧ [(k + k1Vy(S))pi − k1Stt σ] mod(α, α1).
(4.11)
Because α2, pi, and σ are independent, we conclude, from (4.11), that (4.10) holds.
Using Lemma 4.1.5 and the results of Chapter 3 we obtain the following two propositions.
Proposition 4.1.6 (Linear Involutive Systems). Let S2 be an involutive system of two PDE in the
plane (4.1). Let I2 be the rank-3 Pfaffian system (4.7) defined by S2 on M6. Then the following
properties are equivalent.
[i] S2 is linear in t (see Proposition 4.1.3).
[ii] DT(I2) ∈ {[3, 2, 1], [3, 2, 1, 0]}.
[iii] About every point of M6 there are local coordinates (X1, . . . , X5, X6) such that I2 can be
written in one of the following normal forms
I2 = {dX5, dX2 −X3 dX1, dX3 −X4 dX1}, (4.12)
or
I2 = {dX2 −X3 dX1, dX3 −X4 dX1, dX4 −X5 dX1}. (4.13)
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Proof. Before proving the series of implications, let’s first recall, from Proposition 4.1.3, that S2 is
linear in t if and only if Stt = 0. Moreover, by (4.9), we know that DT(I2) ∈ {[3, 2, 1], [3, 2, 1, 0]} if
and only if I2′′ 6= 0.
[i ⇒ ii] Assume Stt = 0. Then in (4.10) we may choose k1 = −1, and k = Vy(S), so that
θ ∈ I2′′ 6= 0.
[i ⇐ ii] Assume I2′′ 6= 0. Then (4.10) holds for some k, k1 ∈ C∞(M6) such that k2 + k12 6= 0.
If k1 = 0 then, from the first equation on the right-hand-side of (4.10), one has k = 0, thus we must
have k1 6= 0. Consequently, by the second equation on the right-hand-side of (4.10), we conclude
that Stt = 0.
[ii ⇔ iii] By Corollary 2.2.17, there are local coordinates (X1, . . . , X5, X6) on M6 such that
a Cauchy characteristic of I2 is ∂X6 . Moreover, take local coordinates (x1, . . . , x5) on the quotient
manifold M5, then the standard projection q :M6 →M5 is locally defined by
xi = Xi, i = 1, . . . , 5.
Now, it is enough to pullback the normal forms in Table 2.1 by q in order to obtain (4.12) and
(4.12). The converse is trivial.
Proposition 4.1.7 (nonlinear Involutive Systems). With the same hypothesis and notation of
Proposition 4.1.6, the following properties are equivalent.
[i] S2 is nonlinear in t (see Proposition 4.1.3).
[ii] DT(I2) = [3, 2, 0], that is, the reduction I of I2 is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system.
[iii] About every point of M6 there are local coordinates (X1, . . . , X5, X6) and a function F =
F (X1, . . . , X5) ∈ C∞(M6) such that I2 can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I2 = {dX2 −X3 dX1, dX4 −X5 dX3 + F dX1, dX3 − FX5 dX1}, FX5X5 6= 0. (4.14)
[iv] About every point of M6 there are local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2, X6) and a function H =
H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) ∈ C∞(M6) such that I2 can be written in the Monge normal form
I2 = {dY − Y1 dX, dY1 − Y2 dX, dZ −H dX}, HY2Y2 6= 0. (4.15)
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[v] The general solution of S2 can be expressed in terms of an arbitrary function F (X), its derivatives
F ′(X) and F ′′(X), and the function G(X) such that
G′(X) = H(X,F (X), F ′(X), F ′′(X), G(X)).
Proof. [i ⇔ ii] This is just a consequence of Propositions 4.1.3 and 4.1.6 together with (4.9).
[ii ⇔ iii ⇔ iii] These equivalences are proved by considering the projection q : M6 → M5
defined by ∂η and any of its sections s : M5 → M6. When I is written in one of the normal forms
proved in Section 3.4, respectively the general Goursat or the general Monge, then I2 = q∗I has the
desired local expressions. Conversely, if I2 admits one of the local expressions in (4.14) or (4.15),
then I = s∗I2 is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system.
[v ⇔ iv] Evidently one is a restatement of the other.
Remark 4.1.8. The proof of Theorem 3.1.7 showed us how to obtain a normalized adapted coframe
when the structure equations are as in (4.8). Because we are assuming Stt 6= 0, we can define the
change of local coframe
σ → −1
Stt
(Vy(S)pi − Stt σ) = dt− Vy(S)
Stt
dy −
(
StVy(S)
Stt
+ D¯y(S)
)
dx,
α1 → − 1
Stt
α1.
We thus consider the local coframe
α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = − 1
Stt
[dp− St dq − (R− SSt) dx− (S − tSt) dy] ,
α2 = dq − S dx− t dy,
pi = dy + St dx,
σ = dt− Vy(S)
Stt
dy −
(
StVy(S)
Stt
+ D¯y(S)
)
dx,
η = dx,
(4.16)
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with respect to which we have the structure equations
dα ≡ α2 ∧ pi mod(α, α1),
dα1 ≡ α2 ∧ σ mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ pi ∧ σ modI2,
dpi ≡ 0 mod{α, α1, α2, pi, σ},
dσ ≡ 0 mod{α, α1, α2, pi, σ}.
(4.17)
These prove that (4.16) is a normalized adapted coframe of I2. ¥
The final goal of this section is to obtain an alternative parametric realization of nonlinear
involutive systems S2. This parametrization is not only useful for examples and calculations, but it
will relate nonlinear involutive systems to a special class of parabolic PDE in the plane, as we will
see in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Theorem 4.1.9. A system of two PDE in the plane
r = R(x, y, z, p, q, t) and s = S(x, y, z, p, q, t), (4.18)
is nonlinear and involutive if and only if it can be written in the parametric form

r = −2ψ + 2λψ˙ − λ2ψ¨,
s = −ψ˙ + λψ¨,
t = −ψ¨.
(4.19)
Here ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ), ψ˙ =
∂ψ
∂λ
, and ψ satisfies the conditions
2
(
ψy + qψz −
(
ψ˙ − λψ¨
)
ψp − ψ¨ψq
)
= ψ˙x + λψ˙y + (p+ λq) ψ˙z −
(
2ψ − λψ˙
)
ψ˙p − ψ˙ψ˙q (4.20)
and
...
ψ 6= 0. (4.21)
Before proving this theorem, we first consider some useful remarks.
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Remark 4.1.10. [i] Eliminating λ from (4.19) one obtains (4.18).
[ii] The system (4.19) is equivalent to the equation
r + 2λs+ λ2t+ 2ψ = 0, (4.22)
together with its first two derivatives with respect to λ.
[iii] Suppose a parametric realization (4.19) is obtained in terms of x, y, z, p, q, and λ, say

r = ρ(x, y, z, p, q, λ),
s = σ(x, y, z, p, q, λ),
t = τ(x, y, z, p, q, λ).
Then we do not need to solve differential equations to compute ψ, since by (4.22) we have
ψ = −1
2
(ρ+ 2λσ + λ2τ). (4.23)
Proof of Theorem 4.1.9. [⇒]We start from (4.18) and derive (4.19). Let’s recall that, by Proposition
4.1.7, the system (4.18) is assumed to satisfy the conditions
Rt = S2t , Stt 6= 0. (4.24)
On account of the second condition at (4.24) (Stt 6= 0), we can define a new coordinate system
(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ) on M6 by
X = x, Y = y, Z = z, P = p, Q = q, λ = −St. (4.25)
Using the inverse of (4.25), we can express t in terms of (X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ), say t = τ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ).
Then, express the functions R and S of the system (4.18) in these new variables by
R = Υ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ), S = Σ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ). (4.26)
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Next, let ψ = ψ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ) be the function on M6 such that
τ = −ψ¨ = −∂
2ψ
∂λ2
, ψ|λ=0 = −12Υ|λ=0, ψ˙|λ=0 = −Σ|λ=0, (4.27)
where ψ|λ=0 = ψ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, 0). In particular we have
∂τ
∂λ
= − ...ψ 6= 0. (4.28)
Applying the chain rule to the second expression in (4.26) we get
λ = −∂S
∂t
= −∂Σ
∂λ
∂λ
∂t
,
hence, from (4.28), we have Σλ = λ
...
ψ. Integrating by parts once we end up with
Σ− Σ|λ=0 =
∫ λ
0
λ
...
ψ dλ = λψ¨ −
∫ λ
0
ψ¨ dλ = λψ¨ − ψ˙ + ψ˙|λ=0. (4.29)
By the definition (4.27) of ψ, we have
S = Σ = λψ¨ − ψ˙. (4.30)
Analogously, from the first of (4.24), we obtain
λ2 =
∂R
∂t
=
∂Υ
∂λ
∂λ
∂t
,
which gives Υλ = −λ2
...
ψ. Integrating by parts twice we have
Υ−Υ|λ=0 = −
∫ λ
0
λ2
...
ψ dλ = −λ2ψ¨ + 2
∫ λ
0
λψ¨ dλ = −λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2
∫ λ
0
ψ˙ dλ
= −λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2ψ + 2ψ|λ=0.
(4.31)
Using the definition of ψ once more, we have
R = Υ = −λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2ψ. (4.32)
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At this point it has been shown that there exists a function ψ = ψ(X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ) such that
...
ψ 6= 0,
while, gathering equations (4.27), (4.30), and (4.32), we can rewrite the nonlinear involutive system
(4.18) as 
r = −2ψ + 2λψ˙ − λ2ψ¨,
s = −ψ˙ + λψ¨,
t = −ψ¨,
which is (4.19).
It remains to derive (4.20), which we shall prove by using the Cauchy characteristic of the given
involutive system. In the local coordinates (X,Y, Z, P,Q, λ) the involutive system (4.19) gives rise
to the rank-3 Pfaffian system
I2 =

α = dZ − P dX −QdY,
α1 = dP − (−λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2ψ) dX − (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dY,
α2 = dQ− (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dX + ψ¨ dy.
(4.33)
Let’s define the operators
D¯X = ∂X + P ∂Z + (−2ψ + 2λψ˙ − λ2ψ¨) ∂P + (λψ¨ − ψ˙) ∂Q,
D¯Y = ∂Y +Q∂Z + (λψ¨ − ψ˙) ∂P − ψ¨ ∂Q.
(4.34)
By Theorem 4.1.2, the involutive system (4.33) has a unique Cauchy characteristic directional field,
namely
C2 = ∂x − St ∂y + (p− qSt) ∂z + (R− SSt) ∂p + (S − tSt) ∂q + D¯y(S) ∂t. (4.35)
This vector field in the local coordinates (4.25) is written as
C2 = ∂X + λ∂Y + (P + λQ) ∂Z + (λψ˙ − 2ψ) ∂P − ψ˙ ∂Q +
...
ψD¯Y (λψ¨ − ψ˙) ∂λ. (4.36)
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Imposing the condition C2 ∈ Cau(I2) and knowing that
...
ψ 6= 0, we obtain the following
D¯X(ψ˙) = D¯Y (λψ˙ − 2ψ), (4.37)
or equivalently
2D¯Y (ψ) =
[
D¯X + λ D¯Y
]
(ψ˙). (4.38)
In view of (4.25), we can use to the small case variables and denote ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ). With this
abuse of notation we write (4.38) explicitly
2
(
ψy + qψz −
(
ψ˙ − λψ¨
)
ψp − ψ¨ψq
)
= ψ˙x + λψ˙y + (p+ λq) ψ˙z −
(
2ψ − λψ˙
)
ψ˙p − ψ˙ψ˙q,
which is (4.20).
As a final consideration, we notice that (4.38) (or (4.20)) is equivalent to the commutativity of
the vectors (4.34), that is, [D¯X , D¯Y ] = 0.
[⇐] As noticed in Remark 4.1.10, (4.19) is a parametrization of a system of two scalar second-
order PDE in the plane. This system is involutive according to Theorem 4.1.2 because, by means of
(4.20), it admits the Cauchy characteristic (4.36).
As noticed earlier, the parametrization in Theorem 4.1.9 in many instances simplifies the in-
tegration of a nonlinear involutive system, as we shall show in a particular case at the end of this
section. First, let’s consider the following.
Remark 4.1.11. Let S2 be a nonlinear involutive system parameterized by (4.19). Then we can say
that on the 6-manifold M6 with local coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, λ), S2 gives rise to the rank-3 Pfaffian
system
I2,ψ = I2 =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp− (−λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx− (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dy,
α2 = dq − (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dx+ ψ¨ dy.
(4.39)
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By Theorem 4.1.9,
...
ψ 6= 0 and we can define the local coframe on M6
α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 =
...
ψ
(
dp+ λ dq +
(
2ψ − λψ˙
)
dx+ ψ˙ dy
)
,
α2 = dq −
(
λψ¨ − ψ˙
)
dx+ ψ¨ dy,
pi = dy − λ dx
σ = − ...ψ
(
dλ−
(
ψq − λψ˙q − 2λψp + λ2ψ˙p
)
dx−
(
ψ˙q − λψ˙p
)
dy
)
η = dx.
(4.40)
With respect to this local coframe, I2,ψ satisfies the structure equations
dα ≡ α2 ∧ pi mod(α, α1),
dα1 ≡ α2 ∧ σ mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ pi ∧ σ modI2,ψ.
(4.41)
From these we see that Ξ2,ψ =
{
α, α1, α2, pi, σ
}
is a rank-5 antiderived system of I2,ψ. Moreover,
we see that
∂η = ∂x + λ∂y + (p+ qλ) ∂z +
(
λψ˙ − 2ψ
)
∂p − ψ˙ ∂q + 2 (ψq − λψp) ∂λ, (4.42)
is a Cauchy characteristic of both I2,ψ and Ξ2,ψ. ¥
The following Theorem is the result of our own analysis of Cartan’s [10, page 137 and §XII].
First a small remark.
Remark 4.1.12. Any function ψ = ψ(λ) is a solution of (4.20). Indeed, when we plug such an
expression, equation (4.20) becomes the tautology 0 = 0.
Theorem 4.1.13. Let S2 be a nonlinear involutive system parameterized by

r = −2ψ + 2λψ˙ − λ2ψ¨,
s = −ψ˙ + λψ¨,
t = −ψ¨,
(4.43)
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where ψ = ψ(λ) and
...
ψ 6= 0 (see Theorem 4.1.9). The following properties hold.
[i] The Cauchy characteristic ∂η (see (4.42)) defines the projection q :M6 →M5
X = λ, Y = (y − λx)ψ˙ + qλ+ p+ 2xψ,
Y1 = (y − λx)ψ¨ + q + xψ˙, Y2 = (y − λx)
...
ψ,
Z = −1
2
(
z − x2ψ − xp+ x2λψ˙ − 1
2
y2ψ¨ + xyλψ¨ − 1
2
x2λ2ψ¨ − qy − xyψ˙
)
,
(4.44)
which reduces I2,ψ to the GR3D5 Pfaffian system generated by the general Monge equation
Z1 =
Y2
2
...
ψ
. (4.45)
[ii] The 2-dimensional integral manifold s : (λ, µ) ∈ R2 →M6 of S2 is given by
λ = λ, x = µ, y = λµ+
F¨
...
ψ
z = −µ2ψ +
(
F − ψ˙F¨...
ψ
)
µ− 1
2
(
G+
ψ¨F¨ 2
...
ψ2
− 2F˙ F¨...
ψ
)
,
p = (λψ˙ − 2ψ)µ− 1...
ψ
[( ...
ψF˙ − ψ¨F¨
)
λ− ψ˙F¨
]
+ F, q = −ψ˙µ+ F˙ − ψ¨F¨...
ψ
,
(4.46)
where F = F (λ) and G = G(λ) are related by the equation
...
ψ G˙ = F¨
2
.
Before proceeding to the proof, let’s first present some applications of this theorem.
Example 4.1.14 (Hilbert-Cartan). By Proposition 4.1.4, the nonlinear system of PDE in the plane
S2 ≡

r = R(t) =
1
3
t3,
s = S(t) =
1
2
t2.
(4.47)
is involutive, because Rt = t2 = St2. From the proof of Theorem 4.1.9, let’s set λ = −St = −t.
To calculate ψ we substitute t = −λ in (4.47) to obtain

r = −1
3
λ3,
s =
1
2
λ2,
t = −λ.
(4.48)
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Plugging (4.48) in (4.23) we arrive at
ψ = −1
2
(−1
3
λ3 + λ3 − λ3) = 1
6
λ3, (4.49)
so that we have
...
ψ = 1. Applying Theorem 4.1.13, the solution of (4.47) is expressed in terms of
solutions of the Monge equation
G˙ = F¨
2
, (4.50)
which is the Hilbert-Cartan equation. Specifically, from (4.46),
x = µ, y = λµ+ F¨, z = −1
6
µ2λ3 +
(
F − 1
2
λ2F¨
)
µ− 1
2
(
G+ λF¨ 2 − 2F˙ F¨
)
, (4.51)
is the solution of the involutive system (4.47). For instance, consider the solution of (4.50) given by
F (λ) = 112λ
3, and G(λ) = 112λ
3+k, where k is a constant. We have F˙ = 14λ
2 and F¨ = 12λ, and thus
(4.51) gives
y = λx+
1
2
λ, z = −1
6
x2λ3 + λ3(
1
12
− 1
4
)x− 1
2
(
1
12
λ3 + k +
1
4
λ3 − 1
4
λ3
)
= −λ
3(2x+ 1)2
24
− k
2
.
On a neighborhood of x 6= − 12 , we find λ = 2y2x+1 and thus we obtain
z = − y
3
3(2x+ 1)
− k
2
, (4.52)
which is a closed form solution of the involutive system (4.47). ¥
Example 4.1.15 (Goursat-Cartan). Assume m 6∈ {0, 12 , 1} and consider the system
S2 ≡

r = R(t) =
t2m−1
2m− 1 ,
s = S(t) =
(−1)mtm
m
.
(4.53)
Because Rt = t2(m−1) = St2, we can apply Proposition 4.1.4, thus the system (4.53) is involutive.
In this case we can set
λ = −St = −(−1)mtm−1 = (−1)m−1tm−1, (4.54)
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thus we can express t = −λ1/(m−1) and we obtain the following parametric expression of (4.53)

r = −λ
(2m−1)/(m−1)
2m− 1 ,
s =
λm/(m−1)
m
,
t = −λ1/(m−1).
(4.55)
Using (4.23) we find
ψ =
(m− 1)2
m(2m− 1)λ
(2m−1)/(m−1), (4.56)
according to which we have
...
ψ = 1m−1λ
(2−m)/(m−1). Now, applying Theorem 4.1.13, the solution of
(4.53) is expressed in terms of solutions of the Monge equation
G˙ = (m− 1)λ(m−2)/(m−1)F¨ 2. (4.57)
Note that for m = 2 this conclusion agrees with that of Exercise 4.1.14. Using (4.46) as showed in
Exercise 4.1.14, given a value of m (that is a choice of ψ), for every solution of the Monge equation
(4.57) we can compute the corresponding closed form solution of the involutive system (4.53).
A system similar to (4.53) is considered by Cartan in [10, page 113] (and Stormark in [38, page
473]), but the expression of ψ is not provided there. We chose a different normalization to allow
continuity with Example 4.1.14. ¥
With this little motivation, we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.1.13.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.13. To prove both parts [i] and [ii], we first built a quotient by the Cauchy
characteristic, in order to reduce I2,ψ to a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I. Then we use the Monge
Algorithm 3.5.8 to obtain the general Monge normal form of I and thus the equation
...
ψ Z1 = Y22.
To begin, when ψ = ψ(λ), the Cauchy characteristic (4.42) of the Pfaffian system I2,ψ (see
(4.40)) is
∂η = ∂x + λ∂y + (p+ qλ) ∂z +
(
λψ˙ − 2ψ
)
∂p − ψ˙ ∂q.
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A complete set of invariants for ∂η is easily checked to be
z1 = λ, z2 = y − λx, z3 = p+ 2xψ − xλψ˙, z4 = q + xψ˙,
z5 = z + x2ψ − x(p+ 2xψ − xλψ˙)− xλ(q + xψ˙).
(4.58)
Let’s set z6 = x, which together with (4.58) defines a change of local coordinates τ6,6 : M6 → M6.
Because z1 = λ, we can write ψ(z1) = ψ(λ) = ψ and still set ψ˙ = ∂ψ∂z1 . In particular, the inverse
change of coordinates is
τ−16,6 : x = z
6, y = z2 + z1z6, z = z5 − z6(z6ψ − z3 − z1z4),
p = z3 − z6(2ψ − z1ψ˙), q = z4 − z6ψ˙, λ = z1.
(4.59)
Let’s recall the adapted basis of I2,ψ at (4.40)
α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp+ λ dq +
(
2ψ − λψ˙
)
dx+ ψ˙ dy,
α2 = dq −
(
λψ¨ − ψ˙
)
dx+ ψ¨ dy,
(4.60)
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where α1 is considered without the normalizing factor
...
ψ. In these new coordinates we can express
α = d [z5 − z6(z6ψ − z3 − z1z4)]− [z3 − z6(2ψ − z1ψ˙)] dz6 − (z4 − z6ψ˙) d(z2 + z1z6)
= dz5 − (z6ψ − z3 − z1z4) dz6 − z6 d(z6ψ − z3 − z1z4)− [z3 − z6(2ψ − z1ψ˙)] dz6
− (z4 − z6ψ˙) dz2 − z1(z4 − z6ψ˙) dz6 − z6(z4 − z6ψ˙) dz1
= dz5 − (z4 − z6ψ˙) dz2 − z6(z4 − z6ψ˙) dz1
− [z6ψ − z3 − z1z4 + z3 − z6(2ψ − z1ψ˙) + z1(z4 − z6ψ˙) + z6ψ] dz6
− z62ψ˙ dz1 + z6 dz3 + z4z6 dz1 + z1z6 dz4
= (z6ψ˙ − z4) dz2 + z6 dz3 + z1z6 dz4 + dz5,
α1 = d [z3 − z6(2ψ − z1ψ˙)] + z1 d(z4 − z6ψ˙) + (2ψ − z1ψ˙) dz6 + ψ˙ d(z2 + z1z6)
= dz3 − z6 (2ψ˙ − ψ˙ − z1ψ¨) dz1 − (2ψ − z1ψ˙) dz6 + z1 (dz4 − z6ψ¨ dz1 − ψ˙ dz6)
+ (2ψ − z1ψ˙) dz6 + ψ˙ (dz2 + z6 dz1 + z1 dz6)
= dz3 + ψ˙ dz2 + z1 dz4,
α2 = d(z4 − z6ψ˙)− (z1ψ¨ − ψ˙) dz6 + ψ¨ d(z2 + z1z6)
= dz4 − z6ψ¨ dz1 − ψ˙ dz6 − (z1ψ¨ − ψ˙) dz6 + ψ¨ (dz2 + z6 dz1 + z1 dz6)
= dz4 + ψ¨ dz2.
Therefore we have
I2,ψ =

α = (z6ψ˙ − z4) dz2 + z6 dz3 + z1z6 dz4 + dz5,
α1 = dz3 + ψ˙ dz2 + z1 dz4,
α2 = dz4 + ψ¨ dz2.
Now, we just tweak a little bit the basis of I2,ψ, defining α0 = α− z6 α1 so that
I2,ψ =

α0 = dz5 − z4 dz2,
α1 = dz3 + ψ˙ dz2 + z1 dz4,
α2 = dz4 + ψ¨ dz2.
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As we expected, I2,ψ does not depend on z6.
Let M5 be the quotient manifold with local coordinates (y¯1, . . . , y¯5). Using (4.58), the standard
projection q6,5 :M6 →M5 by ∂η is locally define by
q6,5 : y¯i = zi, i = 1, . . . , 5. (4.61)
For any constant µ, a local section s5,6 :M5 →M6 of the projection (4.61) is given by
s5,6 : z6 = µ, zi = y¯i, i = 1, . . . , 5. (4.62)
Consequently, if we let ψ(y¯1) = ψ(λ) = ψ denote the function q6,5 ◦ ψ, the reduction of I2,ψ is the
rank-3 Pfaffian system I = s5,6∗(I2,ψ) given by
I =

η1 = s5,6∗α1 = dy¯3 + ψ˙ d y¯2 + y¯1 dy¯4,
η2 = s5,6∗α0 = dy¯5 − y¯4 dy¯2,
η3 = s5,6∗α2 = dy¯4 + ψ¨ d y¯2.
(4.63)
To arrive at transformations (4.44) and (4.46), we now follow the steps [0] to [4] of the Monge
Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By Proposition 4.1.7, we know that I is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system and by the above manip-
ulations we know that (4.63) is an adapted basis for I.
[1] We want to built a 1-form θ1 in I ′ = {η1, η2} whose Engel-rank is 1, that is such that
θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1 for independent functions y1, y2, and y3. The form η2 would work, but we
want λ to be the independent variable of the Monge equation (4.45), therefore we wish to set
y1 = y¯1 = q6,5(λ). Here it is what we can do. Let’s rewrite
η1 = dy¯3 + d(ψ˙y¯2)− y¯2ψ¨ d y¯1 + dy¯1y¯4 − y¯4 dy¯1 = d(y¯3 + ψ˙y¯2 + y¯1y¯4)− (y¯2ψ¨ − y¯4) dy¯1.
Now define the change of coordinates τ5,1 :M5 →M5
τ5,1 : y1 = y¯1, y2 = y¯3 + ψ˙y¯2 + y¯1y¯4, y3 = y¯2ψ¨ − y¯4, y4 = y¯5, y5 = y¯2, (4.64)
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with inverse τ−15,1 :M5 →M5
τ−15,1 : y¯
1 = y1, y¯2 = y5, y¯3 = y2 − ψ˙y5 + y1(y5ψ¨ − y3), y¯4 = y5ψ¨ − y3, y¯5 = y4. (4.65)
With respect to the local coordinates (4.64) (considering ψ(y1) = ψ(λ) = ψ) we have
I ′ =

η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η2 = dy4 − (y5ψ¨ − y3) dy5.
(4.66)
[2] In view of Proposition 3.3.3 and Remark 3.3.4, in this step we want to construct a 1-form
dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W η1 +Aη2 ∈ I ′. From (3.47), we need an integrating factor A for which
the PDE system
∂U
∂y4
= A · 1,
∂U
∂y5
= A(y5ψ¨ − y3),
(4.67)
can be easily solved. We see that for A = 2 we have the solution U = 2y4+2y3y5− y52ψ¨, note that
ψ = ψ(y1). Remembering the notation η2 = Y 10 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5 used in
Proposition 3.3.3, the expressions (3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
− 2 · 0 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
− 2 · 0 = 2y5,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3
(
∂U
∂y2
− 2 · 0
)
− 2 · 0 = −y52 ...ψ.
(4.68)
Indeed, we can directly check that
dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 = d(2y4 + 2y3y5 − y52ψ¨)− 2y5 dy3 + y52 ...ψ dy1 = 2η2 ∈ I ′. (4.69)
Using U and V 3 we define a new change of coordinates τ5,2 :M5 →M5
τ5,2 : x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = 2y4 + 2y3y5 − y52ψ¨, x5 = 2y5. (4.70)
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The inverse change τ−15,2 :M5 →M5 is given by
τ−15,2 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 =
1
2
(
x4 − x3x5 + x
52
4
ψ¨
)
, y5 =
x5
2
. (4.71)
Again, we can consider ψ = ψ(x1) = ψ(λ), thus in the coordinates (4.70) we have
I ′ =

ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + x
52
4
...
ψ dx1.
In particular the dx1-component of ω2 is the function f = x
52
4
...
ψ.
[3] We can compute fx5 = x
5
2
...
ψ and write the 1-form in I
ω3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1 = dx3 − x
5
2
...
ψ dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
ω2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + x
52
4
...
ψ dx1,
ω3 = dx3 − x
5
2
...
ψ dx1.
[4] In view of (3.84), we set
H˜ = x5fx5 − f = x5x52
...
ψ − x
52
4
...
ψ =
x5
2
4
...
ψ,
so that I can be written in the new basis
I =

µ1 = ω1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
µ2 = ω3 = dx3 − x
5
2
...
ψ dx1,
µ3 = ω2 + x5 ω3 = dx4 − H˜ dx1.
(4.72)
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Finally, remembering that we have
...
ψ 6= 0, we define the change of local coordinates τ5,4 :M5 →M5
τ5,4 : X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 =
x5
2
...
ψ, (4.73)
whose inverse τ−15,4 :M5 →M5 is
τ−15,4 : x
1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 =
2Y2
...
ψ
. (4.74)
Completing the application of (3.84), we set
H = τ−15,4 ◦ H˜ =
(
2Y2...
ψ
)2
4
...
ψ =
Y2
2
...
ψ
.
Therefore, according to (4.72) and (4.74), we obtain the Monge normal form of I
I =

µ1 = dY − Y1 dX,
µ2 = dY1 − Y2 dX,
µ3 = dZ −H dX = dZ − Y2
2
...
ψ
dX.
(4.75)
In this way we see that I is locally realized by the Monge equation
Z1 =
Y2
2
...
ψ
. (4.76)
This concludes the Monge Algorithm.
Now let’s go back to the initial involutive system. I is the reduction of I2,ψ by means of the
projection q = τ5,4 ◦ τ5,2 ◦ τ5,1 ◦ q6,5 ◦ τ6,6 :M6 →M5
q : X = λ, Y = (y − λx)ψ˙ + qλ+ p+ 2xψ,
Y1 = (y − λx)ψ¨ + q + xψ˙, Y2 = (y − λx)
...
ψ,
Z = −1
2
(
z − x2ψ − xp+ x2λψ˙ − 1
2
y2ψ¨ + xyλψ¨ − 1
2
x2λ2ψ¨ − qy − xyψ˙
)
.
(4.77)
This proves [i].
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A section of q is given by s = τ−16,6 ◦ s5,6 ◦ τ−15,1 ◦ τ−15,2 ◦ τ−15,4 :M5 →M6
s : λ = X, x = µ, y = λµ+
F¨
...
ψ
,
z = −µ2ψ +
(
F − ψ˙F¨...
ψ
)
µ− 1
2
(
G+
ψ¨F¨ 2
...
ψ2
− 2F˙ F¨...
ψ
)
,
p = (λψ˙ − 2ψ)µ− 1...
ψ
[( ...
ψF˙ − ψ¨F¨
)
λ− ψ˙F¨
]
+ F, q = −ψ˙µ+ F˙ − ψ¨F¨...
ψ
.
(4.78)
In summary, for every choice of ψ = ψ(λ) (such that
...
ψ 6= 0), a given solution Z = G(X) = G(λ)
and Y = F (X) = F (λ) of the Monge equation (4.76) provides the 2-dimensional integral manifold
of the nonlinear involutive system (4.43)
x = µ, y = λµ+
F¨
...
ψ
, z = −µ2ψ +
(
F − ψ˙F¨...
ψ
)
µ− 1
2
(
G+
ψ¨F¨ 2
...
ψ2
− 2F˙ F¨...
ψ
)
,
which proves [ii].
4.2 Goursat equations and GR3D5 Pfaffian systems
In this section we study scalar second order PDE in the plane
F (x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t) = 0, (4.79)
which are parabolic, that is, for which
Fs
2 − 4FrFt = 0. (4.80)
A geometric definition of parabolic equations will be given, followed by that of Goursat parabolic
equations. Then the main object, Goursat parabolic equations of general type, or simply general
Goursat equations (as in [10, page 140]), will be considered. Stormark [38, Chapter 16] notices that
this is the class of parabolic PDE in the plane with complete Monge characteristics.
As in [4] and [8], we give the following.
Definition 4.2.1. A parabolic Pfaffian system is a rank-3 Pfaffian system I1 defined on a 7-
dimensional manifold M7 for which there exists a local coframe α, α1, α2, pi1, σ1, pi2, σ2 such
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that
[i] I1 =
{
α, α1, α2
}
, pi1 ∧ pi2 6= 0, and
[ii] the following structure equations are satisfied
dα ≡ α1 ∧ pi1 + α2 ∧ pi2 mod(α),
dα1 ≡ Gα2 ∧ pi1 + pi2 ∧ σ2 mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ pi1 ∧ σ2 + pi2 ∧ σ1 modI1,
(4.81)
where G ∈ C∞(M7). ¥
Theorem 4.2.2. [8, page 0.6] Let I1 be a parabolic Pfaffian system on M7 and let φ : M7 → M7
be a diffeomorphism. Assume I¯1 = φ∗I1, then the following properties hold.
[i] I¯1 is a parabolic Pfaffian system.
[ii] Assume α¯, α¯1, α¯2, p¯i1, σ¯1, p¯i2, σ¯2 is a local coframe adapted to I¯1, with dα¯1 ≡ G¯ α¯2∧ p¯i1+ p¯i2∧ σ¯2
mod I¯1, and define I11 = {α, α1}. Then
φ∗I11 = {α¯, α¯1}, G¯ = k(G ◦ φ) with k ∈ R− {0}. (4.82)
The function G is called the Goursat invariant of I1.
Because of (4.81), a parabolic Pfaffian system I1 has the following antiderived systems:
Ξ0 =
{
α, α1, α2, pi2, σ2
}
,
Ξ1 =
{
α, α1, α2, pi1, pi2
}
,
Ξ2 =
{
α, α1, α2, σ1, σ2
}
.
Theorem 4.2.3. [10, pages 130-132] Let I1 be a parabolic Pfaffian system on M7 and assume that
α, α1, α2, pi1, σ1, pi2, σ2 is a local coframe adapted to I1. Then we have.
[i] Ξ0 = CS
(
I11
)
is the Cartan system of I11 and, in particular, ∂σ1 ∈ Cau
(
I11
)
.
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[ii] G = 0 if and only if (4.81) reduces to
dα ≡ α1 ∧ pi1 + α2 ∧ pi2 mod(α),
dα1 ≡ pi2 ∧ σ2 mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ pi1 ∧ σ2 + pi2 ∧ σ1 modI1,
(4.83)
see also [10, page 132].
[iii] G = 0 if and only if dimCau
(
I11
)
= 2.
[iv] Ξ0 is completely integrable if and only if G = 0.
Definition 4.2.4. Ξ0 is called the Monge system associated to the parabolic Pfaffian system I1.
A Goursat parabolic Pfaffian system I1 has Frobenius Monge system Ξ0, or equivalently G = 0.
We say that a PDE in the plane is a Goursat parabolic equation if it gives rise to a Goursat
parabolic Pfaffian system. ¥
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3, sketch. Part [i] is an easy consequence of equations (4.81).
Part [ii] can be inferred by applying Theorem 4.2.2 to the structure equations (4.81).
Part [iii] is a consequence of [ii]. Indeed, because of (4.83), one has G = 0 if and only if there
exists an adapted coframe for which Cau
(
I11
)
= 〈∂pi1 , ∂σ1〉.
The proof of part [iv] is based on the construction of an adapted coframe such that
dpi2 ≡ 0 modΞ0,
dσ2 ≡ −Gpi1 ∧ σ1 modΞ0.
(4.84)
One can derive these equations by taking the exterior derivative of (4.81), or alternatively by using
a local coordinate formulation. We use this last approach. In [10, §IV] and [8, page 0.3], it is shown
that every parabolic Pfaffian system is locally realized by a parabolic PDE in the plane. Moreover,
every parabolic PDE in the plane can be written in the form
r = E(x, y, z, p, q, s, t), (4.85)
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where one has
Es
2 + 4Et = 0. (4.86)
On the 7-manifold M7 with local coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, s, t), the PDE (4.85) defines the rank-3
Pfaffian system
I1 = {dz − p dx− q dy, dp− E dx− s dy, dq − s dx− t dy}. (4.87)
Define on M7 the differential operators
D¯x = ∂x + p ∂z + E ∂p + s ∂q, D¯y = ∂y + q ∂z + s ∂p + t ∂q. (4.88)
Then a local adapted coframe of I1, for which (4.81) holds, is given by
α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp− E dx− s dy − 1
2
Es(dq − s dx− t dy),
α2 = dq − s dx− t dy,
pi1 = −dx,
σ1 = −dt,
pi2 = −dy − Es dx− 12Ess α
2,
σ2 = −ds+ 1
2
Es dt+ D¯y(E) dx+
1
2
D¯y(Es)α2.
(4.89)
Then (see [4, equation (6)] as well) the Goursat invariant of I1 is explicitly given by
G = Eq +
1
2
EsEp +
1
4
EsD¯y(Es)− 12D¯x(Es)−
1
2
EssD¯y(E). (4.90)
By direct computation we see that (4.84) holds.
Example 4.2.5. Consider the special class of parabolic PDE in the plane r = E(x, y, z, p). Then
the Goursat invariant is G = 0.
On the other side, consider the heat equation zxx−zy = 0 (here y is the time-variable). With the
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notation used previously we would write this parabolic PDE as r = q. Then the Goursat invariant
for this equation is G = 1. ¥
This example motivates the standard terminology, which calls dispersive those parabolic PDE
in the plane which are non-Goursat, that is, such that G 6= 0.
At this point we just want to remark that if I1 is a parabolic Pfaffian system, then I11 is
not the derived system of I1, since I1′ = {α}. We have DT(I1) = [3, 1, 0], Cau(I1) = [0, 2, 7],
DT
(
I11
)
= [2, 0], and Cau
(
I11
)
= [2, 7]. Moreover, because Cau
(
I11
)
= 〈∂pi1 , ∂σ1〉, we can reduce
I11 to a rank-2 Pfaffian system I¯
1
1 on a 5-manifold. The results of Chapter 3 can then help us to
characterize a Goursat parabolic Pfaffian system I1 by means of its invariant subsystem I11 . This is
the goal of the rest of this section.
Authors like Cartan [10, section IV], or Goursat [24, page 93], [25, page 166], and [23, section
IV], or Stormark [38, section 16.1]), carry out quite few differential algebra computations to provide
another useful coordinate representation of Goursat parabolic equations. We show their results in
the following statements, whose proofs we just sketch.
Theorem 4.2.6. S1 ≡ F (x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t) = 0 is a parabolic equation if and only if it can be written
in the parametric form 
r = λ2t+ 2λψ˙ − 2ψ,
s = −λt− ψ˙,
(4.91)
where ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) and ψ˙ = ∂ψ∂λ .
Proof. Starting from the form r = E(x, y, z, p, q, s, t) of S1 (see (4.85)), where one assumes EsEt 6= 0,
we obtain the parametrization (4.91) by setting

λ = −1
2
Es,
ψ = −1
2
(E + 2sλ+ tλ2).
(4.92)
The actual change from the coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, s, t) to (x, y, z, p, q, λ, t) can be worked out with
the same steps as those in the proof of Theorem 4.1.9.
Conversely, we can obtain the parabolic equation S1 by eliminating λ from (4.91).
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Note that (4.91) is equivalent to the equation
r + 2λs+ λ2t+ 2ψ = 0, (4.93)
together with its first derivative with respect to λ, that is,

r + 2λs+ λ2t+ 2ψ = 0,
s+ λt+ ψ˙ = 0.
(4.94)
Theorem 4.2.7. I1 is a parabolic Pfaffian system on M7 if and only if there exist local coordinates
(x, y, z, p, q, λ, t) on M7 such that
I1 =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp+ λ dq − (λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx+ ψ˙ dy,
α2 = dq + (λt+ ψ˙) dx− t dy.
(4.95)
Here ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) and ψ˙ = ∂ψ∂λ .
Proof. We already mentioned [10, §IV] and [8, page 0.3], according to which every parabolic Pfaffian
system is locally generated by a parabolic PDE in the plane. Consequently, in view of Theorem
4.2.6 and expression (4.94), I1 is a parabolic Pfaffian system on M7 if and only if there exist local
coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, λ, t) on M7 such that
I1 =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α10 = dp− (λ2t+ 2λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx+ (λt+ ψ˙) dy,
α2 = dq + (λt+ ψ˙) dx− t dy.
(4.96)
Defining
α1 = α10 + λα
2 = dp+ λ dq − (λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx+ ψ˙ dy,
we obtain (4.95).
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Remark 4.2.8. Let I1 be a parabolic Pfaffian system with local expression (4.95), then clearly
∂t ∈ Cau
(
I11
)
. Using Corollary 2.2.17, let M6 be the qoutient manifold of M7 by ∂t and denote I¯11
the reduction of I11 . We can choose local coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, λ) on M6, so that
I¯11 =

α¯ = dz − p dx− q dy,
α¯1 = dp+ λ dq − (λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx+ ψ˙ dy.
(4.97)
We can still denote ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) and ψ˙ = ∂ψ∂λ . From Corollary 2.2.17, we know that
DT
(
I¯11
)
= DT
(
I11
)
= [2, 0]. ¥
Now we can characterize our Goursat parabolic scalar partial differential equations in the plane.
Theorem 4.2.9. Let I1 be a parabolic Pfaffian system with local expression (4.95). With the notation
of Remark 4.2.8, the following conditions are equivalent.
[i] I1 is a Goursat parabolic Pfaffian system.
[ii] The function ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) in Theorem 4.2.7 satisfies the second-order PDE in 6-variables
ψ˙x + λψ˙y + (p+ λq) ψ˙z − (2ψ − λψ˙)ψ˙p − ψ˙ψ˙q − 2
(
ψy + qψz − (ψ˙ − λψ¨)ψp − ψ¨ψq
)
= 0. (4.98)
[iii] dimCau
(
I¯11
)
= 1. In particular, we have
∂x + λ∂y + (p+ qλ) ∂z +
(
λψ˙ − 2ψ
)
∂p − ψ˙ ∂q + 2 (ψq − λψp) ∂λ ∈ Cau
(
I¯11
)
. (4.99)
Proof. [i ⇔ ii] In view of Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.7, one has to prove that (4.98) is equivalent to
the condition G = 0. This can be shown, for instance, by using the local expression (4.90) together
with the change of coordinates pointed out in the proof of Theorem 4.2.6.
[i ⇔ iii] According to Theorem 4.2.3, I1 is a Goursat parabolic Pfaffian system if an only if
dimCau
(
I11
)
= 2. Because of Remark 4.2.8, this last condition is equivalent to dimCau
(
I¯11
)
= 1.
We would like to note that, by direct computation, one can show that (4.99) is a Cauchy
characteristic of I¯11 if and only if ψ satisfies (4.98).
We can finally obtain our goal.
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Theorem 4.2.10. Let I1 be a Goursat parabolic Pfaffian system. Then I11 is reduced by its two
Cauchy characteristics to a rank-2 Pfaffian system (on a 5-manifold) which is either the contact
system C11,2 or a GR2D5 Pfaffian system.
In particular, using the notations of Remark 4.2.8, only two cases are possible.
[Monge-Ampe`re]
...
ψ = 0, I11 is reduced to C
1
1,2 and I1 is generated by a Monge-Ampe`re equation
S1 ≡ (r +A) (t+ C)− (s+B)2 = 0, (4.100)
where A,B,C are functions of x, y, z, p, q such that ψ = 12Cλ
2 +Bλ+ 12A satisfies (4.98).
[General]
...
ψ 6= 0, I11 reduces to a GR2D5 Pfaffian system and I1 is generated by a non-Monge-
Ampe`re equation.
Proof. As a consequence of Remark 4.2.8, I11 is reduced by one of its Cauchy characteristics to the
rank-2 Pfaffian system
I¯11 =

α¯ = dz − p dx− q dy,
α¯1 = dp+ λ dq − (λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx+ ψ˙ dy,
on the 6-manifold M6 and DT(K) = DT
(
I¯11
)
= [2, 0].
By Theorem 4.2.9, we have dimCau
(
I¯11
)
= 1, so that I¯11 has a 5-dimensional Cartan system
CS(I¯11), which we shall now determine. Define
α¯2 = dq − (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dx+ ψ¨ dy,
p¯i = dy − λ dx,
σ¯ = dλ−
(
2ψq − λψ˙q − 2λψp + λ2ψ˙p
)
dx−
(
ψ˙q − λψ˙p
)
dy,
η¯ = dx,
(4.101)
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which complete I¯11 to a local coframe on M6. Then we have the following structure equations
dα¯ ≡ 0 mod{α¯, α¯1, α¯2},
d α¯1 ≡ 0 mod{α¯, α¯1, α¯2},
d α¯2 ≡ ...ψ p¯i ∧ σ¯ mod{α¯, α¯1, α¯2},
d p¯i ≡ 0 mod{α¯, α¯1, α¯2, p¯i, σ¯},
d σ¯ ≡ 0 mod{α¯, α¯1, α¯2, p¯i, σ¯}.
(4.102)
Therefore we have CS(I¯11) = {α¯, α¯1, α¯2, p¯i, σ¯} and, by the first two equations of (4.102), I¯ =
{α¯, α¯1, α¯2} is an antiderived system of I¯11 . Moreover, in accordance with (4.99), we see that
∂η¯ = ∂x + λ∂y + (p+ qλ) ∂z +
(
λψ˙ − 2ψ
)
∂p − ψ˙ ∂q + 2 (ψq − λψp) ∂λ ∈ Cau
(
I¯11
)
.
Another consequence of (4.102) is that
...
ψ is an invariant of ∂η¯ (this can be checked using (4.98)).
We can conclude that I¯11 (and thus I
1
1 ) reduces to a rank-2 Pfaffian system K on a 5-manifold M5
such that DT(K) = DT
(
I¯11
)
= [2, 0] and Cau(K) = [0, 5].
Consequently, we can apply Proposition 3.1.5 and say that K has a unique antiderived system
K(−1), which implies that K(−1) is the reduction of I¯. The results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 apply and
only two cases are possible.
[Monge-Ampe`re type] One can have
...
ψ = 0 and equivalently the systems I¯ and K(−1) are
completely integrable. By Theorem 3.2.1 (page 36), we can conclude that I¯11 is equivalent to the
contact system C11,2. Accordingly, I¯ can be reduced to the normal form
I¯ = {dU − U ′ dT, dV − V ′ dT, dT}. (4.103)
Moreover, because
...
ψ = 0, then ψ = 12Cλ
2 + Bλ + 12A, where A, B, and C, are some functions
depending on x, y,z,p, and q, such that (4.98) holds. Plugging this expression in (4.93) we obtain
S1 ≡ (r +A) (t+ C)− (s+B)2 = 0,
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that is, a parabolic Monge-Ampe`re equation, which can be solved by quadratures as shown by
(4.103).
[General type]We can have
...
ψ 6= 0. Equivalently the systems I¯ and K(−1) are not completely
integrable, thus by Remark 3.3.7 (page 45) K is a GR2D5 Pfaffian system and I1 is not generated
by a Monge-Ampe`re equation.
Following Cartan’s terminology, [10, page 140], we call general Goursat equations those
Goursat parabolic equations which are not Monge-Ampe`re equations.
We end this section with a final remark. Looking at Remark 4.1.11 (page 75) and at the Pfaffian
system
I¯ =

α¯ = dz − p dx− q dy,
α¯1 = dp− (−λ2ψ¨ + 2λψ˙ − 2ψ) dx− (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dy,
α¯2 = dq − (λψ¨ − ψ˙) dx+ ψ¨ dy,
constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.2.10, we can see that if S1 is a general Goursat equation then
I¯ = I2,ψ, that is, every general Goursat equation can be associated to a nonlinear involutive system.
This relation is the subject of the next section.
4.3 A special bijection
As anticipated in sections 4.1 and 4.2, here we will look closer at the relation between nonlinear
involutive systems and general Goursat equations. A clear statement of this relation is given and
some examples are provided. What follows is stated in [10, §IV.24].
Theorem 4.3.1. There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between nonlinear involutive systems of two
second order PDE in the plane S2, general Goursat parabolic equations S1, and the solutions ψ =
ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) of the PDE in 6-variables
2
(
ψy + qψz −
(
ψ˙ − λψ¨
)
ψp − ψ¨ψq
)
= ψ˙x + λψ˙y + (p+ λq) ψ˙z −
(
2ψ − λψ˙
)
ψ˙p − ψ˙ψ˙q (4.104)
for which
...
ψ = ∂
3ψ
∂λ3
6= 0.
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Proof. We just have to recall Theorem 4.1.9 for S2 (see page 71) and Theorems 4.2.6, 4.2.9 and
4.2.10 for S1 (see pages 90 and 92). In particular, let ψ = ψ(x, y, z, p, q, λ) be a solution of (4.104)
for which
...
ψ 6= 0. Then we can proceed as follows.
[1] Eliminating λ from the system

r = −2ψ + 2λψ˙ − λ2ψ¨,
s = −ψ˙ + λψ¨,
t = −ψ¨,
(4.105)
we obtain a nonlinear involutive system S2.
[2] Eliminating λ from the system

r = λ2t+ 2λψ˙ − 2ψ,
s = −λt− ψ˙,
(4.106)
we obtain a Goursat equation S1, which is general because
...
ψ 6= 0.
The choice of ψ is thus a bijective mapping between nonlinear involutive systems and general
Goursat equations.
We will say that S2 is the involutive system associated to the general Goursat equation S1 and
conversely.
Let’s show some example.
Example 4.3.2 (Hilbert-Cartan). From Example 4.1.14, let S2 be the nonlinear involutive system

r =
1
3
t3,
s =
1
2
t2,
(4.107)
which is parameterized by ψ = 16λ
3. In order to find the general Goursat equation associated to
(4.107), let’s write (4.106) for ψ = 16λ
3

r = λ2t+ 2λ
1
2
λ2 − 1
3
λ3 = λ2t+
2
3
λ3,
s = −λt− 1
2
λ2.
(4.108)
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Combining (4.108), we have 3r+4sλ = −tλ2, then solving the second equation for λ, we obtain the
general Goursat parabolic equation S1
(3r − 6ts+ 2t3)2 − 4(t2 − 2s)3 = 0,
which can be written as
32s3 − 12t2s2 + 9r2 − 36rts+ 12rt3 = 0. (4.109)
Conversely, we can, for instance, write S1 in the form
r = E(x, y, z, p, q, s, t) = −2
3
(t3 − 3ts+ (t2 − 2s)3/2).
Using (4.92), we can set λ = − 12Es = −t −
√
t2 − 2s and compute ψ = −1
2
(E + 2sλ + tλ2). After
few steps, one finds ψ = 16λ
3, as expected. ¥
A generalization of the previous example is the following.
Example 4.3.3 (Goursat-Cartan). Starting from Example 4.1.15, let m 6∈ {0, 12 , 1}, then
r =
t2m−1
2m− 1 ,
s =
(−1)mtm
m
,
(4.110)
is a nonlinear involutive system parameterized by ψ = (m−1)
2
m(2m−1)λ
(2m−1)/(m−1). Plugging this function
in (4.106) we obtain

r = λ2t+ 2λ
(m− 1)λ(2m−1)/(m−1)
mλ
− 2(m− 1)
2
m(2m− 1)λ
(2m−1)/(m−1),
s = −λt− (m− 1)λ
(2m−1)/(m−1)
mλ
,
(4.111)
which is the parametric expression of the general Goursat parabolic equation associated to (4.110).
It is not an easy task to eliminate λ from (4.111). A little manipulation shows that λ is a root of
2tmλ2 + λs+ (1− 2m)r = 0. (4.112)
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If we take m = 2 then we have the previous Example 4.3.2. It can be shown that for m ∈ {±2,± 32}
the Cartan 2-tensor is identically zero and the general Goursat equations obtained are (contact)
equivalent to (4.109).
4.4 Lifting GR3D5 Pfaffian systems to a 6-manifold
In the previous sections 4.1 and 4.2 we saw how to canonically associate a GR3D5 Pfaffian
system to both nonlinear involutive systems and general Goursat equations. Moreover, in Section
4.3 we presented a 1-to-1 mapping between these last two. In this section we will close the loop,
showing how a nonlinear involutive system can be constructed starting from a GR3D5 Pfaffian
system.
Roughly speaking, we outline the procedure for canonically lifting a GR3D5 Pfaffian System
to a nonlinear involutive system of two PDE in the plane. We start from Cartan’s considerations
at [10, page 142].
Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on M5, with local coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5). Assume
that ω1, . . . , ω5 is a local coframe on M5 adapted to I and set
dω1 = a1 ∧ ω1 + a2 ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ ω4,
dω2 = b1 ∧ ω1 + b2 ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ ω5,
dω3 = c1 ∧ ω1 + c2 ∧ ω2 + c3 ∧ ω3 + ω4 ∧ ω5,
(4.113)
for some 1-forms ai, bi, and ci, on M5. If we consider M5 immersed in M6 = M5 × R, where
local coordinates (x1, . . . , x5, x6) are chosen, then I is “lifted” to the rank-3 Pfaffian system I˜ =
{ω1, ω2, ω3} on M6. Our goal is to show that I˜ is generated by an involutive system of two PDE in
the plane.
Proposition 4.4.1. The 1-form α0 = ω1 + x6 ω2 ∈ I˜ ′ has Engel-rank Eng(α) = 2.
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Proof. By means of Proposition 2.2.8 (see page 14), all we need to prove is that 0 6= α0 ∧ (dα0)[2] =
α0 ∧ dα0 ∧ dα0, since for dimensional reasons we have α0 ∧ (dα0)[2+1] = 0. Indeed, we have
dα0 = dω1 + x6 dω2 + dx6 ∧ ω2
=
(
a1 + x6 b1
) ∧ ω1 + (a2 + x6 b2 + dx6) ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5)
= β1 ∧ ω1 + β2 ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5) ,
(4.114)
where we define
β1 = a1 + x6 b1, β2 = a2 + x6 b2 + dx6.
In particular, (4.114) can be written as
dα0 = β1 ∧ α0 + (β2 − x6 β1) ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧
(
ω4 + x6 ω5
)
, (4.115)
which proves already that we have α0 ∈ I˜ ′. Let’s continue our computations, starting from (4.114).
(dα0)[2] =
(
β1 ∧ ω1 + β2 ∧ ω2) ∧ ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5)
=
(
β1 ∧ α0 + (β2 − x6 β1) ∧ ω2
) ∧ ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5) .
Therefore
α0 ∧ (dα0)[2] =
(
β2 − x6 β1) ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5)
=
(
dx6 + a2 + x6 b2 − x6 a1 − x62 b1
)
∧ ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5)
= dx6 ∧ ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3 ∧ (ω4 + x6 ω5)+ (terms without dx6).
(4.116)
Because by construction ω1, . . . , ω5, and dx6, are independent, equation (4.116) proves that α0 ∧
(dα0)[2] 6= 0.
Consequently, by the Pfaff normal form Theorem 2.3.1, we have the following.
Remark 4.4.2. There are five functionally independent functions x, y, z, p, q on M6 such that
α = dz − p dx− q dy ∈ I˜ ′, (4.117)
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and α = f(x1, . . . , x6)α0. ¥
Moreover, as a consequence of (4.115), we can write
dα ≡ α10 ∧
(
dx6 + a2 + x6 b2 − x6 a1 − x62 b1
)
+ α20 ∧
(
ω4 + x6 ω5
)
modα, (4.118)
where α10 = −f ω2 and α20 = f ω3, thus I˜ = {α, α10, α20}.
Let’s now define pi1 = dx6+ a2+x6 b2−x6 a1−x62 b1 and pi2 = ω4+x6 ω5. Then we can write
dα ≡ α10 ∧ pi1 + α20 ∧ pi2 modα. (4.119)
With computations similar to those in the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 and using (4.113), one proves
that the rank-5 Pfaffian system Ξ = {α, α10, α20, pi1, pi2} is completely integrable and, because of
(4.117), we have Ξ = {dx, dy, dz, dp, dq} (see [10, page 142]). Consequently, there are four functions
R,S,S¯, and T , depending on x1, . . ., x6, such that
I˜ =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp−Rdx− S dy,
α2 = dq − S¯ dx− T dy.
(4.120)
At this point, because the condition α ∈ I˜ ′ is equivalent to the equation dα ∧ α ∧ α1 ∧ α2 = 0, we
can conclude that S¯ = S.
Finally, we prove the following.
Theorem 4.4.3. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system. Assume I˜ is the lifted rank-3 Pfaffian system
on the 6-manifoldM6 constructed above. Then I˜ is locally generated by a nonlinear involutive system
of two PDE in the plane.
Proof. Continuing the above construction, assume that τ completes x, y, z, p, q, to a local coordinate
system on M6 and assume R, S, and T , are expressed in these new coordinates. Then we already
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proved that I˜ admits the local expression
I˜ =

α = dz − p dx− q dy,
α1 = dp−Rdx− S dy,
α2 = dq − S dx− T dy.
(4.121)
Now, since we are on a 6-manifold and x, y, z, p, and q, are functionally independent, then the
functions R, S, and T , are related by two independent equations. Without loss in generality we can
assume T = τ . Taking standard coordinates (x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t) on J2(R2,R), we can conclude that
(4.121) is generated by a pair S2 of PDE in the plane
r = R, s = S,
after the obvious mapping x = x, y = y, z = z, p = p, q = q, t = τ .
Finally, because I˜ has a unique Cauchy characteristic, namely ∂x6 , by Theorem 4.1.2 the system
S2 is involutive, and because I˜ reduces to the GR3D5 Pfaffian system I then by Proposition 4.1.7
S2 is nonlinear.
In order for our lifting to be considered “canonical,” we rephrase the following (unnumbered)
Theorem at [10, page 144].
Remark 4.4.4. Let S2 and S˜2 be two nonlinear involutive systems of PDE in the plane. Assume
that I and I˜ are the GR3D5 Pfaffian systems respectively associated to S2 and S˜2. Then S2 and S˜2
are contact equivalent if and only if I is transformed to I˜ by a change of coordinates.
In particular, different lifting of a fixed GR3D5 Pfaffian system will produce equivalent nonlinear
involutive systems of PDE in the plane.
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CHAPTER 5
NORMAL FORMS OF GR3D5 PFAFFIAN SYSTEMS WITH A 3-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSVERSE AND FREE SYMMETRY ALGEBRA
In this chapter we provide normal forms for all GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with a transverse free-
acting 3-dimensional symmetry algebra, see [15]. We shall use the classification of the 3-dimensional
real Lie algebras given by Patera and Winternitz in [36]. We shall focus on two kinds of normal
forms, one in coordinates related to a particular representation of the symmetry algebra and one
related to general Monge equations. To obtain this latter kind, we shall use the Monge Algorithm
3.5.8, which will provide the Goursat normal form as well.
Section 5.1 is divided in two parts. In the first we introduce some new notations which will go
along with those used in Chapters 2 and 3. Using these notations we describe the procedure that
will take us first to the symmetry normal form and then to the general Monge normal form, for each
algebraic type. The second part is dedicated to a more detailed formalization of our assumptions.
In Section 5.2 we relate the matrix realization of 3-dimensional Lie algebras that we shall use
to the classification provided in [36].
From Section 5.3 through 5.10 we implement the forementioned procedure to obtain our normal
forms.
5.1 Gauge formalism
The main purpose of this section is the description of the procedure that will lead us to the
desired normal forms computed from Section 5.3 on. We formalize our assumptions and introduce
some notations about moving frames, mainly following [34], [28], and [14].
Let I a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on the 5-dimensional manifold M and let I = {θ1, θ2, θ3} be an
adapted basis, that is, the derived flag of I is I ′ = {θ1, θ2}, I ′′ = 0. In particular, from Chapter 3
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we know that the following derived flag conditions must be satisfied
dθ1 ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 = 0, (5.1a)
dθ2 ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 = 0, (5.1b)
dθ3 ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 6= 0, (5.1c)(
k1 dθ
1 + k2 dθ2
) ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 = 0⇒ k1 = k2 = 0. (5.1d)
We then assume that on M is defined a free action of a 3-dimensional symmetry group G of
I. This is equivalent to assume that about every point of M the action of G admits three linearly
independent infinitesimal generators E1, E2, E3 and that the Lie algebra associated to G, denoted
g = 〈E1, E2, E3〉, is such that
LgI = {LXθ | X ∈ g, θ ∈ I} ⊆ I.
Finally we assume that this action is transverse to I, that is, about every point ofM the matrix
[F ji ] =
[
Ei θ
j
]
has maximum rank three, which in this case means det [F ji ] 6= 0.
This assumptions and their consequences are resumed in the following.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on M . Assume the following are true.
[i] g is a 3-dimensional symmetry algebra of I.
[ii] g generates a free action on M by means of the group of local transformations G.
[iii] The action of G is transverse to I.
Then the following are true.
[Step 1] Locally M = G × R2 and a local coordinate system on M is given by (a, b, c, u, v), where
a, b and c provide a parametrization of G, and u, v are invariants of the action of G.
[Step 2] Let ωi = Ai da + Bi db + Ci dc for i = 1, 2, 3 be the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms
on G. Assume that O = {E1, . . . , En} is an optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras of g. Then an
adapted basis of I is
θi = T ij (u, v)ω
j + αi, i = 1, 2, 3, (5.2)
where T ij (u, v) are such that (I
′)⊥ ∈ O and αi = U i(u, v) du+ V i(u, v) dv are such that (5.1) hold.
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[Step 3] Let the action of U ∈ G fix the conjugation-class (I ′)⊥. Define H = (α1, α2, α3)T and
K =
(
τ1, τ2, τ3
)T , where τ i = ∂T ij∂u du+ ∂T ij∂v dv. Then we can use the vectorial mapping
gU : H→ H¯ = MN−1
(
K+M−1H
)
, (5.3)
to reduce (5.2) to a normal form. Here M and N are defined by the change in the ωi components
exerted by U (see (5.5) and (5.6)). ¥
In Section 5.2 we provide the optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras according to [36]. In
each of the Sections 5.3 to 5.10 we will follow [Step 1] to [Step 3] in order to arrive at the symmetry
normal forms, then we will proceed with the following.
[Step 4] Apply the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8 to change the symmetry normal form obtained at [Step
3] in to a general Monge normal form.
For the convenience of the reader, we resumed these normal forms in Theorems 3 and 4.
Proposition 5.1.1 and its prove can be formalized in the context of connections on fiber bundles,
which are defined by expression like (5.2), then (5.3) can be interpreted as a gauge transformation.
We call (5.3) an admissible gauge transformation. In some case, like for the abelian type
3A1, the exploitation of the gauge transformation to reduce the connection to a normal form is not
complete, meaning that there still could be some gauge transformation which leave the normal form
invariant and which will change only the expression of generic function. We called this the residual
freedom in gauging. We did not explore this part.
The next paragraphs are intended to roughly prove Proposition 5.1.1. We refer to [14, Appendix
1] for details.
To start, about every point of M there are defined two functionally independent invariants of
the action of G, that is, locally we have M = G × R2 (M is a trivial principal fiber bundle). Thus
about every point ofM there are defined coordinates (a, b, c, u, v), where u and v are invariant under
the action of G (see [34, Theorem 2.18]). This will allow us to define a canonical coframe on M
which will be used to provide our normal forms for I.
For every 3-dimensional algebraic type [g] in [36], we shall provide a matrix realization, that
is, we will consider every G and g respectively a Lie subgroup of GL(R, 3) and a Lie subalgebra
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of gl(R, 3). In this way we will provide a canonical local coframe on M . Indeed, because locally
M = G × R2 we can consider the action of G on M as exerted by matrix multiplication. More
precisely, we denote the right action of G by
ρ : (U;A, u, v) ∈ G×M → ρU(A, u, v) = (AU, u, v) ∈M,
and the left action by
λ : (U;A, u, v) ∈ G×M → λU(UA, u, v) = (AU, u, v) ∈M.
We will use the same notation for the actions of G on itself. In this case, we let gρ and gλ be
respectively the algebras of the right-invariant vector fields and of the left-invariant vector fields
(which are isomorphic).
Now, let (a, b, c) be a coordinate system on the Lie group G. Then a generic 3×3 matrix A ∈ G
depends on the three parameters a, b, c. We easily check that the matrix of 1-forms ΩLMC = A−1 dA
has left-invariant 1-forms as entries. Indeed take a U ∈ G (for which the coordinates are given),
then we have
λ∗UΩLMC = (UA)
−1
d(UA) = A−1U−1 (dUA+U dA) = A−1U−1U dA
= A−1 dA = ΩLMC.
It follows that the entries of ΩLMC must be linear combinations of three left-invariant 1-forms
ω1, ω2, ω3 ∈ Ω∗(G), which are called Maurer-Cartan forms. These forms satisfy the structure
equations (equations of Maurer-Cartan)
dωi = −1
2
cij,kω
j ∧ ωk,
where the cij,k are the structure constants of g. Let R1, R2, R3 be the vector fields dual the Maurer-
Cartan forms, that is Ri ωj = δij , then the Ri are infinitesimal generators of the right action of G
on itself, that is, 〈R1, R2, R3〉 = gλ. Let I3 be the unit matrix in G and let X be a vector field on G.
Then exp (tX) = FlXt (I3) is a 1-parameter subgroup of G (see [34, Proposition 1.48]). In particular
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G is generated by the three subgroups Ui = Ui(ti) = exp (tiRi), for i = 1, 2, 3 and ti ∈ R, and
right-action of the Ri on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by Ui. In particular t1, t2
and t3 constitute a coordinate system on G.
If we set Vi = Vi(ti) = Ui(−ti) = U−1i , then the multiplication on the left by the Vi defines
the left action canonically associated to the right action of the Ri. The infinitesimal generators of
this left action are vectors fields L1, L2, L3 on G such that exp (ti Li) = Vi(ti) and
[Rj , Rk] = cij,k Ri,
[Lj , Lk] = cij,k Li,
[Li, Rj ] = 0,
for i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In particular, the vector fields Li are right-invariant and thus g ' gρ =
〈L1, L2, L3〉. Most important, we have LLiωj = 0, that is g is a symmetry algebra of the Maurer-
Cartan forms.
At this point we go back to M and use the Maurer-Cartan forms ω1, ω2, ω3.
Remark 5.1.2. On M we can define a local coframe θ1, θ2, θ3, du, dv adapted to I by setting
θi = T ij (u, v)ω
j + U i(u, v) du+ V i(u, v) dv, i = 1, 2, 3. (5.4)
The Lie algebra of right-invariant vector fields g = 〈L1, L2, L3〉 is a 3-dimensional transverse sym-
metry algebra of I which acts freely on M . ¥
In the following part of this section we focus on two points. First, the possible choices of the
functions T ij (u, v), U
i(u, v) and V i(u, v) which gives rise to a GR3D5 Pfaffian system, that is, for
which conditions (5.1) are satisfied. Second, how the action of G is going to change the forms (5.4).
The first point consists of two problems, that are, the construction of the adapted basis (5.4)
and the analysis of the inequivalent (under the G-action) Pfaffian systems generated by (5.4). We
shall start considering this latter problem.
According to Remark 5.1.2 two Pfaffian systems I and J with bases as in (5.4) are equivalent
if and only if there is U ∈ G such that ρ∗UJ = I. Because we assume I and J to be GR3D5 Pfaffian
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systems, the derived systems I ′ a J ′ are rank-2 invariant subsystems (see Section 3.4). This means
that I and J are equivalent if and only if there is U ∈ G such that ρ∗U(J ′) = I ′, that is, if and only
if ρU∗(J ′)⊥ = (I ′)⊥. Because dim I ′ = 2, (I ′)⊥ is a 1-parameter subalgebra of g. We can conclude
that I and J are equivalent if and only if (I ′)⊥ and (J ′)⊥ are conjugated. Finally, then, we can say
that inequivalent GR3D5 Pfaffian systems are associated to non-conjugate 1-parameter subalgebras
of g. We denote by O = {E1, . . . , En} an optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras of g, that
is, O is a maximal set of representative of conjugation-classes of vectors.
The next task is then to check which vectors Ei ∈ O give rise to GR3D5 Pfaffian systems I such
that Ei ∈ (I ′)⊥. Now, the condition Ei ∈ (I ′)⊥ applied to (5.4) is equivalent to a choice of functions
T ij (u, v). The derived flag conditions (5.1) will provide constraints on the functions U
i(u, v) and
V i(u, v).
Now we are going to derive (5.3). The idea is to consider those 1-parameter subgroups which
fix the conjugation class Ei ∈ (I ′)⊥. We recall that the conjugation map defined by U ∈ G is the
automorphism
conjU : A ∈ G→ UAU−1 ∈ G.
Consequently conjU(A) = λUρU−1(A) = ρU−1λU(A), and thus the conjugation class of a left-
invariant vector field Ei is fixed only by U ∈ G such that ρU−1∗X = X. That is way we now
consider the right-action of G.
The matrix ΩLMC must have at least three linearly independent entries Ω
i,j
LMC, with (i, j) ∈
J0 = [(i1, j1), (i2, j2), (i3, j3)] a list of three ordered pairs of indices, such that the ωi are linear
combinations of the Ωi,jLMC (see [35, page 73]). Therefore we can build the 3 × 3 matrix of 1-forms
Ω whose entries are zero 1-forms except for the J0 entries, for which we define Ωik,jk = ωk. In this
way we can say that for some A0,B0 ∈ GL(R, 3) we have ΩLMC = A0ΩB0. Let U = Ui(ti) be a
1-parameter subgroup of G, then dU 6= 0 and
ρ∗UΩLMC = (AU)
−1
d(AU) = U−1A−1 (dAU+A dU)
= U−1 ΩLMCU+U−1 dU.
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Consequently we have
ρ∗UΩ = ρU
∗ (A−10 ΩLMCB−10 ) = A−10 (ρU∗ΩLMC) B−10 = A−10 (U−1 ΩLMCU+U−1 dU)B−10
= A−10 U
−1 ΩLMCUB−10 +A
−1
0 U
−1 dUB−10 .
(5.5)
From (5.5), setting A1 = A−10 U
−1, B1 = UB−10 and K = A1 dUU
−1B1, we see that Ω is changed
by ρ∗U as subject to an “affine transformation” ρ
∗
UΩ = A1ΩB1 + K. We can look at the J0 entries
of both Ω and Ω˜ = ρ∗UΩ and define the column vectors of 1-forms ~Ω =
(
ω1, ω2, ω3
)T and ~˜Ω such
that ~Ωk = Ωikjk = ωk and ~˜Ωk = Ω˜ikjk . The J0 entries of the matrix Ω¯ = A1ΩB1 are combinations
of ω1, ω2, ω3 and we could represent these entries as a column vector ~¯Ω of 1-forms ~¯Ωk = Ω¯ikjk , in
such a way that ~¯Ω = N~Ω for some N ∈ GL(R, 3) depending on the 1-parameter subgroup U and the
matrices A0,B0. The J0 entries of the matrix K = A−10 U
−1 dUB−10 are 1-forms (depending on the
1-parameter subgroup U and the matrices A0,B0), which can be represented by a column vector
~K =
(
τ1, τ2, τ3
)T such that τk = Kikjk . Therefore we can describe the action of ρ∗U on Ω as the
vectorial mapping
gU : ~Ω→ ~˜Ω = ~¯Ω+ ~K = N~Ω+ ~K (5.6)
for which we will drop the arrow notation when this does not lead to confusion.
We considered an optimal list 1-dimensional subalgebras of g, O = {E1, . . . , En}. Then for any
E ∈ O we have E = aj Rj for some (column) vector ~a =
(
a1, a2, a3
)T ∈ R3 − {0}. We can now
consider the annihilator of E on G. This is a 2-dimensional space of forms on G, say E⊥ = 〈θ1, θ2〉,
such that E θj = 0 (j = 1, 2). We can complete θ1, θ2 to a coframe on G by choosing a 1-
form θ3 such that E θ3 = 1. Since the Maurer-Cartan forms are another coframe on G, then
there is a matrix M =
(
T ij
) ∈ GL (R, 3) such that θi = T ij ωj . Introducing the vectorial notation
ΘV =
(
θ1, θ2, θ3
)T and Ω = (ω1, ω2, ω3)T then ΘV = MΩ. Because E θi = ahRh mik ωk =
ahmik Rh ω
k = ahmikδ
k
h = m
i
ha
h, the definition of the θi implies M~a = (0, 0, 1)T .
To obtain our connection (5.2), we have to add to ΘV an horizontal component H =
(
α1, α2, α3
)T
and consider T ij = T
i
j (u, v). Then (5.2) has the vectorial expression Θ = ΘV + H = MΩ + H. A
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gauge transformation (5.6) will then act on our connection as
Θ→ Θ˜ = MΩ˜ + H = M(NΩ +K) + H = MNΩ+ (MK+H)
We can then normalize Θ˜ in order to get just a transformation of the horizontal component, that is,
we can write this transformation as Θ→ Θ¯ =MΩ+ Γ¯. Indeed, we take
Θ¯ = M(MN)−1 Θ˜ = MΩ+M(MN)−1 (MK+H) = MΩ+MN−1M−1 (MK+H)
= MΩ+MN−1
(
K+M−1H
)
which defines (5.3).
5.2 The list of the 3-dimensional real Lie algebras
We used the classification of the 3-dimensional real Lie algebras given in [36]. In this article,
Patera and Winternitz labeled a basis by e1, e2, e3 and reported the structure equations. In this
dissertation we preferred to change basis to some E1, E2, E3, for which the structure equation sim-
plified our computations. In this section we provide the change of basis (if any) we applied and then
we compare the optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras O0 of [36] with the “specialized” one O we
are going to use. The parameters used here are φ, h, t and s, with 0 ≤ φ < pi, h = ±1 and t, s ∈ R,
while in [36] they use h = ², t = x and s = y.
Finally, there are two continuous families of algebras depending on a parameter a in [36], namely
Aa3,5 and A
a
3,7. In this dissertation we set ² = a and write these families as A
²
3,5 and A
²
3,7.
[3A1] This is the abelian Lie algebra. There is none change of basis, Ei = ei, and the optimal
lists are
O0 = [E3, E2 + t E3, E1 + t E2 + sE3] , t, s ∈ R,
O = [E1, E2, E3, E1 + t E2, E1 + t E3, E2 + t E3, E1 + t E2 + sE3, ] , t 6= 0, s 6= 0.
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[A1 ⊕ A2] This is the decomposable solvable Lie algebra. We perform the change of basis is
E1 = e2, E2 = −e1, E3 = e3 and the optimal lists are
O0 = [E1, E1 + hE3,− cosφE2 + sinφE3] ,
O = [E3, E1 + t E3, E2 + t E3] .
[A3,1] The nilpotent Lie algebra (Heisenberg). There is not a change of basis, Ei = ei, and the
optimal lists are
O0 = [E1, cosφE2 + sinφE3] ,
O = [E1, E2, E3, E2 + t E3]
[A3,2] This is the parameter-free solvable Lie algebra. We did not change basis, Ei = ei, and
the optimal lists are
O0 = O = [E1, E2, E3]
[A²3,5] This is a 1-parameter family of solvable Lie algebras. While in [36] they set 0 < |²| < 1,
here we let be ² = ±1, so that A13,5 = A3,3 and A−13,5 = A3,4. We did this because in each case the
connections were the same. There is not a change of basis, Ei = ei, and the optimal lists are
O10 = [E3, cosφE1 + sinφE2] ,
O−10 = O
²
0 = [E1, E2, E3, E1 + hE2] ,
O = [E1, E2, E2 + t E1, E3] , t 6= 0.
Note that in O10 the vectors E1, E2 and cosφE1 + sinφE2 are conjugated.
[A²3,7] This is the other 1-parameter family of solvable Lie algebras. While in [36] they let ² > 0,
here we allow ² = 0, so that A03,7 = A3,6. We did not change basis, Ei = ei, and the optimal lists
are
O²0 = O = [E1, E3]
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[A3,8] This is the semisimple Lie algebra sl2. The change of basis is E1 = −2 e2, E2 = e1, and
E3 = e3. The optimal lists are
O0 = [E2, E1, E2 + E3] ,
O = [E1, E2, E2 − E3] .
[A3,9] This is the semisimple Lie algebra so3. We did not change basis, Ei = ei, and the optimal
lists are
O0 = [E1] , O = [E3] .
5.3 3A1: the abelian algebra
5.3.1 Step 1
3A1 is the Abelian Lie algebra with structure equations
[E1, E2] = [E1, E3] = [E2, E3] = 0.
We realize this algebra as associated to the group G = D(3) of the diagonal 3× 3 matrices
A =

ea 0 0
0 eb 0
0 0 ec
 . (5.7)
The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are
ω1 = da, ω2 = db, ω3 = dc. (5.8)
Their structure equations are
dω1 = dω2 = dω3 = 0. (5.9)
The left-invariant vector fields are
R1 = ∂a, R2 = ∂b, R3 = ∂c.
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The generators of the associated left action are
L1 = −∂a, L2 = −∂b, L3 = −∂c. (5.10)
5.3.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.3.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = t ω1 − ω2 + α1,
θ2 = s ω1 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω1 + α3,
(5.11)
where t = t(u, v) 6= 0, s = s(u, v) 6= 0 and
dα1 = dt ∧ α3 (5.12a)
dα2 = ds ∧ α3 (5.12b)
dα3 6= 0 (5.12c)
dt ∧ ds 6= 0 (5.12d)
Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is
O = [E1, E2, E3, E1 + t E2, E1 + t E3, E2 + t E3, E1 + t E2 + sE3, ] , t 6= 0, s 6= 0.
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Considering Ri = Ei, the choices of Ei = (I ′)⊥ produce the following seven cases.
Case 1: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Case 4: θ1 = ω3 + α1, θ2 = t ω1 − ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 5: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = t ω1 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 6: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = t ω2 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Case 7: θ1 = t ω1 − ω2 + α1, θ2 = s ω1 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Here αi = U i(u, v) du+ V i(u, v) dv, t = t(u, v) 6= 0 and s = s(u, v) 6= 0.
In Cases 1 to 6 we have I ′′ 6= 0, that is condition (5.1d) is not satisfied. Concerning Case 7, by
the definition of the optimal list we have t = t(u, v) 6= 0 and s = s(u, v) 6= 0. Moreover, the first
three derived flag conditions in (5.1) are respectively equivalent to dα1 = dt ∧ α3, dα2 = ds ∧ α3
and dα3 6= 0. Finally, condition (5.1d), because we have dα3 6= 0, is equivalent to dt ∧ ds 6= 0.
Hence we have (5.12).
5.3.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.3.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type 3A1. Then
about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−∂a, −∂b, −∂c〉 and
I =

θ1 = u da− db,
θ2 = v da− dc+ F du,
θ3 = da+ Fv du,
(5.13)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.14)
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Proof. Any gauge transformation is admissible since the adjoint action is trivial. Setting U =
U3U2U1 with Ui = exp (fi(u, v)Ri), we have
U =

ef1(u,v) 0 0
0 ef2(u,v) 0
0 0 ef3(u,v)
 . (5.15)
From (5.3), the effect on α1, α2, α3 is

α1 → α¯1 = α1 + t df1 − df2,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 + s df1 − df3,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df1.
(5.16)
The whole (5.12) is easily seen to be unchanged by (5.16). Now we just have to use (5.16) in order
to simplify the expressions of α1, α2, and α3.
Because of (5.12d), that is, dt ∧ ds 6= 0, there is a change of coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) →
(a, b, c, u˜, v˜) such that t(u, v) = u˜ and s(u, v) = v˜. Rewriting (5.11) and (5.12) in terms of these new
coordinates and dropping the tildes, we have
I =

θ1 = uω1 − ω2 + α1,
θ2 = v ω1 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω1 + α3.
(5.17)
where the αi satisfy the following relations (we used (5.12d))
dα1 = du ∧ α3, (5.18a)
dα2 = dv ∧ α3, (5.18b)
dα3 6= 0. (5.18c)
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These are preserved by any gauge transformation (5.16) with mappings

α1 → α¯1 = α1 + u df1 − df2,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 + v df1 − df3,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df1.
(5.19)
Using (5.19), we can choose f1(u, v), f2(u, v) and f3(u, v) such that α¯1 = 0, α¯2 = F (u, v) du and
α¯3 = C1(u, v) du+ C2(u, v) dv, for arbitrary functions F (u, v), C1(u, v) and C2(u, v) subject to the
constraints given by (5.18).
From (5.18b) we find C1 = Fv and from (5.18a) we get C2 = 0. Consequently (5.18c) is
equivalent to Fvv 6= 0.
Finally, the GR3D5 Pfaffian system I can be written as
I =

θ1 = uω1 − ω2
θ2 = v ω1 − ω3 + F du
θ3 = ω1 + Fv du
(5.20)
with F = F (u, v) subject to the constraint Fvv 6= 0. We express (5.20) in the local coordinates used
at (5.8) and thus we obtain (5.13).
In this case we can consider the residual freedom in gauge. Using (5.7) and (5.15), the gauge
transformations τ :M →M are defined by
a¯ = a+ f1(u, v), b¯ = b+ f2(u, v), c¯ = c+ f3(u, v), u¯ = u, v¯ = v.
Considering (5.19), we want to preserve our normal form by setting

τ∗ (0 du¯) = u df1 − df2
τ∗
(
G¯ du¯
)
= F du+ v df1 − df3
τ∗
(
G¯v¯ du¯
)
= Fv du+ df1
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that is f1, f2 and f3 must be solutions of the system

0 = u df1 − df2
Gdu = F du+ v df1 − df3
Gv du = Fv du+ df1
(5.21)
where G = G¯ ◦ τ . Therefore there are two arbitrary functions in one variable f(u) and g(u) such
that 
f1 = f ′
f2 = uf ′ − f
f3 = g
G = F + vf ′′ − g′
(5.22)
5.3.4 Step 4
Using the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8, we prove the following.
Proposition 5.3.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely. Denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is
of algebraic type 3A1. Then Γ = 〈∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z〉 and
Z1 = h (Y1, Y2) , with hY2Y2 6= 0. (5.23)
Proof. By Theorem 3.5.7 the general Monge equation Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2) defines a GR3D5
Pfaffian system I on the manifold N with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.3.2
we have local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) on N such that Γ = 〈−∂a, −∂b, −∂c〉 and
I =

η1 = u da− db,
η2 = v da− dc+ F du,
η3 = da+ Fv du,
(5.24)
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where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.25)
Now we just have to apply steps [0] to [4] of the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8 to obtain (5.23).
[0] By construction, (5.24) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] In I ′ we must find a 1-form θ1 with Engel-rank Eng
(
θ1
)
= 1 and then provide local coordi-
nates (y1, . . . , y5) such that θ1 = dy2−y3 dy1. With respect to the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N
defined by
y1 = a, y2 = b, y3 = u, y4 = c, y5 = v,
we have θ1∗θ1 = db− u da = −η1, and in particular
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η2 = y5 dy1 − dy4 + F dy3,
(5.26)
where we set F = F (y3, y5) = F (u, v), and thus Fy5y5 6= 0.
[2] In view of Proposition 3.3.3 and Remark 3.3.4, in this step we want to construct a 1-form
θ2 = dU −V 3 dy3−V 1 dy1 =W θ1+Aη2 ∈ I ′. The dy4 and dy5 components of η2 are respectively
Y 4 = −1 and Y 5 = 0. The PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = −A,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = 0.
(5.27)
We see that for A = −1 we have the solution U = y4. Remembering the notation η2 = Y 10 dy1 +
Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5 used in Proposition 3.3.3, the expressions (3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 0 + F = F,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3(U2 −AY 20 )−AY 10 = y5.
(5.28)
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Using U and V 3 we define a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = y4, x5 = F.
Note that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of τ2, that is, |Jτ2 | = Fy5 = Fv, is non-vanishing
by (5.14). The diffeomorphism τ2 defines the mapping
x3 = y3, x5 = F (y3, y5),
and by the inverse function theorem we can defined f = f (x3, x5) on N such that
f ◦ τ2 = −y5.
Consequently we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.29)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. In view of (3.84), we set
H˜ = x5fx5 − f = H˜ (x3, x5) ,
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and define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = f˜ (Y1, Y2) ,
where f˜ ◦ τ4 = fx5 . Our Monge equation is then given by
Z1 = H = H˜ ◦ τ−14 = h (Y1, Y2) . (5.30)
The condition hY2Y2 6= 0 is satisfied a priori, but one can derive it by this construction and the
constraint Fvv 6= 0.
Finally, we have constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = a, Y = b, Z = c, Y1 = u, Y2 = − 1
Fv
,
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = X, b = Y, c = Z, u = Y1, v = F˜ (Y1, Y2) .
According to these, Γ = 〈−∂a,−∂b,−∂c〉 is τ -related to 〈−∂X ,−∂Y ,−∂Z〉 = 〈∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z〉.
5.4 A1 ⊕A2: the decomposable solvable algebra
5.4.1 Step 1
We take the Lie algebra A1 ⊕A2 with structure equations
[E1, E3] = [E2, E3] = 0,
[E1, E2] = E1.
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This is associated to the group G of the 3× 3 matrices
A =

ec 0 0
a 1 0
0 0 eb
 .
G is indeed a group, because the identity matrix has coordinates (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0) and
A−1 =

e−c 0 0
−ae−c 1 0
0 0 e−b
 ∈ G.
The Maurer-Cartan forms are
ω1 = da− a dc, ω2 = dc, ω3 = db, (5.31)
and their structure equations are
dω1 = −ω1 ∧ ω2,
dω2 = dω3 = 0.
(5.32)
The dual to (5.31) are
R1 = ∂a, R2 = a ∂a + ∂c, R3 = ∂b.
The associated right invariant vector fields are
L1 = −ec ∂a, L2 = −∂c, L3 = −∂b.
5.4.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.4.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = t ω2 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 + α3
(5.33)
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where t = t(u, v), and
dα1 = α1 ∧ α3, (5.34a)
dα2 = dt ∧ α3, (5.34b)
dα3 6= 0, (5.34c)
α1 ∧ dt 6= 0. (5.34d)
Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is given by
O = [E3, E1 + t E3, E2 + t E3] , t = t(u, v),
and thus the E⊥i produce the following three cases.
Case 1: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = t ω1 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = t ω2 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
In Cases 1 and 2 we have I ′′ 6= 0. Concerning Case 3, condition (5.1a) is written as dα1 = α1 ∧ α3,
while condition (5.1b) is dα2 = dt ∧ α3. Finally, conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively
equivalent to dα3 6= 0 and α1 ∧ dt 6= 0. Hence (5.33) is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system provided that
conditions (5.34) are satisfied.
5.4.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.4.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely onM and denote by Γ a set of
infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A1 ⊕A2. Then
about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂a, −∂c, −∂b〉
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and
I =

θ1 = da− a dc+ F du+ dv,
θ2 = db− u dc,
θ3 = dc+ Fv du,
(5.35)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.36)
Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix 〈E2 + t E3〉. Because
the right action on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 0
t1 1 0
0 0 1
 , U2 =

et2 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U3 =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 et3
 , (5.37)
we have to consider only the multiplication by U2 and U3. Setting ti = fi(u, v) and applying (5.3),
the 1-forms αi change as follows

α1 → α¯1 = e−f2 α1,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 + t df2 − df3,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df2.
(5.38)
One can check that conditions (5.34) are unchanged by (5.38). Now we use (5.38) in order to simplify
the αi.
First condition (5.34d) implies dt 6= 0, and thus there is a change of coordinates (u, v)→ (u˜, v˜)
such that t(u, v) = u˜. Neglecting the tildes, we can rewrite (5.33), (5.34), and (5.38), respectively,
as
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = uω2 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 + α3,
(5.39)
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dα1 = α1 ∧ α3, (5.40a)
dα2 = du ∧ α3, (5.40b)
α1 ∧ du 6= 0, (5.40c)
dα3 6= 0, (5.40d)

α1 → α¯1 = e−f2 α1,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 + u df2 − df3,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df2.
(5.41)
From the second in (5.41), solving the equation α¯2 = 0, we find functions F , G, C1, and C2 of (u, v)
such that (5.41) becomes
α¯1 = F du+ dG,
α¯2 = 0,
α¯3 = C1 du+ C2 dv.
(5.42)
Now we plug (5.42) in (5.40). From (5.40b) we obtain C2 = 0, while (5.40c) implies Gv 6= 0. At this
point may as well consider new coordinates (a, b, c, u, v˜) where v˜ = G. Dropping the tilde, we can
then rewrite (5.42) as
α¯1 = F du+ dv,
α¯2 = 0,
α¯3 = C du.
(5.43)
This time, from (5.40a), we obtain C = Fv, and thus (5.40d) is equivalent to Fvv 6= 0.
In summary, the Pfaffian system (5.39) can be written as
I =

θ1 = ω1 + F du+ dv,
θ2 = uω2 − ω3,
θ3 = ω2 + Fv du,
(5.44)
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with constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.45)
Using (5.31), (5.44) becomes (5.33).
5.4.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.4.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A1 ⊕A2. Then Γ = 〈∂Z , Z ∂Z −X ∂X , ∂Y 〉 and
Z1 = X−2 h
(
XY1, X
2Y2
)
, with D22h 6= 0. (5.46)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.3.3, which are mainly dictated
by the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N
with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.4.2 we have local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)
on N such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂a, −∂c, −∂b〉 and
I =

η1 = db− u dc,
η2 = da− a dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = dc+ Fv du,
(5.47)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.48)
[0] By construction, (5.47) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
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[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c, y2 = b, y3 = u, y4 = a, y5 = v,
according to which
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η2 = dy4 − y4 dy1 + F dy3 + dy5,
(5.49)
where we set F = F (y3, y5) = F (u, v), with Fy5y5 6= 0.
[2] We seek for θ2 = dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W θ1 +Aη2 ∈ I ′. The dy4 and dy5 components
of η2 are respectively Y 4 = 1 and Y 5 = 1. The PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = A,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.50)
We see that for A = 1 we have the solution U = y4 + y5. Recalling the notation η2 = Y 10 dy
1 +
Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5 used in Proposition 3.3.3, the expressions (3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 0− F = −F,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3(
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 )−AY 10 = y4.
(5.51)
Using U and V 3 we define a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = y4 + y5, x5 = −F.
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The Jacobian matrix of τ2 is
Jτ2 =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 −Fy3 0 −Fy5

Note that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of τ2, that is, |Jτ2 | = −Fy5 = −Fv, is non-vanishing
by (5.48). The diffeomorphism τ2 defines the mapping
x3 = y3, x4 = y4 + y5, x5 = F (y3, y5),
and by the inverse function theorem there are defined two functions F˜ = F˜
(
x3, x5
)
and f =
f
(
x3, x4, x5
)
= −x4 + F˜ on N such that
f ◦ τ2 = −y4, F˜ ◦ τ2 = y5.
The inverse of τ2 can thus be defined by
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = −f, y5 = x4 + f = F˜.
Consequently we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = η2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.52)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0. By direct
computation, we have fx5 = F˜x5 and thus fx5 ◦ τ2 = − 1Fy5 .
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
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Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Let’s do some computations, to check that the definitions of f and F˜ were well posed.
τ∗2 θ
3 = dy3 +
1
Fy5
dx4 = du+
1
Fv
dc =
1
Fv
η3 ∈ I,
as expected.
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. In view of (3.84), we set
H˜ = x5fx5 − f = x5F˜x5 + x4 − F˜ = x4 + h˜ (x3, x5) .
Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = f˜ (Y1, Y2) ,
where f˜ ◦ τ4 = fx5 . Our Monge equation is then given by
Z1 = H = H˜ ◦ τ−14 = Z + h (Y1, Y2) . (5.53)
Moreover, we have constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c, Y = b, Z = a, Y1 = u, Y2 =
v
Fv
,
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and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = X, b = Y, c = Z, u = Y1, v = F¯ (Y1, Y2) .
According to these, Γ = 〈−ec ∂a, −∂c, −∂b〉 is τ -related to
〈−eX ∂Z ,−∂X ,−∂Y 〉.
[extra]We did not arrive at the claimed normal form yet. We have to add another step, which
is merely the definition of a contact transformation, which will lead us to (5.46). Define the change
of coordinates φ : N → N
X¯ = eX , Y¯ = Y, Z¯ = e−XZ, Y¯1 = −e−XY1, Y¯2 = e−2X (Y2 − Y1) ,
which is a local contact transformation such that Z¯1 = e−2X (Z1 − Z). Dropping the bars, φ
transforms (5.53) to
Z1 = X−2h
(
XY1, X
2Y2
)
,
and relates Γ to 〈∂Z , X ∂X − Z ∂Z − Y1 ∂Y1 − 2Y2 ∂Y2 , ∂Y 〉, which is the prolongation of 〈∂Z , X ∂X −
Z ∂Z , ∂Y 〉. This completes our proof.
5.5 A3,1: the Heisenberg (nilpotent) algebra
5.5.1 Step 1
We take the unique nilpotent Lie algebra A3,1 with structure equations
[E1, E2] = [E1, E3] = 0,
[E2, E3] = E1.
(5.54)
This is associated to the group of upper-triangular 3× 3 matrices
A =

1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1
 .
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The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = db− a dc,
ω2 = da,
ω3 = dc,
(5.55)
with structure equations
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = dω3 = 0.
(5.56)
The dual to the (5.55) are
R1 = ∂b,
R2 = ∂a,
R3 = a ∂b + ∂c.
The right action on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 t1
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U2 =

1 t2 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U3 =

1 0 0
0 1 t3
0 0 1

while the associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 = −∂b,
L2 = −∂a − c ∂b,
L3 = −∂c.
5.5.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.5.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = t ω2 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 + α3,
(5.57)
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where t = t(u, v) 6= 0 and
dα1 = α2 ∧ α3, (5.58a)
dα2 = dt ∧ α3, (5.58b)
dt ∧ α2 6= 0, (5.58c)
dα3 6= 0. (5.58d)
Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is given by
O = [E1, E2, E3, E2 + t E3] , t 6= 0,
and thus the Ei ∈ I ′⊥ produce the following four cases:
Case 1: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Case 4: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = t ω2 − ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Here αi = U idu+ V idv, U i, V i and t are functions of (u, v) and t 6= 0.
Cases 1, 2 and 3 lead to I ′′ 6= 0. Case 4 gives the right structure equations. Indeed, conditions
(5.1a) and (5.1b) are equivalent to dα1 = α2 ∧ α3 and dα2 = dt ∧ α3, while conditions (5.1c) and
(5.1d) give dα3 6= 0 and dt ∧ α2 6= 0. Hence, conditions (5.58) hold.
5.5.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.5.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,1. Then
about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−∂b, −∂a− c ∂b, −∂c〉
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and
I =

θ1 = db− a dc+ F du,
θ2 = dc− u da− dv,
θ3 = da+ Fv du,
(5.59)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.60)
Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E4 = E2 + t E3, thus
those generated by E1 and E4. Setting U4(t4) = exp (t4E4), then we are looking for the action of
U = U1(g(u, v))U4(f(u, v)) =

1 f 12 tf
2 + g
0 1 tf
0 0 1
 .
From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change as follows

α1 → α¯1 = α1 + dg − f α2 + 1
2
f2 dt,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 − f dt,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df.
(5.61)
Conditions (5.58) are easily seen to be unchanged by (5.61). Let’s use (5.61) to simplify the expres-
sions of α1, α2, and α3.
Because (5.58c), dt 6= 0 then there is a change of coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) → (a, b, c, u˜, v) such
that t(u, v) = u˜. Writing the results of Proposition 5.5.1 in these new coordinates (dropping the
tildes), we have
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = uω2 − ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 + α3,
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dα1 = α2 ∧ α3, (5.62a)
dα2 = du ∧ α3, (5.62b)
du ∧ α2 6= 0, (5.62c)
dα3 6= 0. (5.62d)
The gauge transformation (5.61) now is

α1 → α¯1 = α1 + dg − f α2 + 1
2
f2 du,
α2 → α¯2 = α2 − f du,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df.
(5.63)
From this, we can define functions f and g such that
α¯1 = U1 du,
α¯2 = U2 du+ V 2v dv,
α¯3 = U3 du,
(5.64)
where U i and V 2 are arbitrary functions (u, v), subject to the constraints (5.62). In particular
(5.62c) implies V 2v 6= 0. We can change the last coordinate from v to v˜ = V 2 and rewrite (5.64)
(without tildes and bars) as
α1 = U1 du,
α2 = U2 du+ dv,
α3 = U3 du,
(5.65)
for U i arbitrary functions of (u, v), subject to the constraints (5.62). Consequently, (5.62b) implies
0 = du ∧ α3 = dα2 = −U2v du ∧ dv, and thus U2 = U2(u). From (5.62a) we have −U1v du ∧ dv =
dα1 = α2 ∧ α3 = −U3 du ∧ dv, and thus U3 = U1v . Let’s now use this results and (5.65) to rewrite
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(5.66) as 
α1 → α¯1 = (U1 − fU2 + 1
2
f2) du+ dg − f dv,
α2 → α¯2 = U2 du+ dv − f du,
α3 → α¯3 = U1v du+ df.
(5.66)
If we choose f = U2(u) and g = U2(u)v, then
α¯1 = (U1 − 1
2
U2
2
) du+ d(U2(u)v)− U2 dv = (U1 − 1
2
U2
2
+ vU2u) du = F du,
α¯2 = dv,
α¯3 = (U1v + U
2
u) du = Fv du.
(5.67)
With the same computations as above, we see that conditions (5.62a) to (5.62c) are satisfied for any
F = F (u, v). Condition (5.62d) then is equivalent to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0
. Finally, using the local expression (5.55) together with (5.67), we obtain (5.59).
5.5.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.5.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A3,1. Then locally Γ = 〈∂Z , ∂X , ∂Y +X ∂Z〉 and
Z1 = Y + h (Y1, Y2) , with hY2Y2 6= 0. (5.68)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N
with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.5.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)
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on N such that Γ = 〈−∂b, −∂a − c ∂b, −∂c〉 and
I =

η1 = dc− u da− dv,
η2 = db− a dc+ F du,
η3 = da+ Fv du,
(5.69)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that Fvv 6= 0.
We now start the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.69) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = −a, y2 = −c+ v, y3 = u, y4 = b, y5 = −c,
The inverse is τ−11 given by
a = −y1, b = y4, c = −y5, u = y3, v = y2 − y5.
We see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2−y3 dy1, as wanted. Define F˜ = F ◦τ−11 = F˜ (y3; y2 − y5) = F˜ (y3, y¯).
Accordingly, η2 in these new coordinates is
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 = F˜ dy3 + dy4 − y1 dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = F˜ dy
3 + dy4 − y1 dy5.
(5.70)
[2] We seek for θ2 = dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W θ1 +Aη20 ∈ I ′. Using (5.70) and the notation
in Proposition 3.3.3, we write
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= F˜ dy3 + dy4 − y1 dy5.
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Accordingly, the PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = A,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = −Ay1,
(5.71)
Take A = −1 and the solution of (5.71) is U = −y4 + y5y1. We can then rewrite the expressions
(3.48) as
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 0 + F˜ = F˜,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = y5.
(5.72)
In particular, we can now write
θ2 = dU − F˜ dy3 − y5 dy1.
From (5.72) define
fˆ = −V 1 = −y5, (5.73)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U = y5y1 − y4, x5 = V 3 = F˜.
The local diffeomorphism τ2 has inverse
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = −x4 +G, y5 = G,
for some function G = G(x3;x2, x5) such that G ◦ τ2 = x5. In particular from (5.73) we define
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 . (5.74)
Finally we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.75)
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which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
From (5.74), we compute
fx5 =
1
F˜y¯
◦ τ2 = Tˆ (x3;x2, x5). (5.76)
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y, Y1, Y2),
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = Tˆ .
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = −a, Y = v − c, Z = ca− b, Y1 = u, Y2 = 1
Fv
,
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = −X, b = −Z +XT¯, c = −T¯, u = Y1, v = Y − T¯.
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According to these, Γ = 〈−∂b,−∂a − c ∂b,−∂c〉 is τ -related to 〈∂Z , ∂X , ∂Y +X ∂Z〉. Consequently
we have H = Y + h (Y1, Y2).
5.6 A3,2: the solvable algebra not belonging to a family of algebras
5.6.1 Step 1
We consider the Lie algebra A3,2 with structure equations
[E1, E2] = 0,
[E1, E3] = E1,
[E2, E3] = E1 + E2,
(5.77)
and the matrix group representation of G that we use is given by
A =

e−c −ce−c e−c (a+ b− ac)
0 e−c ae−c
0 0 1
 .
The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = db− (a+ b) dc,
ω2 = da− a dc,
ω3 = dc,
(5.78)
with structure equations
dω1 = −ω1 ∧ ω3 − ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = −ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω3 = 0.
(5.79)
The dual to the (5.78) are
R1 = ∂b,
R2 = ∂a,
R3 = a ∂a + (a+ b) ∂b + ∂c.
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The right action on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 t1
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U2 =

1 0 t2
0 1 t2
0 0 1
 , U3 =

e−t3 −t3e−t3 0
0 e−t3 0
0 0 1
 .
The associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 = −ec ∂b,
L2 = −e²c ∂a − ce²c ∂b,
L3 = −∂c.
5.6.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.6.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = ω2 + α2,
θ3 = ω3 + α3,
(5.80)
where
dα1 = α1 ∧ α3 + α2 ∧ α3, (5.81a)
dα2 = α2 ∧ α3, (5.81b)
dα3 6= 0, (5.81c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.81d)
Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is
O = [E1, E2, E3] .
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Consequently Ei ∈ I ′⊥ produces the following three cases:
Case 1: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Here αi = U i(u, v) du+ V i(u, v) dv. Imposing conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) in Cases 1 and 2 lead to
I ′′ 6= 0.
In Case 3, conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) are respectively equivalent to dα1 = α1∧α3+α2∧α3 and
dα2 = α2∧α3. Conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively equivalent to dα3 6= 0 and α1∧α2 6= 0.
Hence, the derived flag conditions are (5.81).
5.6.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.6.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely onM and denote by Γ a set of
infinitesimal generators of the action of G onM . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,2. Then about
each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂b, −ec ∂a− cec ∂b, −∂c〉
and
I =

θ1 = db− (a+ b) dc+ F du+ dv,
θ2 = da− a dc+ du,
θ3 = dc+ Fv du,
(5.82)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.83)
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Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E3, thus only the action
of U3(f(u, v)). From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change by

α1 → α¯1 = e−f (α1 − f α2) ,
α2 → α¯2 = e−f α2,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df.
(5.84)
From (5.81d) we see that α1 6= 0 and we can find f such that e−f is an integrating factor of α2,
that is, α¯2 = e−f α2 = du˜ for some function u˜(u, v). Because of (5.81d), we have du˜ 6= 0 and we
can define the change of coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) → (a, b, c, u˜, v). Dropping the tilde and the bars,
we can write the right-hand sides of (5.84) as
α1 = U1 du+Gv dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dV,
(5.85)
for some functions U i, V 3 and G of (u, v). Using (5.81d) again, we find Gv 6= 0. Another change of
coordinates produces
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dV,
(5.86)
for some functions U3, V 3 and F of (u, v). From (5.81b) we get 0 = dα2 = α2 ∧ α3 = du∧ α3, thus
V 3 = 0. Consequently (5.81a) becomes
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα1 = α1 ∧ α3 + α2 ∧ α3
= −U3 du ∧ dv + 0,
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which gives U3 = Fv. Finally, we can write (5.86) as
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = Fv du,
(5.87)
thus (5.81c) is equivalent to Fvv 6= 0 and (5.80) becomes
I =

θ1 = ω1 + F du+ dv,
θ2 = ω2 + du,
θ3 = ω3 + Fv du.
(5.88)
By means of (5.78), we write (5.88) as (5.82).
5.6.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.6.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A3,2. Then locally Γ = 〈∂Z , lnX ∂Z +X ∂Y , Z ∂Z −X ∂X〉 and
Z1 = X−2Y +X−2 h
(
Y −XY1, X2Y2
)
, with D2[2]h 6= 0. (5.89)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N
with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.6.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)
on N such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂b, −ec ∂a − cec ∂b, −∂c〉, and
I =

η1 = da− a dc+ du,
η3 = db− (a+ b) dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = dc+ Fv du,
(5.90)
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where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that Fvv 6= 0.
We now start the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.90) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c, y2 = u+ a, y3 = a, y4 = b, y5 = v,
The inverse is τ−11 given by
a = y3, b = y4, c = y1, u = y2 − y3, v = y5.
We see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2−y3 dy1, as wanted. Define F˜ = F ◦τ−11 = F˜ (y2 − y3, y5) = F˜ (y¯, y5).
Accordingly, η2 in these new coordinates is
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 = −(y3 + y4) dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = −(y3 + y4) dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5.
(5.91)
[2] We seek for θ2 = dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W θ1 +Aη20 ∈ I ′. Using (5.91) and the notation
in Proposition 3.3.3, we write
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= −(y3 + y4) dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5.
Accordingly, the PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = A,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.92)
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Take A = 1 and the solution of (5.92) is U = y4+ y5. We can then rewrite the expressions (3.48) as
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0− F˜ = −F˜,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 0 + F˜ = F˜,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = 0− y3F˜ + (y3 + y4) = y4 + y3(1− F˜ ).
(5.93)
In particular, we can now write
θ2 = dU − F˜ dy3 − [y4 + y3(1− F˜ )] dy1.
From (5.93) define
fˆ = −V 1 = −y4 + y3(F˜ − 1), (5.94)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U = y4 + y5, x5 = V 3 = F˜.
The local diffeomorphism τ2 has inverse
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = x4 −G, y5 = G,
for some function G = G(x2 − x3;x5) such that G ◦ τ2 = x5. In particular from (5.94) we define
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 . (5.95)
Finally we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.96)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
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Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
From (5.95), we compute
fx5 = x3 + Tˆ (x2, x3, x5), (5.97)
where Tˆ ◦ τ−12 ◦ τ−11 = 1Fv .
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y, Y1, Y2),
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = Tˆ + x3.
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c, Y = u+ a, Z = b+ v, Y1 = a, Y2 = a+
1
Fv
,
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = Y1, b = Z − T¯, c = X, u = Y − Y1, v = T¯.
According to these, Γ = 〈−ec ∂b, −ec ∂a − cec ∂b, −∂c〉 is τ -related to 〈−eX ∂Z , −eX (∂Y +X ∂Z +
∂Y1 + ∂Y2), −∂X〉. Consequently we have H = Z + Y + h(Y1 − Y, Y2 − Y ).
[extra] Define the (contact) transformation on N
τ0 : X¯ = eX , Y¯ = Y, Z¯ = e−XZ, Y¯1 = e−XY1, Y¯2 = e−2X (Y2 − Y1) ,
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according to which we have Z¯1 = e−2X (Z1 − Z). Define τ¯ = τ0 ◦ τ . Then, dropping the bars, Γ is
τ¯ -related to 〈∂Z , X ∂Y + lnX ∂Z + ∂Y1 , X ∂X − Z ∂Z − Y1 ∂Y1 − 2Y2 ∂Y2〉, which is the prolongation
of 〈∂Z , X ∂Y + lnX ∂Z , X ∂X − Z ∂Z〉. Finally, our general Monge equation has expression Z1 =
1
X2
(Y + h (Y −XY1, Y2 −XY1)) .
5.7 A²3,5: the one parameter family of solvable algebras with ² 6= 0
5.7.1 Step 1
The Lie algebra A²3,5 has structure equations
[E1, E2] = 0, [E1, E3] = E1,
[E2, E3] = ²E2, ² 6= 0.
(5.98)
The matrix group representation of G that we use is given by
A =

e−c 0 e−ca
0 e−²c ²be−²c
0 0 1
 .
The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = da− a dc,
ω2 = db− ²b dc,
ω3 = dc,
(5.99)
with structure equations
dω1 = −ω1 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = −² ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω3 = 0.
(5.100)
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The dual to the (5.99) are
R1 = ∂a,
R2 = ∂b,
R3 = a ∂a + ²b ∂b + ∂c.
The right action on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 t1
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U2 =

1 0 0
0 1 ²t2
0 0 1
 , U3 =

e−t3 1 0
0 e−²t3 0
0 0 1
 .
The associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 = −ec ∂a,
L2 = −e²c ∂b,
L3 = −∂c.
5.7.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.7.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 − t ω2 + α1,
θ2 = ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 + α3,
(5.101)
where t = t(u, v) 6= 0 and
dα1 = α1 ∧ α3, (5.102a)
dα2 = ² α2 ∧ α3, (5.102b)
dα3 6= 0, (5.102c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.102d)
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Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is given by
O = [E1, E2, E2 + t E1, E3] , t ∈ R− {0} ,
thus the condition Ei ∈ (I ′)⊥ produces the following four cases.
Case 1: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Case 4: θ1 = ω1 − t ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
Here αi = U i(u, v) du + V i(u, v) dv and t = t(u, v) 6= 0. Cases 1 to 3 lead to I ′′ 6= 0. In Case
4, conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) are respectively equivalent to dα1 = α1 ∧ α3 and dα2 = ² α2 ∧ α3.
According to these, conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively equivalent to dα3 6= 0 and α1∧α2 6=
0. asetofinfinitesimalDT(I) = [3, 2, 0] if and only if (5.101) and (5.102) hold.
5.7.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.7.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,5. Then
about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂a, −e²c ∂b, −∂c〉
and
I =

θ1 = da− a dc+ du,
θ2 = db− ²b dc+ F du+ dv,
θ3 = ² dc+ Fv du,
(5.103)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Fvv 6= 0. (5.104)
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Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E3, and thus only the
action of U3(f(u, v)). From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change as follows

α1 → α¯1 = e−f α1,
α2 → α¯2 = e−²f α2,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df.
(5.105)
From (5.102d) we see that α1 6= 0 and α2 6= 0. We can find f such that e−f is an integrating factor
of α1, that is, α¯1 = e−f α1 = du˜ for some function u˜ = u˜(u, v). Because of (5.102d), we have du˜ 6= 0
and we can define the change of coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)→ (a, b, c, u˜, v). Dropping the tilde and the
bars, we can write the right-hand sides of (5.105) as
α1 = du,
α2 = U1 du+Gv dv,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dV,
(5.106)
for some functions U i, V 3 and G of (u, v). Using (5.102d) again, we find Gv 6= 0. Another change
of coordinates produces
α1 = du,
α2 = F du+ dv,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dV,
(5.107)
for some functions U3, V 3 and F of (u, v). From (5.102a) we get 0 = dα1 = α1 ∧α3 = du∧α3, thus
V 3 = 0. Consequently (5.102b) becomes
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα2 = ² α2 ∧ α3 = −²U3 du ∧ dv + 0,
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which gives U3 = Fv² , and thus we can write (5.107) as
α1 = du,
α2 = F du+ dv,
α3 =
Fv
²
du,
(5.108)
thus (5.102c) is equivalent to Fvv 6= 0. Finally, (5.101) becomes
I =

θ1 = ω1 + du,
θ2 = ω2 + F du+ dv,
θ30 = ω
3 +
Fv
²
du,
(5.109)
which, setting θ3 = ²θ30 and using the local expressions (5.99), produces (5.103).
5.7.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.7.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A²3,5. Then Γ = 〈X1/² ∂Y , ∂Z , ²(Z ∂Z −X ∂X)〉 and
Z1 =
1
²
X−2 h
(
²XY1 − Y, ²2X2Y2 + ²2XY1 − Y
)
, with D2[2]h 6= 0. (5.110)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.6.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N .
By Proposition 5.6.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) on N such that Γ = 〈−ec ∂b, −ec ∂a −
cec ∂b, −∂c〉 and
I =

η1 = da− a dc+ du,
η3 = db− ²b dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = ²dc+ Fv du,
(5.111)
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where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that Fvv 6= 0. We now start the Monge Algorithm
3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.111) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c, y2 = u+ a, y3 = a, y4 = b, y5 = v.
The inverse τ−11 is given by
a = y3, b = y4, c = y1, u = y2 − y3, v = y5.
We see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2−y3 dy1, as wanted. Define F˜ = F ◦τ−11 = F˜ (y2 − y3, y5) = F˜ (y¯, y5).
Accordingly, η2 in these new coordinates is
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 = −²y4 dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = −²y4 dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5.
(5.112)
[2]We seek for θ2 = dU −V 3 dy3−V 1 dy1 =W θ1+Aη20 ∈ I ′. Using (5.112) and the notation
in Proposition 3.3.3, we write
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= −²y4 dy1 + F˜ dy2 − F˜ dy3 + dy4 + dy5.
Accordingly, the PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = A,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.113)
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Take A = 1 and the solution of (5.113) is U = y4 + y5. We can then rewrite the expressions (3.48)
as
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0− F˜ = −F˜,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 0 + F˜ = F˜,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = ²y4 − y3F˜.
(5.114)
In particular, we can now write
θ2 = dU − F˜ dy3 − (²y4 − y3F˜ ) dy1.
From (5.114) define
fˆ = −V 1 = −²y4 + y3F˜, (5.115)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U = y4 + y5, x5 = V 3 = F˜.
The local diffeomorphism τ2 has inverse
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = x4 −G, y5 = G,
for some function G = G(x2, x3, x5) such that G ◦ τ2 = x5. In particular from (5.115) we define
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 = −²x4 + x3x5 + ²f˜(x2, x3, x˜5). (5.116)
Finally we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.117)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
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Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
From (5.116), we compute
fx5 = x3 + Tˆ (x2, x3, x5), (5.118)
where Tˆ ◦ τ−12 ◦ τ−11 = ²Fv .
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y, Y1, Y2),
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = Tˆ + x3.
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c, Y = u+ a, Z = b+ v, Y1 = a, Y2 = a+
²
Fv
,
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = Y1, b = Z − T¯, c = X, u = Y − Y1, v = T¯.
According to these, Γ = 〈−ec ∂a,−e²c ∂b,−∂c〉 is τ -related to 〈−eX (∂Y +∂Y1+∂Y2),−e²X ∂Z ,−∂X〉.
Consequently we have H = ²Z + h(Y − Y1, Y2 − Y1).
[extra] Define the (contact) transformation on N
τ0 : X¯ = eX/², Y¯ =
Y
²
, Z¯ =
e−²XZ
²
, Y¯1 = −e−X/²Y1, Y¯2 = e−2X/²(²Y2 − Y1),
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according to which we have Z¯1 = e−(²+1/²)X(Z1−²Z). Define τ¯ = τ0 ◦τ . Then, dropping the bars, Γ
is τ¯ -related to 〈X1/²[∂Y + 1²X ∂Y1+ 1−²²2X2 ∂Y2 ], ∂Z ,−²X ∂X + ²Z ∂Z+ ²Y1 ∂Y1 +2²Y2 ∂Y2〉, which is the
prolongation of 〈X1/²∂Y , ∂Z ,−²X ∂X + ²Z ∂Z〉. Finally, our general Monge equation has expression
Z1 =
1
²X2
(Y + h (Y −XY1, Y2 −XY1)) . Note that the factor 1² can be “absorbed” by h, but we
use it for computational purposes in Section 6.5.
5.8 A²3,7: the one parameter family of solvable algebras with ² ≥ 0
5.8.1 Step 1
The Lie algebra A²3,7 has structure equations
[E1, E2] = 0, [E1, E3] = ²E1 − E2,
[E2, E3] = E1 + ²E2, ² ≥ 0.
(5.119)
The matrix group representation of G that we use is given by
A = e−²c

cos c − sin c ²a cos c− ²b sin c+ a sin c+ b cos c
sin c cos c ²a sin c+ ²b cos c− a cos c+ b sin c
0 0 e²c
 .
The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = da− ² db+ (²2b− b− 2²a) dc,
ω2 = ² da+ db+
(
a− ²2a− 2²b) dc,
ω3 = dc,
(5.120)
with structure equations
dω1 = −² ω1 ∧ ω3 − ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = ω1 ∧ ω3 − ² ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω3 = 0.
(5.121)
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The dual to the (5.120) are
R1 =
1
1 + ²2
∂a − ²1 + ²2 ∂b,
R2 =
²
1 + ²2
∂a +
1
1 + ²2
∂b,
R3 = (²a+ b) ∂a + (²b− a) ∂b + ∂c.
The right action on G is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 0
0 1 −t1
0 0 1
 , U2 =

1 0 t2
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , U3 = e−²t3

cos t3 − sin t3 0
sin t3 cos t3 0
0 0 e²t3
 .
The associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 =
e²c (² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
∂a +
e²c (² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
∂b,
L2 = −e
²c (² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
∂a +
e²c (² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
∂b,
L3 = −∂c.
5.8.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.8.1. An adapted basis for I can only be given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = ω2 + α2,
θ3 = ω3 + α3,
(5.122)
where
dα1 =
(
² α1 + α2
) ∧ α3, (5.123a)
dα2 =
(
² α2 − α1) ∧ α3, (5.123b)
dα3 6= 0, (5.123c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.123d)
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Proof. An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is O = [E1, E3], and thus the Ei ∈ (I ′)⊥
produces the following two cases:
Case 1: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + α2, θ3 = ω3 + α3.
Here αi = U i(u, v) du+ V i(u, v) dv. Case 1 leads to I ′′ 6= 0. In Case 2, conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b)
are respectively equivalent to dα1 = (² α1 + α2) ∧ α3 and dα2 = (² α2 − α1) ∧ α3. Consequently,
conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively equivalent to dα3 6= 0 and α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. These are
(5.123).
5.8.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.8.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely onM and denote by Γ a set of
infinitesimal generators of the action of G onM . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A²3,7. Then about
each point ofM there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈A∂a+B ∂b, A ∂b−B ∂a, −∂c〉,
where A =
e²c (² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
and B =
e²c (² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
, and
I =

θ1 = da− ² db+ (²2b− b− 2²a) dc+ F du+ dv,
θ2 = ² da+ db+
(
a− ²2a− 2²b) dc+ du,
θ3 = dc− Fv
²2 + 1
((F − ²) du+ dv) ,
(5.124)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Dv[(F − ²)Fv − Fu] 6= 0. (5.125)
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Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E3, thus those generated
by U3(f(u, v)). From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change by

α1 → α¯1 = e−²f (cos f α1 − sin f α2)
α2 → α¯2 = e−²f (sin f α1 + cos f α2)
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df
(5.126)
Looking at the second of (5.126), we can find f such that V¯ 2 = 0. In particular we can write the
right-hand sides of (5.126) as
α¯1 = U1 du+ dV˜,
α¯2 = U˜u du,
α¯3 = U3 du+ V 3 dv,
(5.127)
for some functions U˜ ,V˜ , U i and V 3 of (u, v). From (5.123d) we see that U˜uV˜v 6= 0, therefore we
can change coordinates from (a, b, c, u, v) to (a, b, c, U˜, V˜ ). Dropping the tilde and the bars we write
(5.127) as
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dv,
(5.128)
From (5.123b) we have
0 = dα2 = (² α2 − α1) ∧ α3 = [(²− F ) du− dv)] ∧ (U3 du+ V 3 dv)
= [V 3(²− F ) + U3] du ∧ dv
and from (5.123a) we obtain
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα1 = (² α1 + α2) ∧ α3 = [(1 + ²F ) du+ ² dv] ∧ (U3 du+ V 3 dv)
= [V 3(1 + ²F )− ²U3] du ∧ dv.
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Consequently we have the system
V 3(²− F ) + U3 = 0,
V 3(1 + ²F )− ²U3 = −Fv,
that is, U3 = 1²2+1 (²− F )Fv and V 3 = − 1²2+1Fv. Consequently we can write (5.128) as
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = − 1
²2 + 1
Fv[(F − ²) du+ dv].
(5.129)
Accordingly (5.123c) is equivalent to d(Fv[(F − ²) du+ dv]) 6= 0, that is,
0 6= Dv[Fv(F − ²)]−Du[Fv] = Dv[Fv(F − ²)− Fu],
which is equivalent to (5.125).
Finally, using (5.120) and (5.129), the GR3D5 Pfaffian system (5.122) has the local expression
(5.124).
5.8.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.8.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A²3,7. Then Γ = 〈e²X sinX ∂Y , −e²X cosX ∂Y , −∂X〉 and
Z1 = h
(
Z, Y2 − 2²Y1 + ²2Y + Y
)
, with D2[2]h 6= 0. (5.130)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N .
By Proposition 5.8.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) on N such that Γ = 〈A∂a+B ∂b, A ∂b−
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B ∂a, −∂c〉, where A = e
²c(² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
and B =
e²c(² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
, and
I =

η1 = ² da+ db+
(
a− ²2a− 2²b) dc+ du,
η2 = da− ² db+ (²2b− b− 2²a) dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = dc− Fv
²2 + 1
((F − ²) du+ dv) ,
(5.131)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint Dv[(F − ²)Fv −Fu] 6= 0. We
now start the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.131) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Immediately we see that Eng
(
η1
)
= 1. Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c, y2 = u+ ²a+ b, y3 = −a+ ²2a+ 2²b, y4 = u, y5 = v,
The inverse is τ−11 given by
a =
−y3 + 2²y2 − 2²y4
²2 + 1
, b =
−y2²2 + y2 + y4²2 − y4 + ²y3
²2 + 1
,
c = y1, u = y4, v = y5.
Accordingly, we see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1, as wanted. Now, we write η2 in these new
coordinates. Set F = F (y4, y5) = F (u, v), then
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 = (−y2²2 + y4²2 + ²y3 − y2 + y4) dy1 + ² dy2 − dy3 + (F − ²) dy4 + dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = (−y2²2 + y4²2 + ²y3 − y2 + y4) dy1 + ² dy2 − dy3 + (F − ²) dy4 + dy5.
(5.132)
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[2]We seek for θ2 = dU −V 3 dy3−V 1 dy1 =W θ1+Aη20 ∈ I ′. Using (5.132) and the notation
in Proposition 3.3.3, we write
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= (−y2²2 + y4²2 + ²y3 − y2 + y4) dy1 + ² dy2 − dy3 + (F − ²) dy4 + dy5.
Accordingly, the PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = A(F − ²),
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A.
(5.133)
Without loss in generality, because
∂(FFy5−²Fy5−Fy4 )
∂y5 6= 0, we can set F =
Gy4+²Gy5
Gy5
for a generic
function G. Then take A = Gy5 and (5.133) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= Gy5
(
Gy4 + ²Gy5
Gy5
− ²
)
= Gy5
Gy4
Gy5
= Gy4 ,
∂U
∂y5
= Gy5 ,
(5.134)
and the solution is U = G(y4, y5), thus F =
Uy4+²Uy5
Uy5
and A = Uy5 . Consequently, the expressions
(3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = −²Uy5 ,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = Uy5 ,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = −Uy5(−y2²2 + y4²2 + ²y3 − y2 + y4).
(5.135)
From (5.135) we define
fˆ = −V 1 = Uy5(−y2²2 + y4²2 + ²y3 − y2 + y4), (5.136)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U, x5 = Uy5 .
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The inverse of τ2 can be defined by
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = U˜, y5 = V˜.
In particular from (5.136) we compute
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 = x5[(²2 + 1)(U˜ − x2) + ²x3]. (5.137)
Consequently we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = η2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.138)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
From (5.194), we compute
fx5 = x5Tˆ (x4, x5)− x2(²2 + 1) + ²x3. (5.139)
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y,Z, Y1, Y2),
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where T˜ ◦ τ4 = fx5 .
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c, Y = u+ ²a+ b, Z = Uv, Y1 = 2²b+ (²2 − 1)a,
Y2 = (²2 − 1)b− 2²a− (²2 + 1)(u+ U¯4)
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a =
2²Y − Y1 − 2²Uˆ
²2 + 1
, b =
(1− ²2)Y + ²Y1 + (²2 − 1)Uˆ
²2 + 1
, c = X, u = Uˆ, v = Vˆ.
According to these,
Γ = 〈e
²c(² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
∂a +
e²c(² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
∂b,
e²c(² sin c− cos c)
1 + ²2
∂b − e
²c(² cos c+ sin c)
1 + ²2
∂a, −∂c〉
is τ -related to
〈e²X sinX∂Y + (² sinX + cosX)e²X∂Y1 + (² cosX − sinX)e²X∂Y2 ,
− e²X cosX∂Y − (² cosX − sinX)e²X∂Y1 + (² sinX + cosX)e²X∂Y2 , −∂X〉,
which is the prolongation of 〈e²X sinX∂Y , −e²X cosX∂Y , −∂X〉. Consequently we have Z1 =
h(Z, Y2 − 2²Y1 + ²2Y + Y ).
5.9 A3,8: the special linear algebra
5.9.1 Step 1
This Lie algebra has structure equations
[E1, E2] = 2E2,
[E1, E3] = −2E3,
[E2, E3] = E1.
(5.140)
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The matrix group representation of G that we use is given by
A =

1 + 2cb −ce2a b (1 + cb) e−2a
−2b e2a −b2e−2a
2c (1 + cb) −c2e2a (1 + cb)2 e−2a

The (left-invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = da− b dc,
ω2 = e−2a
(
db− b2 dc) ,
ω3 = e2a dc,
(5.141)
with structure equations
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = −2ω1 ∧ ω2,
dω3 = 2ω1 ∧ ω3.
(5.142)
The dual to (5.141) are
R1 = ∂a,
R2 = e2a ∂b,
R3 = be−2a ∂a + b2e−2a ∂b + e−2a ∂c.
The associated 1-parameter subgroups of G are
U1 =

1 0 0
0 e2t1 0
0 0 e−2t1
 , U2 =

1 0 t2
−2t2 1 −t22
0 0 1
 , U3 =

1 −t3 0
0 1 0
2t3 −t23 1

while the associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 = −∂a − 2b ∂b + 2c ∂c,
L2 = c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c,
L3 = ∂c.
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An optimal list of 1-dimensional subalgebras is given by
O =
[
1
2
(E2 − E3), E1, E2
]
,
thus for (I ′)⊥ we have the following three cases.
Case 1: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω2 + ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 − ω3 + α3.
Case 2: θ1 = ω2 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω1 + α3.
Case 3: θ1 = ω1 + α1, θ2 = ω3 + α2, θ3 = ω2 + α3.
In Case 3 we have I ′′ 6= 0. We shall see that the other two cases give rise to inequivalent GR3D5
Pfaffian systems, which we will consider separately.
5.9.2 Step 2.1
Proposition 5.9.1. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,8 and that
〈E1〉 is the Cartan subalgebra of Γ. If E1 6∈ (I ′)⊥ then we have
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = ω2 + ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω2 − ω3 + α3,
(5.143)
with derived flag conditions
dα1 = α2 ∧ α3, (5.144a)
dα2 = 2α1 ∧ (α2 − 2α3), (5.144b)
dα3 6= −2α1 ∧ α3, (5.144c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.144d)
Proof. From Section 5.9.1 and the hypothesis E1 6∈ (I ′)⊥, we must consider Case 1. In this case,
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conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) are respectively equivalent to dα1 = α2∧α3 and dα2 = 2α1∧(α2−2α3).
Conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively equivalent to dα3 6= −2α1 ∧ α3 and α1 ∧ α2 6= 0.
5.9.3 Step 3.1
Proposition 5.9.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a
set of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,8.
Then about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−∂a − 2b ∂b +
2c ∂c, c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c, ∂c〉. Moreover, if ∂a 6∈ (I ′)⊥ then
I =

θ1 = da− b dc+ F du+ dv,
θ2 = e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ du,
θ3 = e2a dc−
(
1
2
− FFv
)
du− Fv dv,
(5.145)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that
Dv[FFv − v − Fu] 6= 0. (5.146)
Proof. We start from the results of Proposition 5.9.1. The admissible gauge transformations are
given by
U(f(u, v)) = exp
(
f
2
(R2 −R3)
)
=

cos f 12 sin f
1
2 sin f
− sin f 12 (1 + cos f) 12 (cos f − 1)
− sin f 12 (cos f − 1) 12 (1 + cos f)
 .
From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change by

α1 → α¯1 = cos f α1 + 1
2
sin f α2,
α2 → α¯2 = −2 sin f α1 + cos f α2,
α3 → α¯3 = − sin f α1 + 1
2
(cos f − 1)α2 + α3 − 1
2
df.
(5.147)
From (5.144d), that is, α1∧α2 6= 0, we see that α1 6= 0 and α2 6= 0 and without loss in generality we
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can apply (5.147) to obtain α¯2 = Uu du, for some function U = U(u, v). Moreover, we can rewrite
the right-hand side of (5.147) as
α¯1 = F 1 du+ dV,
α¯2 = Uu du,
α¯3 = C1 du+ C2 dv,
for generic functions F 1, V , C1 and C2 of (u, v) subject to the constraint (5.144). Now, condition
(5.144d), implies Vv Uu 6= 0. We can thus change coordinates to (a, b, c, u˜ = U, v˜ = V ). Dropping
the tilde and the bars we write
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = C1 du+ C2 dv.
Condition (5.144d) is satisfied. Condition (5.144a) becomes
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα1 = α2 ∧ α3 = C2 du ∧ dv,
and thus C2 = −Fv. Consequently, we can write (5.144b) as
0 = dα2 = 2α1∧ (α2−2α3) = 2(F du+dv)∧ ((1−2C1) du+2Fv dv) = 2(1−2C1−2FFv) du∧dv,
and thus we have C1 = − 12 + FFv. We can now rewrite (5.143)
I =

θ1 = ω1 + F du+ dv,
θ2 = ω2 + ω3 + du,
θ3 = ω2 − ω3 −
(
1
2
− FFv
)
du− Fv dv,
(5.148)
which is (5.145), using (5.141).
Finally, from (5.144c) we get
0 6= dα3+2α1∧α3 = (Fuv − F 2v − FFvv + 2FFv + 1− 2FFv) du∧dv = (Fuv−F 2v−FFvv+1) du∧dv,
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that is, Fuv − F 2v − FFvv + 1 6= 0. This proves (5.146).
5.9.4 Step 4.1
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.9.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ
is of algebraic type A3,8. Moreover, assume that I is the GR3D5 Pfaffian system generated by
the given general Monge equation and that (I ′)⊥ is not the Cartan subalgebra of Γ. Then Γ =
〈2X ∂X − 2∂Y , 2X ∂Y −X2 ∂X , ∂X〉 and
Z1 = eY h
(
Z, Y2e
−2Y − 1
2
Y1
2e−2Y
)
, with D2[2]h 6= 0. (5.149)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N
with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.9.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)
on N such that Γ = 〈−∂a − 2b ∂b + 2c ∂c, c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c, ∂c〉, and
I =

η1 = e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ du,
η2 = da− b dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = e2a dc−
(
1
2
− FFv
)
du− Fv dv,
(5.150)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that ∂(FFv−v−Fu)∂v 6= 0. We now start the Monge
Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.150) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c+
1
b+ e2a
, y2 = u+ ln
(
1
2
(e2a + b)2
)
− 2a, y3 = b2e−2a − e2a, y4 = u, y5 = v,
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The inverse is τ−11 given by
a = −3
2
ln 2 + ln (2ey
2−y4 − y3)− 1
2
(y2 − y4), b = 1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32),
c = y1 − 2
2ey2−y4 − y3 , u = y
4, v = y5.
Accordingly, we see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1, as wanted. Now, we write η2 in these new
coordinates. Set F = F (y4, y5) = F (u, v), with
∂(FFy5−y5−Fy4 )
∂y5 6= 0, then
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 = −1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32) dy1 − 1
4
ey
4−y2dy3 + F dy4 + dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = −
1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32) dy1 − 1
4
ey
4−y2dy3 + F dy4 + dy5.
(5.151)
[2] We seek for θ2 = dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W θ1 +Aη20 ∈ I ′. The dy4 and dy5 components
of η20 are respectively Y
4 = F and Y 5 = 1. The PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = AF,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.152)
Without loss in generality, because
∂(FFy5−y5−Fy4 )
∂y5 6= 0, we can set F =
Gy4
Gy5
for a generic function
G. Then take A = Gy5 and (5.152) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= Gy4 ,
∂U
∂y5
= Gy5 ,
(5.153)
and the solution is U = G(y4, y5), thus F =
Uy4
Uy5
and A = Uy5 . Using (5.151) and the notation in
Proposition 3.3.3, that is
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= −1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32) dy1 − 1
4
ey
4−y2dy3 +
Uy4
Uy5
dy4 + dy5,
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the expressions (3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = 1
4
ey
4−y2Uy5 ,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3(
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 )−AY 10 = −
1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32)Uy5 .
(5.154)
In particular, we can now write
θ2 = Uy5 η20 =
1
8
ey
4−y2(4e2y
2−2y4 − y32)Uy5 dy1 − 14e
y4−y2Uy5 dy3 + dU.
From (5.154) let’s define
fˆ = −V 1 = 1
2
(y3
2 − 4e2y2−2y4)V 3, (5.155)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U, x5 = V 3 =
1
4
ey
4−y2Uy5 .
The local diffeomorphism τ2 defines the mapping
x2 = y2, x4 = U, x5 =
1
4
ey
4−y2Uy5 ,
and by the inverse function theorem there are defined two functions U˜ = U˜
(
x2, x4, x5
)
and V˜ =
V˜
(
x2, x4, x5
)
on N such that
U˜ ◦ τ2 = y4, V˜ ◦ τ2 = y5.
The inverse of τ2 can thus be defined by
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = U˜, y5 = V˜.
In particular from (5.155) we compute
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 =
1
2
(x3
2 − 4e2x2−2U˜ )x5. (5.156)
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Consequently we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = η2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.157)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. In view of (3.84), we set H˜ = x5fx5 − f and from
(5.156) we compute.
H˜ =
1
2
x5
2
U˜x5e
−x2+U˜ (4e2x
2−2U˜ − x32). (5.158)
Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Z, Y, Y1, Y2) ,
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = fx5 . From (5.158) we know that the general Monge equation is now expressed by
Z1 = H = H˜ ◦ τ−14 = H(Z, Y, Y 1, Y 2). (5.159)
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We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c+
1
b+ e2a
, Y = u+ ln
(
1
2
(e2a + b)2
)
− 2a,
Y = b, Z = U(u, v), Y1 = b2e−2a − e2a, Y2 = Tˇ (a, b, u, v) ,
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = −3
2
ln 2 + ln (2eY−Uˇ − Y1)− 12(Y − Uˇ), b =
1
8
e−Y+Uˇ (4e2Y−2Uˇ − Y12),
c = X − 2
2eY−Uˇ − Y1
, u = Uˇ, v = Vˇ.
According to these, Γ is τ -related to
〈2X ∂X − 2∂Y − 2Y1∂Y1 − 4Y2∂Y2 ,−X2 ∂X + 2X ∂Y + (2XY1 + 2) ∂Y1 + (4XY2 + 2Y1) ∂Y2 , ∂X〉,
which is the prolongation of 〈2X ∂X − 2∂Y , 2X ∂Y −X2 ∂X , ∂X〉. From this we check that (5.159)
has to be (5.149).
5.9.5 Step 2.2
With the notations of Section 5.9.1, we have the following.
Proposition 5.9.4. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,8 and that
〈E1〉 is the Cartan subalgebra of Γ. If E1 ∈ (I ′)⊥ then we have
I =

θ1 = ω2 + α1,
θ2 = ω3 + α2,
θ3 = ω1 + α3,
(5.160)
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where the derived flag conditions are
dα1 = −2α1 ∧ α3, (5.161a)
dα2 = 2α2 ∧ α3, (5.161b)
dα3 6= α1 ∧ α2, (5.161c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.161d)
Proof. From Proposition 5.9.1 and the hypothesis E1 ∈ (I ′)⊥, we must consider Case 2. In this case,
conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) are respectively equivalent to dα1 = −2α1 ∧ α3 and dα2 = 2α2 ∧ α3.
Conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) can be written as dα3 6= α1∧α2 and α1∧α2 6= 0. These give (5.161).
5.9.6 Step 3.2
Proposition 5.9.5. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold M . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a
set of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,8.
Then about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that Γ = 〈−∂a − 2b ∂b +
2c ∂c, c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c, ∂c〉. Moreover, if ∂a ∈ (I ′)⊥ then
I =

θ1 = e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ F du+ dv,
θ2 = e2a dc+ du,
θ3 = da− b dc− 1
2
Fv du,
(5.162)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that
Fvv 6= −2. (5.163)
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Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E1, thus only the action
of
U1 =

1 0 0
0 e2t1 0
0 0 e−2t1
 .
From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change by

α→ α¯ = e2f α
β → β¯ = e−2f β
γ → γ¯ = γ + df
(5.164)
From (5.161d)), that is, α1 ∧ α2 6= 0, we see that α1 6= 0 and α2 6= 0 and without loss in generality
we can apply (5.164) to obtain α¯2 = dU , for some function U = U(u, v). Moreover, we can rewrite
the right-hand side of (5.147) as
α¯1 = F du+Gv dv,
α¯2 = dU,
α¯3 = U3 du+ V 3 dv,
for generic functions F , G, U3 and V 3 of (u, v) subject to the constraint (5.161). Now, condition
(5.161d), implies Gv Uu 6= 0. We can thus change coordinates to (a, b, c, u˜ = U, v˜ = G). Dropping
the tilde and the bars we write
α1 = F du+ dv,
α2 = du,
α3 = U3 du+ V 3 dv,
Condition (5.161d) is satisfied. Condition (5.161b) becomes
0 = dα2 = 2α2 ∧ α3 = 2V 3 du ∧ dv,
and thus V 3 = 0. Consequently, we can write (5.161a) as
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα1 = −2α1 ∧ α3 = 2U3 du ∧ dv,
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and thus we have U3 = − 12Fv. We can now rewrite (5.160)
I =

θ1 = ω2 + F du+ dv,
θ2 = ω3 + du,
θ3 = ω1 − 1
2
Fv du,
(5.165)
which is (5.162), using (5.141). Finally, condition (5.161c) is now
1
2
Fvv du ∧ dv = dα3 6= α1 ∧ α2 = −du ∧ dv,
from which we obtain (5.163).
5.9.7 Step 4.2
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.9.6. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is
of algebraic type A3,8. Moreover, assume that I is the GR3D5 Pfaffian system generated by the
given general Monge equation and that (I ′)⊥ is the Cartan subalgebra of Γ. Then Γ = 〈2X ∂X −
2Z ∂Z , −X2 ∂X + (1 + 2XZ) ∂Z , ∂X〉 and
Z1 = Z2 + Y 21 h
(
Y,
Y2 − 2Y1Z
Y 21
)
, with D2[2]h 6= 0. (5.166)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold N
with local coordinates (X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2). By Proposition 5.9.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v)
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on N such that Γ = 〈−∂a − 2b ∂b + 2c ∂c, c ∂a + (1 + 2cb) ∂b − c2 ∂c, ∂c〉 and
I =

η1 = e2a dc+ du,
η2 = e−2a db− b2e−2a dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = da− b dc− 1
2
Fv du,
(5.167)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function such that Fvv 6= −2. We now start the Monge
Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.167) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = c, y2 = −u, y3 = e2a, y4 = b, y5 = v,
The inverse is τ−11 given by
a =
1
2
ln (y3), b = y4, c = y1, u = −y2, v = y5.
Accordingly, we see that θ1 = τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1, as wanted. Now, we write η2 in these new
coordinates. Set F = F (−y2, y5) = F (u, v), with Fy5y5 6= −2, then
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 =
1
y3
dy4 − y
42
y3
dy1 − F dy2 + dy5,
and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 = −
y4
2
y3
dy1 − F dy2 + 1
y3
dy4 + dy5.
(5.168)
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[2] We seek for θ2 = dU − V 3 dy3 − V 1 dy1 =W θ1 +Aη20 ∈ I ′. The dy4 and dy5 components
of η20 are respectively Y
4 = 1y3 and Y
5 = 1. The PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 =
A
y3
,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.169)
Take A = y3 and the solution of (5.169) is U = y4 + y5y3. Using (5.168) and the notation in
Proposition 3.3.3, that is
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
= −y
42
y3
dy1 − F dy2 + 1
y3
dy4 + dy5,
the expressions (3.48) become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0 + y3F = y3F,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = y5 − 0 = y5,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = 0 + y3F + y42 = y3F + y42.
(5.170)
In particular, we can now write
θ2 = dU − y5 dy3 − (y3F + y42) dy1.
From (5.170) define
fˆ = −V 1 = −y3F − y42, (5.171)
and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U = y4 + y5y3, x5 = V 3 = y5.
The local diffeomorphism τ2 has inverse
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = x4 − x5x3, y5 = x5.
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In particular, writing F = F (−x2, x5) =, from (5.171) we compute
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 = −x4
2
+ 2x4x5x3 − x52x32 − x32F. (5.172)
According to this algorithm we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.173)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
At this point, from (5.172), we compute
fx5 = 2x4x3 − 2x5x32 − x32Fx5 = x3(2x4 − 2x5x3 − x3Fx5),
fx5x5 = −x32(2− Fx5x5) 6= 0.
(5.174)
[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. In view of (3.84), we set H˜ = x5fx5 − f and from
(5.174) we compute.
H˜ = x4
2
+ x3
2
(F − x5Fx5 − x5). (5.175)
Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 = x
3(2x4 − 2x5x3 − x3Fx5).
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The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y ;Z, Y1, Y2) ,
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = x5. From (5.175) we know that the general Monge equation is now expressed by
Z1 = H = H˜ ◦ τ−14 = Z2 + Y 2 h(Y ;Z, Y1, Y2). (5.176)
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = c, Y = −u, Z = b+ ve2a, Y1 = e2a, Y2 = e2a(2b− e2aFv),
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = lnY1, b = Z − Y1Tˇ, c = X, u = −Y, v = Tˇ.
According to these, Γ is τ -related to
〈2 (X ∂X − Z ∂Z − Y1 ∂Y1 − 2Y2 ∂Y2),−X2 ∂X + (1 + 2XZ) ∂Z + 2XY1 ∂Y1 + 2 (Y1 + 2XY2) ∂X〉,
which is the prolongation of 〈2X ∂X − 2Z ∂Z , −X2 ∂X + (1 + 2XZ) ∂Z , ∂X〉. From this we check
that the expression h in (5.176) has to be as in (5.166).
5.10 A3,9: the special orthogonal algebra
5.10.1 Step 1
We take the Lie algebra A3,9 with structure equations
[E1, E2] = E3,
[E1, E3] = −E2,
[E2, E3] = E1.
(5.177)
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The matrix group representation of G that we use is given by
A =

cos c cos b − sin c cos a+ cos c sin b sin a sin c sin a+ cos c sin b cos a
sin c cos b cos c cos a+ sin c sin b sin a − cos c sin a+ sin c sin b cos a
− sin b cos b sin a cos b cos a
 .
The (left invariant) Maurer-Cartan forms are then
ω1 = da− sin b dc,
ω2 = cos a db+ cos b sin a dc,
ω3 = − sin a db+ cos b cos a dc,
(5.178)
with structure equations
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3,
dω2 = ω1 ∧ ω3,
dω3 = −ω1 ∧ ω2.
(5.179)
The dual to the (5.178) are
R1 = ∂a,
R2 =
sin a sin b
cos b
∂a + cos a ∂b +
sin a
cos b
∂c,
R3 =
cos a sin b
cos b
∂a − sin a ∂b + cos acos b ∂c.
The right action is exerted by the multiplication on the right by the matrices
U1 =

1 0 0
0 cos t1 − sin t1
0 sin t1 cos t1
 , U2 =

cos t2 0 sin t2
0 1 0
− sin t2 0 cos t2
 , U3 =

cos t2 − sin t2 0
sin t2 cos t2 0
0 0 1
 .
The associated right-invariant vector fields are
L1 = −cos ccos b ∂a + sin c ∂b −
cos c sin b
cos b
∂c,
L2 = − sin ccos b ∂a − cos c ∂b −
sin c sin b
cos b
∂c,
L3 = −∂c.
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5.10.2 Step 2
Proposition 5.10.1. An adapted basis for I is given by
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = ω2 + α2,
θ3 = ω3 + α3,
(5.180)
where
dα1 = α2 ∧ α3, (5.181a)
dα2 = −α1 ∧ α3, (5.181b)
dα3 6= α1 ∧ α2, (5.181c)
α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. (5.181d)
Proof. In this case all 1-dimensional subalgebras are conjugate and an optimal list is given by
O = [E3], and thus we have only one case:
I =

θ1 = ω1 + α1,
θ2 = ω2 + α2,
θ3 = ω3 + α3,
where αi = U i(u, v) du + V i(u, v) dv. Conditions (5.1a) and (5.1b) are respectively equivalent to
dα1 = α2 ∧ α3 and dα2 = −α1 ∧ α3. Conditions (5.1c) and (5.1d) are respectively equivalent to
dα3 6= α1 ∧ α2 and α1 ∧ α2 6= 0. Hence, the derived flag conditions give (5.181).
5.10.3 Step 3
Proposition 5.10.2. Let I be a GR3D5 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifoldM . Assume that I admits
a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely and transversely on M and denote by Γ a set
of infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M . Assume that Γ has algebraic type A3,9. Then
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about each point of M there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) such that
Γ = 〈Ac ∂a +Bc ∂b + Cc ∂c, A ∂a +B ∂b + C ∂c, −∂c〉,
where A =
− sin c
cos b
and B = − cos c, C = A sin b, and
I =

θ1 = da− sin b dc+ du,
θ2 = cos a db+ cos b sin a dc+ F du+ dv,
θ3 = cos b cos a dc− sin a db+ FFv du+ Fv dv,
(5.182)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint
Dv(FFv + v − Fu) 6= 0. (5.183)
Proof. The admissible gauge transformations in this case are those which fix E3, thus that generated
by U3 (f(u, v)). From (5.3), the 1-forms αi change by

α1 → α¯1 = cos f α1 − sin f α2,
α2 → α¯2 = sin f α1 + cos f α2,
α3 → α¯3 = α3 + df.
(5.184)
From (5.181d) we see that α1 6= 0 and α2 6= 0. Without loss in generality we can assume V 2 6= 0,
thus a gauge transformation (5.184) with f = arctan V
1
V 2 gives
α¯1 = U˜u du,
α¯2 = U2 du+ V˜v dv,
α¯3 = U3 du+ U4 dv,
(5.185)
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for some functions U i, V i, U˜ and V˜ of (u, v). From (5.181d) we see that U˜uV˜v 6= 0. We can change
coordinates from (a, b, c, u, v) to (a, b, c, U˜, U˜). Dropping the tildes and the bars, we write (5.186) as
α1 = du,
α2 = F du+ dv,
α3 = U3 du+ U4 dv.
(5.186)
From (5.181b) we get
−Fv du ∧ dv = dα2 = −α1 ∧ α3 = −U4 du ∧ dv,
that is, U4 = Fv. Consequently from (5.181a) we obtain
0 = dα1 = α2 ∧ α3 = (FU4 − U3) du ∧ dv = (FFv − U3) du ∧ dv
and thus U3 = FFv. Accordingly (5.180) becomes
I =

θ1 = ω1 + du,
θ2 = ω2 + F du+ dv,
θ3 = ω3 + FFv du+ Fv dv,
which, using (5.178), gives (5.182). To conclude, condition (5.181c) is
0 6= dα3 − α1 ∧ α2 = (Du[Fv]−Dv[FFv]− 1) du ∧ dv = Dv[Fu − FFv − v] du ∧ dv,
which is (5.183).
5.10.4 Step 4
Here we proceed, as in section 5.3.4, to prove the following.
Proposition 5.10.3. Let Z1 = H(X,Y, Z, Y1, Y2), be a second-order Monge equation such that
∂2H
∂Y2
2 6= 0. Assume that this equation admits a 3-dimensional symmetry group G which acts freely
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and transversely, denote by Γ a set of infinitesimal generators of this action and assume that Γ is of
algebraic type A3,9. Then Γ = 〈 cosX√
1−Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ), − sinX√
1−Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ), ∂X〉 and
Z1 =
√
1− Y12 + Y2
2
1− Y12
h
(
Z, Y + arctan
Y2
1− Y12
)
, with h 6= 0. (5.187)
Proof. We will follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3.
Let I be the GR3D5 Pfaffian system defined by the given Monge equation on the manifold
N . By Proposition 5.10.2, there are local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) on N such that Γ = 〈− cos ccos b ∂a +
sin c ∂b − cos c tan b ∂c, − sin ccos b ∂a − cos c ∂b − sin c tan b ∂c, −∂c〉 and
I =

η1 = da− sin b dc+ du,
η2 = cos a db+ cos b sin a dc+ F du+ dv,
η3 = cos b cos a dc− sin a db+ FFv du+ Fv dv,
(5.188)
where F = F (u, v) is a differentiable function subject to the constraint Dv(FFv + v − Fu) 6= 0. We
now start the Monge Algorithm 3.5.8.
[0] By construction, (5.188) is an adapted basis of I, that is, I ′ = {η1, η2}.
[1] Immediately we see that Eng
(
η1
)
= 1. Define the change of coordinates τ1 : N → N by
y1 = −c, y2 = −a− u, y3 = sin b, y4 = u, y5 = v.
The inverse τ−11 is given by
a = −y2 − y4, b = arcsin y3, c = −y1, u = y4, v = y5.
Accordingly, we see that θ1 = −τ−11
∗
η1 = dy2 − y3 dy1, as wanted. Now, we write η2 in these new
coordinates. Set F = F (y4, y5) = F (u, v), then
η20 = τ
−1
1
∗
η2 =
√
1− y32 sin (y2 + y4) dy1 + cos (y
2 + y4)√
1− y32
dy3 + F dy4 + dy5,
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and thus the local expression of I ′ in these new coordinates is
I ′ =

θ1 = dy2 − y3 dy1,
η20 =
√
1− y32 sin (y2 + y4) dy1 + cos (y
2 + y4)√
1− y32
dy3 + F dy4 + dy5.
(5.189)
[2]We seek for θ2 = dU −V 3 dy3−V 1 dy1 =W θ1+Aη20 ∈ I ′. Using (5.189) and the notation
in Proposition 3.3.3, we write
η20 = Y
1
0 dy
1 + Y 20 dy
2 + Y 3 dy3 + Y 4 dy4 + Y 5 dy5
=
√
1− y32 sin (y2 + y4) dy1 + cos (y
2 + y4)√
1− y32
dy3 + F dy4 + dy5.
Accordingly, the PDE system (3.47) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= AY 4 = AF,
∂U
∂y5
= AY 5 = A,
(5.190)
Without loss in generality, we can set F =
Gy4
Gy5
for a generic function G. Then take A = Gy5 and
(5.190) becomes
∂U
∂y4
= Gy4 ,
∂U
∂y5
= Gy5 ,
(5.191)
and the solution is U = G(y4, y5), thus F =
Uy4
Uy5
and A = Uy5 . Consequently, the expressions (3.48)
become
W =
∂U
∂y2
−AY 20 = 0,
V 3 =
∂U
∂y3
−AY 3 = −Uy5 cos (y
2 + y4)√
1− y32
,
V 1 =
∂U
∂y1
+ y3W −AY 10 = −Uy5
√
1− y32 sin (y2 + y4).
(5.192)
From (5.192) we define
fˆ = −V 1 = −Uy5
√
1− y32 sin (y2 + y4), (5.193)
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and a new change of coordinates τ2 : N → N such that
x1 = y1, x2 = y2, x3 = y3, x4 = U, x5 = V 3 = −Uy5 cos (y
2 + y4)√
1− y32
.
The inverse of τ2 can be defined by
τ−12 : y
1 = x1, y2 = x2, y3 = x3, y4 = U˜, y5 = V˜.
In particular from (5.193) we compute
f = fˆ ◦ τ−12 =
x5(1− x32) sin (x2 + U¯)
cos (x2 + U¯)
, (5.194)
where U¯ = U¯(x2, x4, x5). Consequently we have
I ′ =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = τ−12
∗
η20 = dx
4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
(5.195)
which is the general Goursat normal form of I ′. By Theorem 3.4.4 we have fx5x5 6= 0.
[3] We can complete I ′ to a basis of I by setting
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
Then I can be written in the general Goursat normal form
I =

θ1 = dx2 − x3 dx1,
θ2 = dx4 − x5 dx3 + f dx1,
θ3 = dx3 − fx5 dx1.
From (5.194), we compute
fx5 = (1− x32)Tˆ (x2, x4, x5). (5.196)
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[4] Here we obtain the Monge normal form. Define the change of coordinates τ4 : N → N by
X = x1, Y = x2, Z = x4, Y1 = x3, Y2 = fx5 .
The inverse τ−14 : N → N is defined by
x1 = X, x2 = Y, x3 = Y1, x4 = Z, x5 = T˜ (Y,Z, Y1, Y2),
where T˜ ◦ τ4 = fx5 .
We have thus constructed a local change of coordinates τ = τ4 ◦ τ2 ◦ τ1 : N → N given by
X = −c, Y = −u− a, Z = U, Y1 = sin b, Y2 = T¯ (a, b, u, v)
and with inverse τ−1 given by
a = −Y − Uˆ, b = arcsinY1, c = −X, u = Uˆ(Y, Z, Y1, Y2), v = Vˆ (Y, Z, Y1, Y2).
According to these, Γ is τ -related to
〈 Y1 cosX√
1− Y12
∂X +
cosX√
1− Y12
∂Y − sinX
√
1− Y12 ∂Y1
− cosXY1
4 + 2 sinXY13Y2 − 2 cosXY12 − 2 sinXY1Y2 + cosX + cosXY22
(1− Y12)3/2
∂Y2 ,
− sinXY1√
1− Y12
∂X − sinX√
1− Y12
∂Y − cosX
√
1− Y12 ∂Y1
− − sinXY1
4 + 2 cosXY13Y2 + 2 sinXY12 − 2 cosXY1Y2 − sinX − sinXY22
(1− Y12)3/2
∂Y2 , ∂X〉,
which is the prolongation of 〈 Y1 cosX√
1−Y12
∂X+ cosX√
1−Y12
∂Y ,
− sinXY1√
1−Y12
∂X− sinX√
1−Y12
∂Y , ∂X〉. Consequently
we have Z1 =
√
1− Y12 + Y2
2
1− Y12
h
(
Z, Y + arctan
Y2
1− Y12
)
.
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CHAPTER 6
EXAMPLES
In this chapter we list examples of inequivalent general Monge equations, for each algebraic type
[g] considered in Chapter 5. We determine the root type of their corresponding Cartan 2-tensor using
the program FiveVariables (see Chapter 8). The full symmetry algebra Sym of each of the equations
considered is also calculated and, in some cases, we identify the corresponding nonlinear involutive
system obtained by lifting.
In Table 3.1 (see page 63) we reported the normal forms obtained by Cartan. We recall that
every general Monge equation of root type [∞] is equivalent to the Hilbert-Cartan equation Z1 = Y22
(see examples 4.1.14 and 4.3.2, where the corresponding nonlinear involutive system is given). The
full symmetry algebra of this equation is the 14-dimensional exceptional simple Lie algebra g2, see
Section 7.4. For each algebraic type [g] we were able to find a representative of the root type [∞],
except for the algebraic type A3,9.
Concerning the root type [4], Cartan obtained the general Monge normal form
Z1 = −12
(
Y2
2 +
10
3
kY1
2 +
(
1 + k2 − k′′)Y 2) ,
where k = k(X) is an invariant. If k is a constant then dimSym = 7 and two equations are equivalent
if and only if they have the same invariant. If k is not a constant then dimSym = 6. In this case,
assume I1 and I2 are GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with corresponding invariants k1 and k2 such that
ki
′ = Fi(ki), then I1 and I2 are equivalent if and only if F1 and F2 are the same expressions. We
provide one example for which dimSym = 6 and various for which dimSym = 7, postponing to a
future analysis a more detailed classification of this last ones.
According to Cartan, when the root type is [2, 2] then dimSym = 5 or dimSym = 6. When
dimSym = 6 then Sym is the direct sum of two 3-dimensional Lie algebras or it is the algebra of
Euclidean movement in the space. Cartan provides a couple of normal forms only for some special
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cases where dimSym = 6. We present several examples of both cases, whose full classification will
be shortly available.
For the root types [3, 1], [2, 1, 1] and [1, 1, 1, 1] Cartan did not provide any normal forms, but
he pointed out that in these cases dimSym ≤ 5. We produce a wide list of inequivalent general
Monge equations with these root types. In particular, the list for the root type [3, 1] includes all
inequivalent Monge equations.
For the convenience of the reader, we report our root-type lists in Section 6.10.
6.1 3A1
In this section,
Z1 = h(Y1, Y2), hY2Y2 6= 0, and Γ = 〈∂X , ∂Y , ∂Z〉.
The root type [∞] is represented by Z1 = Y22. For the other root types we have the following
examples.
# Root type dimSym h(Y1, Y2)
6.1.1 [4] 7 Y23
6.1.2 [4] 7 Y12 + Y22
6.1.3 [3, 1] 4 Y13 + Y22
6.1.4 [2, 2] 5 Y12 + Y23
6.1.5 [2, 2] 4 Y13 + Y23
6.1.6 [2, 1, 1] 5 Y1Y22
6.1.7 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 Y1Y23
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# Completion of Γ to Sym
6.1.1 X ∂Y , X ∂X − 5Z ∂Z , Y ∂Y + 3Z ∂Z , Y22 ∂X + (Y22Y1 − 13Z) ∂Y + 25Y25 ∂Z .
6.1.2 X ∂Y + 2Y ∂Z , Y ∂Y + 2Z ∂Z , eX ∂Y + 2Y1eX ∂Z , e−X ∂Y + 2Y1e−X ∂Z .
6.1.3 X ∂X − Y ∂Y − 5Z ∂Z .
6.1.4 X ∂Y + 2Y ∂Z , X ∂X + 4Y ∂Y + 7Z ∂Z .
6.1.5 Y ∂Y + 3Z ∂Z .
6.1.6 X ∂X − 4Z ∂Z , Y ∂Y + 3Z ∂Z .
6.1.7 X ∂X − 6Z ∂Z , Y ∂Y + 4Z ∂Z .
From Example 6.1.6, the general Monge equation
Z ′ = Y ′Y ′′2 (6.1)
is lifted (see Section 4.4) to the nonlinear involutive system
r =
t
5x2
(9t4x4 − 10t2x2y + 5y2),
s =
t
x
(t2x2 − y).
(6.2)
The 2-dimensional integral manifold s : (xˆ,X) ∈ R2 → J(R2,R) of (6.2) is
x = xˆ, y = Xxˆ+ 3Y ′′2, z =
12
5xˆ
Y ′′5 + 3Y ′Y ′′2 + xˆY − Z, (6.3)
where Y and Z satisfy (6.1).
6.2 A1 ⊕A2
In this section we have
Z1 = X−2 h(V,W ), where V = XY1, W = X2Y2, hWW 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈∂Z , Z ∂Z −X ∂X , ∂Y 〉.
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The root type [∞] is represented by Z1 = Y14Y2−1, which is obtained by setting h(XY1, X2Y2) =
h(V,W ) = V 4W−1. For the other root types we have the following examples.
# Root type dimSym h(V,W )
6.2.1 [4] 7 W 2
6.2.2 [3, 1] 3 V m +W 2, m 6∈ {0, 1, 2}
6.2.3 [3, 1] 4 V −5W 2
6.2.4 [2, 2] 5 (VW )2/3
6.2.5 [2, 1, 1] 5 Wn, n ∈ {−1, 13 , 3}
6.2.6 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 Wn, n 6∈ {−1, 0, 13 , 1, 2, 3}
6.2.7 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 V −n−3Wn, n 6= 2
# Completion of Γ to Sym
6.2.1 X ∂Y , Y ∂Y + 2Z ∂Z , lnX ∂Y − 2Y1 ∂Z , X lnX ∂Y − 2(Y −XY1) ∂Z .
6.2.2 0∂X .
6.2.3 Y ∂Y − 3Z ∂Z .
6.2.4 ∂X , Y ∂Y + 43Z ∂Z .
6.2.5 X ∂Y , Y ∂Y + nZ ∂Z .
6.2.6 X ∂Y , Y ∂Y + nZ ∂Z .
6.2.7 X ∂Y , Y ∂Y − 3Z ∂Z .
6.3 A3,1
We start from
Z1 = Y + h(Y1, Y2), hY2Y2 6= 0, Γ = 〈∂Z , ∂X , ∂Y +X ∂Z〉.
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The root type [∞] has the representative Z1 = Y + Y22. For the other root types we have
# Root type dimSym h(Y1, Y2)
6.3.1 [4] 7 Y2(−1)
6.3.2 [4] 7 Y12 + Y22
6.3.3 [3, 1] 3 Y13 + Y22
6.3.4 [2, 2] 6 lnY2
6.3.5 [2, 1, 1] 4 Y1Y22
6.3.6 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 Y23
# Completion of Γ to Sym
X ∂Y + 12X
2 ∂Z , X ∂X + Y ∂Y + 2Z ∂Z ,
6.3.1 eY1/
√
2
[
∂X + (Y1 −
√
2) ∂Y + Y ∂Z
]
,
e−Y1/
√
2
[
∂X + (Y1 +
√
2) ∂Y + Y ∂Z
]
.
eX ∂Y + (2Y1 + 1)eX ∂Z , e−X ∂Y + (2Y1 − 1)e−X ∂Z ,
6.3.2 ( 14X
2 − Y ) ∂Y + (Y X − 2Z + 112X3 + Y1) ∂Z ,
1
2X ∂Y + (Y +
1
4X
2) ∂Z .
6.3.3 0 ∂X .
X ∂Y + 12X
2 ∂Z ,
6.3.4 X ∂X + 2 ∂Y + Z ∂Z ,
(X
2
2 − 2Y2 ) ∂X + (Z + 2X − Y1Y2 ) ∂Y − ( YY2 −XZ + 1+lnY 2Y2 ) ∂Z .
6.3.5 X ∂X + 52Y ∂Y +
7
2Z ∂Z .
6.3.6 X ∂Y + 12X
2 ∂Z , X ∂X + 3Y ∂Y + 4Z ∂Z .
From Example 6.3.6, the general Monge equation
Z ′ = Y + Y ′′3 (6.4)
is lifted (see Section 4.4) to the nonlinear involutive system
r = − 1
4x
(2p+ 2q + y sin 2t− 2yt),
s =
√
y
x
cos t.
(6.5)
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The 2-dimensional integral manifold s : (xˆ,X) ∈ R2 → J(R2,R) of (6.5) is
x =
1
4
√
96
xˆ2, y =
1
4
√
96
(xˆ−X)2 + 6
4
√
96
Y ′′2,
z =
5
4
(xˆ−X)Y ′′3 − 3Y ′′2Y ′ + 1
8
(xˆ−X)3 Y ′′ + (xˆ−X)Y + Z
+
1
8
√
6
[
6Y ′′2 + (xˆ −X)2
]2
arctan
(
xˆ−X
6Y ′′
)
,
(6.6)
where Y and Z satisfy (6.4).
6.4 A3,2
In this section we have
Z1 =
Y + h(V,W )
X2
, where V = Y − Y1X, W = Y2X2, hWW 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈∂Z , lnX ∂Z +X ∂Y , Z ∂Z −X ∂X〉
One representatives of the root type [∞] is the parametric general Monge equation
Z1 =
Y +m(W 2 + 2nV 2)
X2
,
for n ∈ {1,− 19}, m 6= 0. We were not able to provide a representative of the root type [2, 2]. For
the other root types we have the following.
# Root type dimSym h(V,W )
6.4.1 [4] 7 W 2 ± V m, m ∈ {0, 1, 2}
6.4.2 [3, 1] 3 W 2 ± V m, m 6∈ {0, 1, 2}
6.4.3 [2, 1, 1] 4 W−1
6.4.4 [2, 1, 1] W 1/3
6.4.5 [1, 1, 1, 1] 4 W 3
6.4.6 [1, 1, 1, 1] W 2/3
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# Completion of Γ to Sym
for m = 0: ∂Y − 1X ∂Z , lnX+2Y1X+1X ∂Z − lnX ∂Y ,
6.4.1
[
1
2 lnX(lnX − 2)− 2Y + 2Y1X
]
∂Z −X(1− lnX) ∂Y ,
[lnX(lnX + 4) + 4Y ] ∂Y −X−1 [lnX(lnX + 4Y1X + 6)− 8ZX − 4Y + 4Y1X − 2] ∂Z .
6.4.2 0∂X .
6.4.3 ∂Y − 1X ∂Z .
6.4.4 at least that in 6.4.3, one more at most.
6.4.5 same as in 6.4.3.
6.4.6 at least that in 6.4.3, one more at most.
6.5 A²3,5
In this section
Z1 =
1
²X2
h(V,W ), where V = ²XY1 − Y, ²2X2Y2 + ²2XY1 − Y, hWW 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈X1/² ∂Y , ∂Z , ²(Z ∂Z −X ∂X)〉
The algebraic type considered in this section depends on the parameter ² 6= 0. We show several
examples of the root type [∞], according to different values of ².
Root type h(V,W ) ²
[∞] W 2 ±1,±4
[∞] V −5W 2 1, 9
[∞] W−1 ±5
[∞] W 1/3 ±1
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Other root types are represented by the following examples.
# Root type dimSym h(V,W )
6.5.1 [4] 7 W 2, ² 6∈ {±1,±4}
6.5.2 [3, 1] 3 V −5W 2, ² 6∈ {1, 9}
6.5.3 [2, 2] 6 W−1, ² = ±1
6.5.4 [2, 1, 1] 5 W−1, ² 6∈ {±1,±5}
6.5.5 [2, 1, 1] 5 W 1/3, ² 6= ±1
6.5.6 [2, 1, 1] 5 W 2/3, ² = ±1
6.5.7 [2, 1, 1] 4 V mW 2, m 6∈ {0,−5}
6.5.8 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 W 3
6.5.9 [1, 1, 1, 1] 4 V mW 3, m 6= 0
# Completion of Γ to Sym
X−1/² ∂Y , Y ∂Y + 2Z ∂Z ,
6.5.1 X1−1/² ∂Y + 2(²− 2)²X−1/²(²XY1 + Y ) ∂Z ,
X1+1/² ∂Y + 2(²+ 2)²X1/²(²XY1 − Y ) ∂Z .
6.5.2 for ² 6∈ {1, 9}: Y ∂Y − 3Z ∂Z .
6.5.3 1X ∂Y , Y ∂Y − Z ∂Z , (XY1 + Y ) ∂X + 12X (X2Y12 − Y 2) ∂Y − 1X2 ∂Z .
6.5.4 X−1/² ∂Y , Y ∂Y − Z ∂Z .
6.5.5 X−1/² ∂Y , Y ∂Y + 13Z ∂Z .
6.5.6 for ² = ±1: X−1/² ∂Y , Y ∂Y + 23Z ∂Z .
6.5.7 for m 6∈ {0,−5}: Y ∂Y + (m+ 2)Z ∂Z .
6.5.8 X−1/² ∂Y , Y ∂Y + (m+ 2)Z ∂Z .
6.5.9 for m 6= 0: Y ∂Y + (m+ 2)Z ∂Z .
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6.6 A²3,7
This section deals with the general Monge equations associated to the last 1-parameter family
of algebras, namely
Z1 = h(Z,W ), where W = Y2 − 2²Y1 + (²2 + 1)Y, hWW 6= 0, , ² ≥ 0 and
Γ = 〈e²X sinX ∂Y , −e²X cosX ∂Y , −∂X〉
The representatives of the root types [∞] we found are
Root type h(Z,W )
[∞] 23²Z +W 2/3.
[∞] ZmW 2/3, ² = 0.
We notice that Γ is the Lie algebra associated to the group of Euclidean transformations in the
plane, when ² = 0. In this case the previous list reduces to the representative Z1 = Zm(Y2 + Y )2/3,
for any m.
We were not able to produce examples for the root types [3, 1] and [2, 2]. Some examples of the
other root types are the following.
# Root type dimSym h(V,W )
6.6.1 [4] 7 W 2
6.6.2 [2, 1, 1] 5 W−1
6.6.3 [1, 1, 1, 1] 5 W 3
# Completion of Γ to Sym
Y ∂Y + 2Z ∂Z , ∂Z ,
6.6.1 e−²X sinX ∂Y − 8²e−²X [Y1 cosX + sinX(Y + Y ²2 − ²Y1)] ∂Z ,
e²X cosX ∂Y + 8²e²X [Y1 sinX − cosX(Y + ²2Y − ²Y1)] ∂Z .
6.6.2 Y ∂Y − Z ∂Z , ∂Z .
6.6.3 Y ∂Y + 3Z ∂Z , ∂Z .
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6.7 A3,8,1
In this section we have
Z1 = eY h(Z,W ), where W = e−2Y Y2 − 12e
−2Y Y12, hWW 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈2X ∂X − 2∂Y , 2X ∂Y −X2 ∂X , ∂X〉
In the following lists of examples of root type, we assume the parameters m and n to be free if
not otherwise specified.
The representatives of the root types [∞] that we found are
Z1 = e(1−2n)Y Zm
(
Y2 − 12Y1
2
)n
, for n ∈
{
−1, 1
3
,
2
3
, 2
}
.
In the following list we have examples of the other root types.
# Root type dimSym h(Z,W )
6.7.1 [4] 4 1 +Wn, n ∈ {−1, 2}
6.7.2 [4] 6 1 +W 2/3
6.7.3 [3, 1] 3 Z +W 2
6.7.4 [2, 2] 6 ZmWn, n 6∈ {−1, 0, 1, 13 , 23 , 2}
6.7.5 [2, 1, 1] 3 Zm +W 2, m 6∈ {0, 1}
6.7.6 [2, 1, 1] 3 Zm +Wn, m 6= 0, n ∈ {−1, 13}
6.7.7 [1, 1, 1, 1] 3 Z +Wn, n 6∈ {−1, 13 , 2}
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# Completion of Γ to Sym
6.7.1 ∂Z .
6.7.2 ∂Z , e−Y/2 ∂X − eY/2 ∂Z , e−Y/2X ∂X − 2e−Y/2 ∂Y − eY/2X ∂Z .
6.7.3 0 ∂X .
for A = Y2 − 12Y12, E = e(1−2n)Y , n 6= 12 , m 6= 1: v1 = 22n−1 ∂Y + 2m−1Z ∂Z ,
6.7.4 v2 = 2n2n−1 Z
m ∂Z , v3 = EAn−1 ∂X +
(
EY1A
n−1 + 1n(m−1)Z
1−m
)
∂Y
+
(
(2n−1)2
2n(m−1)2Z
2−m + (n− 1)A2n−1E2Zm
)
∂Z .
6.7.5 0 ∂X .
6.7.6 0 ∂X .
6.7.7 0 ∂X .
Here we notice that in the case 6.7.4, Sym = A3,8 ⊕ A3,8 is the direct sum of two copies of sl2,
because 〈v1,v2,v3〉 satisfies the structure equations
[v1,v2] = 2v2, [v1,v3] = −2v3, [v2,v3] = v1,
used in Section 5.9.
6.8 A3,8,2
Here we have
Z1 = Z2 + Y 21 h(Y,W ), where W =
Y2 − 2Y1Z
Y 21
, hWW 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈2X ∂X − 2Z ∂Z , (1 + 2XZ) ∂Z −X2 ∂X , ∂X〉
The parameters m and n are assumed free if not otherwise specified in the following lists.
The representatives of the root types [∞] that we found are
Root type h(Y,W )
[∞] mY n + pW 2, for p ∈ {− 932 , 132}.
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We were not able to provide a representative of the root types [4] and [3, 1]. For the other root
types we have the following examples.
# Root type dimSym h(Y,W )
6.8.1 [2, 2] 6 mY n + pW 2, for p 6∈ {− 932 , 0, 132} W 2,
6.8.2 [2, 1, 1] 3 mY n + pW 2/3, mp 6= 0,
6.8.3 [2, 1, 1] 3 mY nW 2, m 6= 0,
6.8.4 [1, 1, 1, 1] 3 mY nW 3, m 6= 0, n 6∈ {0, 1}.
6.8.5 [1, 1, 1, 1] 4 mY nW 3, m 6= 0, n ∈ {0, 1}.
# Completion of Γ to Sym
6.8.1.a for m = n = p = 1, the Airy wave functions are envolved.
6.8.1.b for p 6= − 14 , m = 0: 2Y ∂Y , Y 2 ∂Y + 4p4p+1Y1 ∂Z , − ∂Y .
6.8.1.c for p = − 14 , m = 0: v1 = Y1 ∂Z , v2 = ∂Y , v3 = −Y ∂Y .
6.8.2 0 ∂X .
6.8.3 0 ∂X .
6.8.4 0 ∂X .
6.8.5 Y n ∂Y .
Here we notice that in the Example 6.8.1.b, Sym = A3,8 ⊕ A3,8 is the direct sum of two copies of
sl2. On the other side, in Example 6.8.1.c we have Sym = A3,8 ⊕ A−13,5, where A−13,5 = 〈v1,v2,v3〉
has structure equations
[v1,v3] = v1, [v2,v3] = −v2,
as seen in Section 5.7.3.
6.9 A3,9
This section deals with the general Monge equations associated to so(3). These are expressed
by
Z1 =
√
1− Y12 + Y2
2
1− Y12
h(Z,W ), where W = Y + arctan
Y2
1− Y12
, h 6= 0, and
Γ = 〈 cosX√
1− Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ) ,
− sinX√
1− Y12
(Y1 ∂X + ∂Y ) , ∂X〉
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We were able to find only the following two root types, the symmetries are yet to be computed.
# Root type dimSym h(Z,W )
6.9.1 [2, 2] f(Z) eAW
6.9.2 [1, 1, 1, 1] W
6.9.3 [1, 1, 1, 1] W 2
6.10 Summary of root-type lists
For the convenience of the reader, in this section we summarize the lists of general Monge
equations obtained in this chapter, sorting them by root type. The dimension “dim” and the
algebraic type [g], according to [36], of the full symmetry Sym are provided. In particular we
remark that all the Monge equations of root type [3, 1] here listed are inequivalent. We remind the
reader that A3,8,1 and A3,8,2 are representatives of the two inequivalent actions of sl(2) on the plane
(see [35]).
Finally, the algebraic types were computed with the precious aid of the LieAlgebras routine of
DifferentialGeometry (Maple 11 and later versions).
Root type [4]
dim #
7 6.1.1
7 6.1.2
7 6.2.1
7 6.3.1
7 6.3.2
7 6.4.1
7 6.5.1
7 6.6.1
6 6.7.2
4 6.7.1
Root type [3, 1]
dim # [g]
4 6.1.3 A4,5
4 6.2.3 A4,12
3 6.2.2 A1 ⊕A2
3 6.3.3 A3,1
3 6.4.2 A3,2
3 6.5.2 A²3,5, ² 6∈ {1, 9}
3 6.7.3 A3,8,1
Root type [2, 2]
dim # [g]
6 6.3.4
6 6.5.3
6 6.7.4 A3,8 ⊕A3,8
6 6.8.1.a
6 6.8.1.8 A3,8 ⊕A3,8
6 6.8.1.c A3,8 ⊕A−13,5
5 6.1.4
5 6.2.4
4 6.1.5
6.9.1
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Root type [2, 1, 1]
dim # [g]
5 6.1.6
5 6.2.5
5 6.5.4
5 6.5.5
5 6.5.6
5 6.6.2
4 6.3.5 A1/24,9
4 6.4.3 A3,2 ⊕A1
4 6.5.7 2A2, ² 6= m+ 2
3 6.7.5 A3,8,1
3 6.7.6 A3,8,1
3 6.7.2 A3,8,2
3 6.7.3 A3,8,2
6.4.4
Root type [1, 1, 1, 1]
dim # [g]
5 6.1.7
5 6.2.6
5 6.2.7
5 6.3.6
5 6.5.8
5 6.6.3
4 6.4.5 A3,1 ⊕A1
4 6.5.9 2A2, ² 6= m+ 3
4 6.8.5 A3,8 ⊕A1
3 6.7.7 A3,8,1
3 6.8.4 A3,8,2
6.4.6
6.9.2
6.9.3
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CHAPTER 7
DARBOUX INTEGRABLE HYPERBOLIC PDE IN THE PLANE
In this Chapter we are concerned with the classification of second order hyperbolic scalar partial
differential equations in two variables (PDE in the plane) which can be solved by the method of
Darboux. These are shown to give rise to hyperbolic Pfaffian systems of rank-3 on a 7-manifold
which are Darboux integrable.
The geometric definition of Darboux integrable hyperbolic PDE is given, followed by a char-
acterizing theorem. Our symmetry normal forms from Chapter 5 are then used to provide a broad
classification of such PDE.
Some examples will be provided at the end.
7.1 Basic definitions
Following [20] and [38], a rank-3 Pfaffian system I defined on a 7-dimensional manifold M7 is
said to be hyperbolic if there exists a local coframe α, α1, α2, pi1, σ1, pi2, σ2 on M7 such that
[i] I =
{
α, α1, α2
}
,
[ii] Eng(α) = 2 and the following structure equations are satisfied
dα ≡ 0 modI,
dα1 ≡ pi1 ∧ σ1 modI,
dα2 ≡ pi2 ∧ σ2 modI.
(7.1)
More precisely, see [20, Proposition 5.5], there exists an adapted coframe on M7 such that
dα ≡ α1 ∧ pi1 + α2 ∧ pi2 modα,
dα1 ≡ N2 α2 ∧ σ2 + pi1 ∧ σ1 mod(α, α1),
dα2 ≡ N1 α1 ∧ σ1 + pi2 ∧ σ2 mod(α, α2),
(7.2)
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for some functions Ni ∈ C∞(M). The functions Ni are called the Monge-Ampe`re invariants of
I. These structure equations imply that every hyperbolic Pfaffian system I can be only one of the
following three types:
[I] I is Monge-Ampe`re if Ni = 0 for i = 1, 2;
[II] I is semi-Monge-Ampe`re if N1N2 = 0 and N12 +N22 6= 0;
[III] I is non-Monge-Ampe`re if Ni 6= 0 for i = 1, 2.
The next notion to recall is that of Darboux integrability. Let I be a hyperbolic Pfaffian system
satisfying (7.1). We say that I is Darboux integrable (at level 0) if
[iii] the systems
{
pii, σi
}
are complete, for i = 1, 2.
If I is Darboux integrable, then the Pfaffian systems V1 = {α, α1, α2, pi1, σ1} and V2 =
{α, α1, α2, pi2, σ2} are called singular systems of I and the first integrals of Vi are called Darboux
invariants of I. (V1, V2) is said to be a Vessiot pair of I.
Darboux integrable Pfaffian systems of Monge-Ampe`re type were classified by Goursat [24] over
the complex field and lately by Biesecker [5] over the reals.
A geometric analysis of Darboux integrability for hyperbolic PDE in the plane was given by
Jura´sˇ in his PhD thesis [31] and then in an article coauthored with Anderson [32]. Recently, in [3],
Anderson, Fels, and Vassiliou generalize the notion of Darboux integrability for hyperbolic Pfaffian
systems. Here we give a specialized version of the main theorems elaborated in this last work. For
these, we first need to introduce the following notation.
Let Ii = {θ1i , θ2i , θ3i } be a rank-3 Pfaffian system on a 5-manifold Mi, for each i = 1, 2. On the
cross-product manifoldM1×M2 with standard projections pii :M1×M2 →Mi we define the rank-6
Pfaffian system I1 ⊕ I2 with basis {θ˜ji = pi∗i θji }i=1,2j=1,2,3. Assume that G is a 3-dimensional symmetry
group of both I1 and I2, and that G acts freely onMi with infinitesimal generators Γi = 〈Ei1, Ei2, Ei3〉.
Then there are uniquely defined local lifts Γ˜i = 〈E˜i1, E˜i2, E˜i3〉 onM1×M2 such that pii∗Γ˜i = Γi. Then
the diagonal action of G on M1×M2 is defined by the infinitesimal generators E˜j = E˜1j + E˜2j , for
j = 1, 2, 3, and we write Γ = 〈E˜1, E˜2, E˜3〉.
Theorem 7.1.1. (See [3, Theorem 1.4]) Let I be a Darboux integrable hyperbolic rank-3 Pfaffian
system on the 7-manifoldM . Then there exist (locally) a 3-dimensional Lie group G and two Pfaffian
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systems I1 and I2 respectively defined on the 5-manifolds M1 and M2 for which the following are
true.
[i] Ii has (constant) rank 3 and I
(∞)
i = {0}, for i = 1, 2.
[ii] G is a symmetry group of Ii, which acts regularly and freely on Mi and transversely to Ii, for
i = 1, 2.
[iii] The reduction by the diagonal action of G onM1×M2 gives (M1×M2)/G =M and (I1 ⊕ I2) /G =
I.
The group G of Theorem 7.1.1 is called theVessiot group of the Darboux integrable hyperbolic
Pfaffian system I. The Pfaffian systems Ii are called side systems.
Theorem 7.1.2. (See [3, Corollary 3.4]) Let I1 and I2 be two rank-3 Pfaffian systems respectively
defined on the 5-manifolds M1 and M2 such that I
(∞)
i = {0}, for i = 1, 2. Assume the following is
true.
[1] G is a 3-dimensional symmetry group of Ii, which acts freely on Mi and transversely to Ii, for
i = 1, 2.
[2] The diagonal action of G on M1 ×M2 is regular.
Then the following hold.
[i] The quotient manifold M = (M1 ×M2)/G is 7-dimensional.
[ii] The rank-6 Pfaffian system I1 ⊕ I2 on M1 ×M2 is reduced by G to a rank-3 Pfaffian system I
on M .
[iii] I is a Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian system, whose Vessiot group is G.
Notice that Theorem 7.1.1 applies in particular when I is generated by a hyperbolic PDE in
plane, while Theorem 7.1.2 does not guarantee that I is generated by a PDE. In the next section
we will show that when I1 and I2 are both GR3D5 Pfaffian systems to which Theorem 7.1.2 can be
applied, then I is locally generated by a PDE in plane. Therefore, using the symmetry normal forms
of Chapter 5, we can obtain a broad classification of all Darboux integrable non-Monge-Ampe`re
hyperbolic PDE in the plane.
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7.2 Non-Monge-Ampe`re equations
Now we can establish our classification of Darboux integrable non-Monge-Ampe`re hyperbolic
equation. We shall use the same notation as in Theorems 7.1.1 and 7.1.2.
First, we must provide a preliminary result that follows from the recent work of Anderson and
Fels [2].
Lemma 7.2.1. If I is a non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable Pfaffian system then each side
system is a GR3D5 Pfaffian system.
This results is based on the argument that, in the given hypothesis, the side systems must have
derived type [3, 2, 0] in order for the Monge invariants to be both non-vanishing.
We can finally produce our theorem.
Theorem 7.2.2. Let I be a Darboux integrable hyperbolic rank-3 Pfaffian system on a 7-manifold
M . Assume G is the (3-dimensional) Vessiot group of I and that g is the Lie Algebra associated to
G, of type [g] according to [36]. Then I is non-Monge-Ampe`re if and only if about each point of M
there are local coordinates (A,B,C, u1, v1, u2, v2) such that
[i] {u1, v1} and {u2, v2} are sets of Darboux invariants of I;
[ii] I can be expressed in one of the normal forms of Tables 7.1 and 7.2 (page 211). In these
tables F1 = F1(u1, v1) and F2 = F2(u1, v1) are assumed to be smooth functions, and the expressions
Ki = Ki(ui, vi, Fi) are such that
∂2Ki
∂vi
2 6= 0, for i = 1, 2.
Proof. [⇐] Each Pfaffian system I in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 (page 211) can be checked to be hyperbolic
and generated by a PDE in the plane, for instance using the characterizations in [20]. By direct
computation one can see that each Monge-Ampe`re invariant Ni is a multiple of the expression ∂
2Ki
∂vi2
,
and thus non-zero by hypothesis.
This result follows from Theorem 7.1.2 as well, once we show that those in Tables 7.1 and 7.2
are actually reductions of two copies of the systems in Table 1.1. This reduction can be found in
the next part of this proof.
[⇒] Applying Theorem 7.1.1 and Lemma 7.2.1, we conclude that the side systems I1 and I2
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3. Consequently I is the reduction by G of two copies of one of the
systems in Table 1.1. We now describe the algorithm provided in the proof of [3, Theorem 4.5, page
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1928], which will lead us to the expressions in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. After the general description
of this algorithm, we shall show the steps at work in one nontrivial example, A3,1. Finally, we shall
report the main expressions used for each algebraic type.
First, let’s recall the notations preluding Theorem 7.1.1 and let’s consider local coordinates
(ai, bi, ci, ui, vi) on the 5-manifolds Mi. A local coordinate system on M1 ×M2 is (a1, b1, c1, u1, v1,
a2, b2, c2, u2, v2) and, locally, the standard projections can be expressed by
pii(a1, b1, c1, u1, v1, a2, b2, c2, u2, v2) = (ai, bi, ci, ui, vi).
Now we proceed to the description of the reduction.
[DI 1] This is the setup. Let the algebraic type of the Vessiot algebra of I be [g] as in Theorem
3 (page 5) and Table 1.1 (page 8). We have the corresponding normal form of the side systems Ii,
which are GR3D5 Pfaffian systems, and the infinitesimal generators Γi of the action of G on Mi.
To write the local expression of Ii and Γi we identify the local coordinates (a, b, c, u, v) in Table 1.1
with (ai, bi, ci, ui, vi). In a similar way we define the functions Ki = pii∗K on M1 ×M2, where K is
the function defined in Table 1.1 (page 8). Finally, define the Pfaffian system I1 ⊕ I2 on M1 ×M2
and the diagonal action of G as described before Theorem 7.1.1.
[DI 2] We define the quotient map. As a consequence of our hypothesis, the diagonal action of
G on the 10-manifold M1 ×M2 has 3-dimensional orbits, and thus there are seven invariants. We
know that by construction four of them are u1, v1, u2, v2. We label other three by A, B and C. By
Theorem 7.1.1, the diagonal action is regular and on the quotient manifold (M1 ×M2)/G = M we
can take local coordinates (A,B,C, u1, v1, u2, v2). Consequently, the quotient map q :M1×M2 →M
is locally defined by
A = A(ai, bi, ci), B = B(ai, bi, ci), C = C(ai, bi, ci), u1 = u1, v1 = v1, u2 = u2, v2 = v2.
[DI 3] We obtain the reduced Pfaffian system I. Define the rank-3 Pfaffian subsystems I˜i =
{θ˜ji }j=1,2,3 of I1⊕I2. By the transversality conditions, the matrices Pi = (E˜h θ˜ki ) are non-singular.
We can change the bases of I˜i to {θ¯1i , θ¯2i , θ¯3i }, where we define (θ¯1i , θ¯2i , θ¯3i )T = P−1i (θ˜1i , θ˜2i , θ˜3i )T . Now
we define the semi-basic forms, that is the rank-3 subsystem Isb = {θ¯j1 − θ¯j2}j=1,2,3 of I1 ⊕ I2. By
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direct computation, one verifies that Γ ⊆ (Isb)⊥. Consequently the reduced Pfaffian system I is
such that q∗I = Isb. Finally, because I = s∗Isb for any section s, we produce the local expressions
in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 by considering the section s :M →M1 ×M2 given by
a1 = A, b1 = B, c1 = C, a2 = 0, b2 = 0, c2 = 0, u1 = u1, v1 = v1, u2 = u2, v2 = v2.
After step [DI 3] we have our local expressions of I = {θ10, θ20, θ30}. In general, this is not an
adapted basis of I, which we usually denote by {α, α1, α2}. To obtain an adapted basis one can use
a standard procedure, for instance the one outlined in [9]. The first step is to obtain I ′ = {α}.
We now proceed to a detailed case, A3,1, following the three steps described above. In the other
cases we will provide only the data.
[A3,1. DI 1] We have
I1 ⊕ I2 = {dbi − (ai + bi) dci + Fi dui + dvi, dai − ai dci + dui, dci + Fivi dui}i=1,2
and infinitesimal generators of the diagonal action are
E˜1 = −ec1 ∂b1 − ec2 ∂b2 , E˜2 = −ec1 ∂a1 − c1ec1 ∂b1 − ec2 ∂a2 − c2ec2 ∂b2 , E˜3 = −∂c1 − ∂c2 .
[A3,1. DI 2] To complete u1, v1, u2, v2 to a set of invariants of the diagonal action, we take
A = a1 − a2, B = b1 − b2 − (c1 − c2)a2, C = c1 − c2.
[A3,1. DI 3] We have
Pi = (E˜h θ˜ki ) =

−1 −ci ai
0 −ui 1
0 −1 0
 .
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Consequently
Isb =

c1 da1 − db1 + (F1v1c1 − F1v1u1a1 − F1) du1 + a1 dv1 − c2 da2 + db2
+ (−F2v2c2 + F2v2u2a2 + F2) du2 − a2 dv2,
− da1 − F1v1 du1 + da2 + F2v2 du2,
− dc1 − F1v1u1 du1 + dv1 + dc2 + F2v2u2 du2 − dv2
For all the other cases, we here report only the invariants A, B and C used.
[3A1] A = a1 − a2, B = b1 − b2, C = c1 − c2.
[A1 ⊕A2] A = a1 − a2ec1−c2 , B = b1 − b2, C = c1 − c2.
[A3,2] A = a1 − ec1−c2a2, B = b1 − [(c1 − c2)a2 + b2]ec1−c2 , C = c1 − c2.
[A²3,5] A = a1 − ec1−c2a2, B = b1 − e²(c1−c2)b2, C = c1 − c2.
[A²3,7] A = a1− cos c1 − c2e²(c1−c2)a2− sin c1 − c2e²(c1−c2)b2, B = b1+sin c1 − c2e²(c1−c2)a2−
cos c1 − c2e²(c1−c2)b2, C = c1 − c2.
[A3,8] A = a1 − a2 + ln(1 − b2c1 + c2b2), B = [b1(b2c1 − b1c2b2 − 1) + b2](b2c1 − c2b2 −
1)e−2a2 , C = (c2 − c1) e2a2b2c1−c2b2−1 . For this algebraic type we have three possible normal forms.
[A3,8,1] Both I1 and I2 are GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with normal form A3,8,1 as in Table 1.1.
[A3,8,2] Both I1 and I2 are GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with normal form A3,8,2 as in Table 1.1.
[A3,8,3] I1 and I2 are GR3D5 Pfaffian systems with inequivalent normal forms A3,8 as in Table
1.1. In particular different choices of side normal forms will produce equivalent Darboux integrable
Pfaffian systems.
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[A3,9] B = − arcsinL2, A = arcsin
(
L1
cosB
)
, C = arcsin
(
L3
cosB
)
, where
L1 = − cos c2 sin a2 cos c1 cos a1 − sin c2 sin a2 sin c1 cos a1 − cos c2 sin a2 sin c1 sin b1 sin a1
+ sin c2 sin a2 cos c1 sin b1 sin a1 + cos b2 cos a2 cos b1 sin a1 − cos c2 sin b2 cos a2 sin c1 cos a1
+ cos c2 sin b2 cos a2 cos c1 sin b1 sin a1 + sin c2 sin b2 cos a2 cos c1 cos a1
+ sin c2 sin b2 cos a2 sin c1 sin b1 sin a1,
L2 = − sin a2 sin c1 cos b1 cos c2 + sin a2 cos c1 cos b1 sin c2 − cos b2 cos a2 sin b1
+ cos a2 cos c1 cos b1 cos c2 sin b2 + cos a2 sin c1 cos b1 sin c2 sin b2,
L3 = − cos b2 sin a2 sin b1 + sin a2 cos c1 cos b1 cos c2 sin b2
+ sin a2 sin c1 cos b1 sin c2 sin b2 + sin c1 cos b1 cos c2 cos a2 − cos c1 cos b1 sin c2 cos a2.
7.3 Examples
In the following examples we applied the forementioned algorithm [DI] to reduce two copies
of the Hilbert-Cartan equation to a Darboux integrable non-Monge-Ampe`re hyperbolic PDE in the
plane. We used the Chevalley basis of g2 provided in Table 7.3 (page 213) and the indicated 3-
dimensional abelian subalgebra P3ai of g2. A program developed by Biesecker was used to compute
the Darboux invariants.
The explicit realizations as hyperbolic PDE in the plane are computationally difficult. One
future project is the production of several examples of hyperbolic PDE in the plane obtained from
the normal forms in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Example 7.3.1. From P3a1 = {Y1, X4, X5} we got the equation
rt− s2 = t1/3s.
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The Darboux invariants are
I1 =W1 +W2,
I2 = −2I1qW2 + 13(p−
qs
t
),
J1 =W1 −W2,
J2 = 2J1qW2 +
1
3
(p− qs
t
),
where W1 =
√
3t1/3 + 4s
12t
, W2 =
1
2t1/3
. ¥
Example 7.3.2. Using P3a2 = {X4, X5, X6} we got
rt− s2 = 3t4.
The Darboux invariants are
I1 =
t
3t2 − s ,
I2 = −yI1 + x,
J1 = − t3t2 + s ,
J2 = −yJ1 + x.
¥
Example 7.3.3. From P3a3 = {X2, X5, X6} we obtained
rt− s2 = −4t
2s2
s3 + 4t2
.
The Darboux invariants are
I1 = (W1 − s)W2,
I2 = 8xsW2I1 − 127
(q
4
− 12xtW2
)
,
J1 = (W1 + s)W2,
J2 = −8xsW2J1 − 127
(q
4
− 12xtW2
)
,
where W1 =
√
−s
3 + 16t2
3s
, W2 =
st
12(s3 + 4t2)
. ¥
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Example 7.3.4. Using P3a4 = {X3, X5, X6} we got
r3 (yt+ 2q) = y3s3
or equivalently
rt− s2 = −s2 − yts
(yt+ 2q)1/3
.
The Darboux invariants are
I1 =
(W1 −W2)W3 − 2W5
W 24
,
I2 =
I1W1xW4
W3
+
2
3
(p+ ys)− xW5
W3
,
J1 = (W1 +W2) ,
J2 =
J1W1
y
+
2
3
(p+ ys),
where W1 = y(yt + 2q)1/3, W2 =
√
4sy2+3W 21
3 , W3 = −xy(yx + 4W1), W4 = (yx + 2W1), W5 =
2(2qy3 −W 21W2 + y4t). ¥
According to the general theory exposed in this dissertation, the PDE obtained in the previous
examples are all equivalent, because they are reductions of equivalent GR3D5 Pfaffian systems by
isomorphic symmetry algebras. By these examples, one realizes how complicated the change of
variables involved are.
7.4 Addendum: the exceptional Lie algebra g2
This project was motivated by the following question. How many inequivalent symmetry re-
ductions of the Hilbert-Cartan equation zx = yxx2 are there? Or rather, considering Theorem 7.1.2,
how many different Darboux integrable generic hyperbolic PDE in the plane can be obtained as
reductions of two copies of the HC equation?
Cartan proved that the HC equation is the only Monge equation which has symmetry algebra
the (real non-compact form of the) exceptional Lie algebra g2. Thus our initial question soon turned
out to rise another, rather geometric, one. How many non conjugate 3-dimensional subalgebras does
g2 have? Searching for an answer we started to study the five variables paper.
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In this section we just report a realization of g2 as the symmetry algebra of zx = yxx2. A
Chevalley basis for g2 is given in Table 7.3 (page 213), then using this and setting H3 = 3H1+H2,
H4 = 3H1 + 2H2, H5 = H1 + H2 and H6 = 2H1 + H2, the structure equations of g2 are given in
Table 7.4 (page 214).
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Table 7.1: Non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable hyperbolic PDE in the plane (1).
[g] I; K.
3A1
− dA− F1v1 du1 + F2v2 du2, −dB − u1F1v1 du1 + u2F2v2 du2,
− dC − (v1F1v1 − F1) du1 + (v2F2v2 − F2) du2; Ki = Fi.
A1 ⊕A2
− e−CdA− e−C(F1 +AF1v1)du1 − e−Cdv1 + F2du2 + dv2,
− dC − F1v1du1 + F2v2du2, −dB − u1F1v1du1 + u2F2v2du2; Ki = Fi.
A3,1
C dA− dB + (CF1v1 −Au1F1v1 − F1) du1 +Adv1 + F2 du2,
− dC − u1F1v1du1 + dv1 + u2F2v2du2 − dv2,
− dA− F1v1du1 + F2v2du2; Ki = Fi.
A3,2
Ce−C dA− e−C dB + F2 du2 + dv2
+ (F1v1CA−AF1v1 − F1v1B + C − F1)e−C du1 − e−C dv1,
− e−C dA− e−C(AF1v1 + 1) du1 + du2,
− dC − F1v1 du1 + F2v2 du2; Ki = Fi.
A²3,5
² 6= 0
− e−C dA− e−C(²−1AF1v1 + 1) du1 + du2,
− e−²C dB − e−²C(F1v1B + F1) du1 − e−²C dv1 + F2 du2 + dv2,
− ² dC − F1v1 du1 + F2v2 du2; Ki = Fi.
A²3,7
² ≥ 0
(² sinC − cosC) dA+ (² cosC + sinC) dB + e²CF2 du2 + e²C dv2
−
[(
(A²2 + 2²B −A)(F1 − ²)F1v1 − (1 + ²2)
) sinC
1 + ²2
+
(
(B²2 − 2A²−B)(F1 − ²)F1v1 + (1 + ²2)F1
) cosC
1 + ²2
]
du1
−
[
(A²2 + 2²B −A)F1v1
sinC
1 + ²2
+
(
(B²2 − 2A²−B)F1v1 + (1 + ²2)
) cosC
1 + ²2
]
dv1,
− (² cosC + sinC) dA+ (² sinC − cosC) dB + e²C du2
+
[(
(A²2 + 2²B −A)(F1 − ²)F1v1 − (1 + ²2)
) cosC
1 + ²2
− ((B²2 − 2A²−B)(F1 − ²)F1v1 + (1 + ²2)F1) sinC1 + ²2
]
du1
+
[
(A²2 + 2²B −A)F1v1
cosC
1 + ²2
− ((B²2 − 2A²−B)F1v1 + (1 + ²2))
sinC
1 + ²2
]
dv1,
(1 + ²2) dC + F2v2(F2 − ²) du2 + F2v2 dv2 − F1v1(F1 − ²) du1 − F1v1 dv1;
Kivi = (Fi − ²)Fivi − Fiui .
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Table 7.2: Non-Monge-Ampe`re Darboux integrable hyperbolic PDE in the plane (2).
[g] I; K.
A3,8,1
(−1− 2CB) dA+ C dB + F2 du2 + dv2 + [F1v1e−2A(Ce4A + CB2 +B)− 1− 2CB] dv1
−
[
e−2A
(
1
2
− F1v1F1
)
(CB2 + e4AC +B) + F1 − e2AC + 2CBF1
]
du1,
− 2B dA+ dB −
(
1
2
+ F2v2F2
)
du2 − F2v2 dv2 + (F1v1e2A + F1v1B2e−2A − 2B) dv1
− (e−2A(1
2
− F1v1F1)(B2 + e4A) + 2BF1 − e2A) du1,
2C(CB + 1) dA− C2 dB + dC − (1
2
− F2v2F2) du2 + F2v2 dv2
+ {e−2A(1
2
− F1v1F1)[C2e4A + (1− CB)2]− C(1 + 2CB)F1 − C2e2A} du1
+ {2C(1 + CB)− F1v1e−2A[C2e4A + (1 + CB)2]} dv1; Kivi = FiFivi − vi − Fiui .
A3,8,2
(−1− 2CB) dA+ C dB − 1
2
F2v2 du2 + Ce
2A dv1
+ [−(1 + CB)Be−2A + (BF1v1 + e2AF1)C +
1
2
F1v1 ] du1,
− 2B dA+ dB − F2 du2 − dv2 + (BF1v1 −B2e−2A + e2AF1) du1 + e2A dv1,
2C(CB + 1) dA− C2 dB + dC − du2 − C2e2A dv1
+ [(1 + CB)2e−2A + (−BF1v1 − e2AF1)C2 − CF1v1 ] du1; Ki = Fi + vi2.
A3,8,3
(−1− 2CB) dA+ C dB − F2v2
2
du2 + [e−2A((1 + CB)B + Ce4A)F1v1 − 1− 2CB] dv1
+ e−2A[(−1
2
+ F1v1F1)(CB
2 + Ce4A +B)− 2CBe2AF1 + e4AC − e2AF1] du1,
− 2B dA+ dB − F2 du2 − dv2 + [(e−2AB2 + e2A)F1v1 − 2B] dv1
+ [(−1
2
+ F1v1F1)(e
−2AB2 + e2A)− 2BF1 + e2A] du1,
2C(CB + 1) dA− C2 dB + dC − du2 + [−((1 + CB)2e−2A + C2e2A)F1v1
+ 2(1 + CB)C] dv1 + [(
1
2
− F1v1F1)(e−2A(1 + CB)2 + e2AC2)
+ 2(1 + CB)F1 − e2A] du1; K1v1 = F1F1v1 − v1 − F1u1 , K2 = F2 + v22.
A3,9
− cosC cosB dA+ sinC dB + du2
− [F1(F1v1 sinA− cosA) sinC + (F1(F1v1 cosA+ sinA) sinB + cosB) cosC] du1
− [(F1v1 sinA− cosA) sinC + (F1v1 cosA+ sinA) sinB cosC] dv1,
− sinC cosB dA− cosC dB + F2 du2 + dv2
− [(F1(F1v1 cosA+ sinA) sinB + cosB) sinC − F1(F1v1 sinA− cosA) cosC] du1
− [(F1v1 cosA+ sinA) sinB sinC − (F1v1 sinA− cosA) cosC] dv1,
sinB dA− dC + F2F2v2 du2 + F2v2 dv2 − [(F1v1 cosA+ sinA)F1 cosB − sinB] du1
− (cosAF1v1 + sinA) cosB dv1; Kivi = FiFivi + vi − Fiui .
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Table 7.3: A Chevalley basis for g2.
H1 = y∂y + yx∂yx + yxx∂yxx + 2z∂z,
H2 = −x∂x − 3y∂y − 2yx∂yx − yxx∂yxx − 3z∂z,
X1 =
(−4y2x + 6yxxy) ∂x + (−3zy + 6yyxyxx − 83y3x
)
∂y +
(
3yy2xx − 3yxz
)
∂yx
+
(−3yxxz + 2y2xxyx) ∂yxx + (2y3xxy − 3z2) ∂z,
Y1 =
1
3
∂z,
X2 = x∂y + ∂yx ,
Y2 =
(
−4yxx+ 3y + 32yxxx
2
)
∂x +
(
−2y2xx−
3
4
zx2 +
3
2
yxyxxx
2
)
∂y
+
(
3
4
y2xxx
2 − 3
2
zx− y2x
)
∂yx +
(
y2xxx− yxxyx −
3
2
z
)
∂yxx +
(
1
2
y3xxx
2 − 3yxz
)
∂z,
X3 = (8yx − 6yxxx) ∂x +
(
3zx− 6yxyxxx+ 4y2x
)
∂y + 3
(
z − y2xxx
)
∂yx
− 2y2xx∂yxx − 2y3xxx∂z,
Y3 =
1
4
x2∂y +
1
2
x∂yx +
1
2
∂yxx + yx∂z,
X4 = −4∂x,
Y4 =
1
4
x2∂x +
3
4
yx∂y +
(
1
4
yxx+
3
4
y
)
∂yx +
(
yx − 14yxxx
)
∂yxx + y
2
x∂z,
X5 =
4
3
∂y,
Y5 =
(
1
2
yxx
2 − 3
4
yx− 1
8
yxxx
3
)
∂x +
(
1
4
y2xx
2 − 1
8
yxyxxx
3 − 3
4
y2 +
1
16
zx3
)
∂y
+
(
− 1
16
y2xxx
3 +
3
16
zx2 − 3
4
yxy +
1
4
y2xx
)
∂yx
+
(
−1
8
y2xxx
2 +
3
8
zx− 1
2
y2x +
1
4
yxyxxx
)
∂yxx
+
(
−1
2
4y3xxx
3 +
3
4
zyxx− 34zy −
1
3
y3x
)
∂z,
X6 = −8yxx∂x + (−8yxxyx + 4z) ∂y − 4y2xx∂yx −
8
3
y3xx∂z,
Y6 = − 148x
3∂y − 116x
2∂yx −
1
8
x∂yxx +
(
−1
4
yxx+
1
4
y
)
∂z
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Table 7.4: Lie brackets in g2.
H1 H2 X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 X4 Y4 X5 Y5 X6 Y6
H1 0 0 2X1 −2Y1 −X2 Y2 X3 −Y3 0 0 −X5 Y5 X6 −Y6
H2 0 0 −3X1 3Y1 2X2 −2Y2 −X3 Y3 X4 −Y4 3X5 −3Y5 0 0
X1 −2X1 3X1 0 H1 X3 0 0 −Y2 0 0 X6 0 0 −Y5
Y1 2Y1 −3Y1 −H1 0 0 −Y3 X2 0 0 0 0 −Y6 X5 0
X2 X2 −2X2 −X3 0 0 H2 −2X4 3Y1 3X5 2Y3 0 −Y4 0 0
Y2 −Y2 2Y2 0 Y3 −H2 0 −3X1 2Y4 −2X3 −3Y5 X4 0 0 0
X3 −X3 X3 0 −X2 2X4 3X1 0 H3 3X6 −2Y2 0 0 0 −Y4
Y3 Y3 −Y3 Y2 0 −3Y1 −2Y4 −H3 0 2X2 −3Y6 0 0 X4 0
X4 0 −X4 0 0 −3X5 2X3 −3X6 −2X2 0 H4 0 Y2 0 Y3
Y4 0 Y4 0 0 −2Y3 3Y5 2Y2 3Y6 −H4 0 −X2 0 −X3 0
X5 X5 −3X5 −X6 0 0 −X4 0 0 0 X2 0 H5 0 Y1
Y5 −Y5 3Y5 0 Y6 Y4 0 0 0 −Y2 0 −H5 0 −X1 0
X6 −X6 0 0 −X5 0 0 0 −X4 0 X3 0 X1 0 H6
Y6 Y6 0 Y5 0 0 0 Y4 0 −Y3 0 −Y1 0 −H6 0
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CHAPTER 8
FIVEVARIABLES PACKAGE
In this Chapter we give a brief account of the equivalence method applied to a general rank-3
Pfaffian system I, as shown by Cartan [10] and Hsiao [29]. A recent description of this method was
provided by Stormark [38, Chapter 16].
From Theorem 3.3.5 and Hsiao [29], we know that there exist a local coframe ω1, . . . , ω5 and
1-forms c1, c2, d1, d2, e1, e2 and e3 on M such that:
[i] I =
{
ω1, ω2, ω3
}
;
[ii] the following structure equations are satisfied
dω1 = c1 ∧ ω1 + c2 ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ ω4,
dω2 = d1 ∧ ω1 + d2 ∧ ω2 + ω3 ∧ ω5,
dω3 = e1 ∧ ω1 + e2 ∧ ω2 + e3 ∧ ω3 + ω4 ∧ ω5.
(8.1)
[iii] the Hsiao requirement is satisfied
ω3 ∧
(
e3 − 1
3
(
c1 + d2
))
= 0. (8.2)
A change of variables on M , say φ−1 : M → M , is equivalent to a linear change of the given
coframe onM , say Ω = φ∗Ω. Using the vector notation ~Ω =
(
ω1 . . . ω5
)T , this linear transformation
has to be represented by a 5 × 5 matrix T such that ~Ω = T~Ω. Because φ preserves the structure
equations of Ω, Ω satisfies properties [i] to [iii].
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The preservation of the derived system implies that
T =

α1 β1 0 0 0
γ1 δ1 0 0 0
x y z 0 0
p1 p2 p3 α β
p1 p2 p3 γ δ

∈ G19,
that is, T has only nineteen arbitrary entries.
A complete consideration of equations (8.1) reveals that
T =

Lα Lβ 0 0 0
Lγ Lδ 0 0 0
x y L 0 0
p1 p2 p3 α β
q1 q2 q3 γ δ

∈ G12, L = αδ − βγ 6= 0. (8.3)
Consequently, two GR3D5 Pfaffian systems {ω1, ω2, ω3} and {ω¯1, ω¯2, ω¯3} are equivalent if and only
if the local coframes Ω and Ω¯ (satisfying [i] and [ii]) are related by a transformation T ∈ G12, defined
in (8.3).
Cartan proved that one can actually reduce G12 to a 7-dimensional group G7. Hsiao provided
explicit computations for the reduction from G12 to G7, showing first of all that Hsiao’s requirement
(8.2) (implicitly assumed by Cartan) reduces G12 to a 10-dimensional group G10 defined by
T =

Lα Lβ 0 0 0
Lγ Lδ 0 0 0
x y L 0 0
p1 p2
4F
3L
α β
q1 q2
4G
3L
γ δ

∈ G10, F = αy − βx, G = yγ − xδ, (8.4)
where L is defined in (8.3).
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Finally, G10 is reduced to a 7-dimensional group G7, namely
T =

Lα Lβ 0 0 0
Lγ Lδ 0 0 0
x y L 0 0
3σαL+ 2xF
3L2
3σβL+ 2yF
3L2
4F
3L
α β
3σγL+ 2xG
3L2
3σδL+ 2yG
3L2
4G
3L
γ δ

∈ G7, σ = 12(p1δ − p2γ − q1β + q2α), (8.5)
where L, F and G are defined in (8.3) and (8.4). The Maurer-Cartan matrix associated to G7 is

2pi1 + pi4 pi2 0 0 0
pi3 pi1 + 2pi4 0 0 0
pi5 pi6 pi1 + pi4 0 0
pi7 0 43 pi
6 pi1 pi2
0 pi7 − 43 pi5 pi3 pi4

.
Consider the principal bundle P12 = M × G7 with local coframe ω1, . . . , ω5, pi1, . . . , pi7. Then
the structure equations [10, page 149, equation (5)]
dω1 = ω1 ∧ (2pi1 + pi4)+ ω2 ∧ pi2 + ω3 ∧ ω4,
dω2 = ω1 ∧ pi3 + ω2 ∧ (pi1 + 2pi4)+ ω3 ∧ ω5,
dω3 = ω1 ∧ pi5 + ω2 ∧ pi6 + ω3 ∧ (pi1 + pi4)+ ω4 ∧ ω5,
(8.6)
called Cartan’s first formulas are satisfied. These equations are invariant under the equivalences G7.
Introducing two new auxiliary variables υ1, υ2 one defines the group G9 of block matrices T7 0
T2 I7
 ∈ G9
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such that T7 ∈ G7, I7 is the identity matrix of order seven and
T2 =

υ1 0 0 0 0
υ2 0 0 0 0
0 υ1 0 0 0
0 υ2 0 0 0
0 0 υ1 0 0
0 0 υ2 0 0
0 0 0 υ1 υ2

.
Consequently we can consider the principal bundle P14 =M ×G9 with coframe ω1, . . . , ω5, pi1, . . . ,
pi7, χ1, χ2. Cartan’s first formulas (8.6) will still hold and be invariant under the equivalences
G9. Moreover the following set of invariant structure equations, called Cartan’s second formulas, is
revealed [10, page 151, equation (8)]
dpi1 = ω1 ∧ (χ1 + 2B2 ω3 + 2A2 ω4 + 2A3 ω5)+ ω2 ∧ (B3 ω3 +A3 ω4 +A4 ω5)
+
1
3
ω3 ∧ pi7 − 2
3
ω4 ∧ pi5 + 1
3
ω5 ∧ pi6 − pi2 ∧ pi3,
dpi2 = ω1 ∧ χ2 + ω2 ∧ (B4 ω3 +A4 ω4 +A5 ω5)− ω4 ∧ pi6 + pi2 ∧ (pi1 − pi4) ,
dpi3 = −ω1 ∧ (B1 ω3 +A1 ω4 +A2 ω5)+ ω2 ∧ χ1 − ω5 ∧ pi5 − pi3 ∧ (pi1 − pi4) ,
dpi4 = −ω1 ∧ (B2 ω3 +A2 ω4 +A3 ω5)+ ω2 ∧ (χ2 − 2B3 ω3 − 2A3 ω4 − 2A4 ω5)
+
1
3
ω3 ∧ pi7 + 1
3
ω4 ∧ pi5 − 2
3
ω5 ∧ pi6 + pi2 ∧ pi3,
dpi5 = ω1 ∧
(
9
32
D1 ω
2 +
9
8
C1 ω
3 +
3
4
B1 ω
4 +
3
4
B2 ω
5
)
+ ω3 ∧ (χ1 +A2 ω4 +A3 ω5)
+ ω2 ∧
(
9
8
C2 ω
3 +
3
4
B2 ω
4 +
3
4
B3 ω
5
)
− ω5 ∧ pi7 + pi1 ∧ pi5 + pi3 ∧ pi6,
dpi6 = ω1 ∧
(
9
32
D2 ω
2 +
9
8
C2 ω
3 +
3
4
B2 ω
4 +
3
4
B3 ω
5
)
+ ω3 ∧ (χ2 −A3 ω4 −A4 ω5)
+ ω2 ∧
(
9
8
C3 ω
3 +
3
4
B3 ω
4 +
3
4
B2 ω
5
)
+ ω4 ∧ pi7 + pi2 ∧ pi5 + pi4 ∧ pi6,
dpi7 = ω1 ∧
(
9
64
E ω2 − 3
8
D1 ω
3
)
− 3
8
D2 ω
2 ∧ ω3 − ω3 ∧ (B2 ω4 −B3 ω5)
+ ω4 ∧ (χ1 + 2A3 ω5)+ ω5 ∧ χ2 + (pi1 + pi4) ∧ pi7 + 43 pi5 ∧ pi6.
(8.7)
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where A1, . . . , A5, B1, . . . , B4, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2 and E are functions on P14. Using the notation
α[i+1] = α[1] ¯ α[i] = α¯ α[i] for symmetric tensor product of forms, the symmetric (0, 4)-tensors
FI
(
ω4, ω5
)
= A1ω4
[4]
+ 4A2ω4
[3] ¯ ω5 + 6A3ω4[2] ¯ ω5[2] + 4A4ω4 ¯ ω5[3] +A5ω5[4]
and
GI
(
ω3, ω4, ω5
)
= FI
(
ω4, ω5
)
+ 4
(
B1ω
4[3] + 3B2ω4
[2] ¯ ω5 + 3B3ω4 ¯ ω5[2] +B4ω5[3]
)
¯ ω3
+ 6
(
C1ω
4[2] + 2C2ω4 ¯ ω5 + C3ω5[2]
)
¯ ω3[2]
+ 4
(
D1ω
4 +D2ω5
)¯ ω3[3]
+ Eω3
[4]
are respectively called Cartan 2-tensor and Cartan 3-tensor associated to the general rank-3 Pfaffian
system in five variables I. They are relative invariant with respect to G9, in the following sense.
Consider the two homogeneous polynomials, which we call Cartan tensors,
FI = A1x14 + 4A2x13x2 + 6A3x12x22 + 4A4x1x23 +A5x24,
and
GI = FI + 4
(
B1x1
3 + 3B2x12x2 + 3B3x1x22 +B4x23
)
x3
+ 6
(
C1x1
2 + 2C2x1x2 + C3x22
)
x3
2 + 4 (D1x1 +D2x2)x33 + Ex34.
The linear factors of FI can be called roots and we can call root type of these polynomials their
factorization by means of roots. For instance, if Ki is a linear expression in x1 and x2, then FI must
be of one of the following types:
[∞] infinitely many roots, FI = 0;
[4] one root of multiplicity four, FI = K14;
[3,1] one triple root and one simple root, FI = K13K2;
[2,2] two double roots, FI = K12K22;
[2,1,1] one double root and two simple roots, FI = K12K2K3;
[1,1,1,1] four simple roots, FI = K1K2K3K4.
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If two GR3D5 Pfaffian systems I and J are equivalent then their Cartan tensors FI and FJ
have the same type of roots. However, we must notice that if FI and FJ have the same root type,
I and J need not to be equivalent (unless FI ≡ 0). The root type of a GR3D5 Pfaffian system I is
defined as the root type of its Cartan 2-tensor FI .
The root type [3,1] and [2,1,1] were treated simultaneously by Cartan [10, §VII], while Stormak
[38] does not point out the type [2,1,1]. For the first time in the literature we provided, in Chapter
6, examples of GR3D5 Pfaffian systems for all the root types.
We implemented the above procedure in Maple language with commands defined in the Differ-
entialGeometry package. In this way we built a program, called FiveVariables. Using FiveVariables
we can compute the Cartan tensors and the root type of any GR3D5 Pfaffian system. Moreover, our
program can handle even nonlinear involutive systems or general Goursat equations, when realized
as in Section 4.3. Using FiveVariables we can determine if two given nonlinear involutive systems
(or two general Goursat equations) are not equivalent. The examples in Chapter 6 were determined
using our software.
A detailed guide for FiveVariables is the subject of a future work. We note that this software
handles GR3D5 Pfaffian systems and their lifts to 6-manifold, that is, the Pfaffian systems generated
by nonlinear involutive systems or the Pfaffian systems associated to general Goursat equations (see
Section 4.3). Here we report the main routines defined in FiveVariables and their purpose.
When executing the Maple command
> with(FiveVariables);
the user will see the following routines
[CartanTensor, ClassifyCartanTensor, CreateCartanTensor, FiveVariablesChecks, GeneralForm,
HsiaoRequirement, ModuleApply, PointCartan3Tensor, PointCartanTensor, PolyCartanTensor, Pro-
longation, Reduction1, Reduction2 ].
The main routine “ModuleApply” is executed by the command “FiveVariables”. The arguments
of this command are of various nature, depending on the goal of the user. For instance, one can
start a computation from a previous one, using stored data, or one can start a new computation
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providing an adapted basis (see Definition 2.6.2) for the GR3D5 Pfaffian system at hand. Several
options are available.
The command “GeneralForm” produces an adapted coframe satisfying properties [i] and [ii].
Starting from an adapted coframe produced by “GeneralForm”, the command “HsiaoRequire-
ment” computes an adapted coframe and the auxiliary 1-forms ci, di and ei satisfying (8.2).
One can apply the equivalence method described above to this adapted coframe. The routine
“Reduction1” reduces the 19-dimensional structure G19 to G12.
With the routine “Reduction2”, one obtains G7.
Finally, calling “PointCartanTensor” one realizes G9. Using the Cartan’s formulas, the Cartan
2-tensor (default) or the Cartan 3-tensor are computed.
Implementing an algorithm from [35, Exercise 3.53, page 103], the command “ClassifyCartan-
Tensor” returns the root type of the Cartan 2-tensor handed.
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